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Abstract 

In New Zealand, the development of wind energy is occurring predominantly at a 
large scale level with very little opportunity for local people to become involved, 
either financially or conceptually. These conditions are creating situations of conflict 
between communities and wind energy developers – and are limiting the potential of 
the New Zealand wind energy industry. The inception of community ownership in 
small scale wind farms, developed in Europe in the late 20th Century, has helped to 
make a vital connection between wind energy and end users. Arguably, community 
wind farms are able to alleviate public concerns of wind energy’s impact on 
landscapes, amongst a wide range of other advantages. In Austria, community wind 
farms have offered significant development opportunities to local people, ushered in 
distributed generation, and all the while increasing the amount of renewable energy 
in the electricity mix.  
 
This thesis investigates whether community small scale wind (SSW) farms, such as 
those developed in Austria, are a viable and feasible option for the New Zealand 
context. 
 
The approach of this thesis examines the history of the Austrian wind industry and 
explores several community wind farm developments. In addition, interviews with 
stakeholders from Austria and New Zealand were conducted to develop an 
understanding of impressions and processes in developing community wind energy 
(CWE) in the New Zealand context. From this research an assessment of the transfer 
of the Austrian framework to the New Zealand situation is offered, with analysis of 
the differences between the wind energy industries in the two countries. Furthermore, 
future strategies are suggested for CWE development in New Zealand with 
recommendations for an integrated governmental approach. 
 
This research determines that the feasibility for the transfer of the Austrian 
framework development of ‘grassroots’ community wind farms in the next 10 years is 
relatively unlikely without greater support assistance from the New Zealand 
Government. This is principally due to the restricted economic viability of community 
wind farms and also significant regulatory and policy limitations. In the mid to long 
term, the New Zealand government should take an integrated approach to assist the 
development of community wind farms which includes: a collaborative government 
planning approach on the issue; detailed assessment of the introduction of feed-in 
tariff mechanisms and controlled activity status (RMA) for community wind farms; 
and development of limited liability company law for community energy companies. 
In the short term, however, the most feasible option available for the formation of 
community wind farms lies in quasi community developments with corporate 
partnerships. 
 
Keywords 
Wind Energy, Community Wind Energy, Small Scale Wind Energy, Grassroots, 
Distributed Generation, Feed-in tariffs, Bottom-up, Austria, Integrated Environmental 
Management. 
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1.0 Introduction 
 

“By developing a secure electricity system based on renewable and low-emission 

generation, we can improve the quality of life for New Zealand families, drive the 

transformation of our economy, and cement in sustainability as a core part of New 

Zealand’s identity and value system.” Rt. Hon Helen Clark – New Zealand Prime 

Minister (Clark, 2007). 

 

‘Wind can be – and is today – a producer of commodity or bulk electricity, but wind 

energy can be so much more. Wind energy can become a tool for rural economic 

development. Equally as important, wind energy can offer ownership, and with it a 

sense of control, to farmers and villagers buffeted by globalization and the 

industrialization of agriculture’ Paul Gipe – Wind power expert (Gipe, 2004, p. 385). 

 

Electricity is essential for the economy and for social and cultural well-being. New 

Zealand is facing important challenges in maintaining a sustainable electrical system. 

These include meeting the growth in demand for electricity, ensuring climate change 

is addressed effectively by advancing the proportion of renewables in the electricity 

sector, and improving the security of a system that which is threatened by 

reoccurrence of dry hydro years (MED, 2003). This growing concern for energy 

security is illustrated on an almost daily basis by media coverage of New Zealand’s 

electrical system, this was particularly seen during the first half of 2008 where 

droughts in summer combined with low winter rainfall led to critically low levels in 

hydro storage lakes in the South Island. 

 

In the last 50 years New Zealand has been heavily reliant on remote large scale 

hydro and gas generation to supply the national electrical grid. However, at a time 

when the major known source of gas from the Maui field is coming to an end and 

opportunities to build new large scale hydro generation increasingly difficult, greater 

strategic direction is needed to meet future needs. Therefore, electricity planning 

must be carefully considered and be in line with New Zealand’s environmental and 

economic commitments. In this respect, a more integrated approach has the 

potential to offer a more holistic approach to electricity planning which considers 

externalities an important part of the planning and development process. 
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As a result of signing the Kyoto Protocol in 1992, New Zealand has committed to 

reducing greenhouse gas emissions to a level 5.2 per cent below 1990 levels 

between 2008-2012 (MfE, 2007b). Since 1990 greenhouse gas emissions from the 

electricity industry have increased by 80 per cent (PCE, 2006b) and electricity 

generation was responsible for about 23 per cent of the 29.8 million tonnes of CO2 

(carbon dioxide) emitted from all energy sources in New Zealand in 2001 (Ashby, 

2004). The electricity system is a part of the New Zealand energy sector where 

emission reductions can be achieved with relative certainty. Alternatives, such as 

wind, are proven and available to significantly reduce the fossil fuel component of 

the electricity sector, whereas the alternatives are not as clear or advanced for the 

agriculture and transport sectors. Therefore, the greater development of renewable 

energy options offers an effective and tangible solution to deal with emissions 

reduction. 

 

The New Zealand Energy Minister, Hon David Parker, stated in October 2007 that by 

2025 a target of 90 per cent renewable electricity is essential for the country (Parker, 

2007). 90 per cent renewable electricity would give New Zealand one of the most 

carbon-free electricity systems in the world. The government has indicated that wind 

energy will play an important role in achieving this goal. This will require a significant 

increase in wind power output over the next two decades, placing wind in a pivotal 

role in New Zealand’s electricity system1. 

 

Many challenges to the successful development of wind energy in New Zealand have 

become apparent over recent years. At present there is a defining challenge existing 

between wind development and community acceptance. The location of the best wind 

resources and the push for large scale wind farms is causing localised impacts on 

particular valued landscapes and communities. Within the last 5-10 years in New 

Zealand large scale development of wind farms have become the norm. These 

operations are significant constructions on rural landscapes that are generally used 

for agricultural and livestock purposes. In many parts of the country this is creating 

some strong backlash from local communities on the grounds of destruction of visual 

amenity and noise creation. 

                                          
1 As of October 2008 the New Zealand Government has changed and the future 

direction of Energy and Climate Change policy has been targeted for modification. 
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The recent ‘Project West Wind’ development in Wellington and ‘Project Hayes’ in 

Central Otago both being developed by Meridian Energy have highlighted that wind 

farms can make for a highly contentious process between developers and local 

people (Churchouse, 2006). These are not isolated problems; throughout the world 

wind farms evoke diverse views for and against development. However, the way in 

which a development is carried out can make a great difference in the acceptability 

for local people, the ease of developer consent attainment, and overall project 

success. Active public involvement has been shown to ensure that the final product, 

which the community has a stake in (or significant role), will be successfully 

implemented (Sawin, 2004; Wood, 1995). 

 

Europe is leading the development of wind energy globally; they not only have the 

highest installed capacity but also the largest turbine export market (EWEA, 2008). 

One option that many European countries have adopted in order to increase 

renewable energy development and increase community acceptance (among other 

reasons) is by promoting various forms of community ownership in smaller scale 

wind (SSW) farms (Hoffman & High-Pippert, 2005; PCE, 2006b). Austria, situated in 

Central Europe, like other European Union (EU) countries in recent years created 

conditions that have encouraged the development of such initiatives. There has been 

considerable success with this process in Austria where the local concerns have been 

turned into local opportunities. . Austria with a marked similarity in its reliance of 

hydro generation, mountainous topography, demographics and lack of nuclear 

energy, is utilised as a comparative wind energy study with New Zealand in this 

research. Austria has tried to emulate earlier CWE successes in Denmark and 

Germany and has applied a framework that is to some extent transferred from the 

Danish and German CWE model. However, it stands out clearly as part of a “second 

wave” of CWE development and as a more recent addition to the CWE chronicle, 

Austria is used to illustrate more contemporary problems faced when trying to 

encourage a CWE sector in a country which is a relatively new entrant to wind 

energy, in this case New Zealand. 

 

 

The New Zealand wind industry is still in its ‘early days’ and it is important that we 

look to development occurring elsewhere in the world as a guide for the pros and 

cons in our own wind power development. One of the major findings from the recent 
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PCE report ‘Wind Power, People and Place’ (2006b) states that ‘we can learn from 

other countries’ approaches to wind farm development’. The development of 

community based energy may offer a viable growth path for New Zealand’s wind 

sector and for achieving the government vision for a majority renewable supplied 

electricity system.  

 

This research makes a comparative study between Austria and New Zealand on the 

development of SSW farms with significant elements of community ownership and 

involvement. This research asks the question why is it that wind development has 

evolved at this level in Europe/Austria but not in New Zealand? Could it and should it? 

In blunt terms I want to find out why New Zealand, with a ‘world class’ wind energy 

resource, has not capitalised on this resource like many other developed nations and 

if development structures in the Austrian/European situation could be transferred to 

the New Zealand environment. In order to achieve this, a description of the wind 

energy framework in Austria is provided and several case studies of SSW farms are 

presented. These will be complemented with insights from industry stakeholders 

consulted in both Austria and New Zealand during the course of the research. SSW 

farms are defined in this research as any project with less than 10 commercially 

sized turbines which are of a nominal output of less than 2MW each. 

 

The area of ‘small scale wind farms’ and ‘community wind energy’ (CWE) has slowly 

been growing interest in recent years in New Zealand, with some notable 

government publications from the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment 

(PCE) and several research theses discussing the topic (Barnett, 2006; Barry, 2007; 

Campbell, 2006); these have been utilised for their approaches and findings. The 

research intention of this thesis is to build on the research performed by these 

organizations and individuals, and by developing my research and case studies with 

regard to Austria give further insight into assessing the feasibility of a role for SSW 

farms with community ownership in New Zealand. 
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1.1 Research Aim, Objectives and Methodology 

1.1.1 Aim 

It is evident that in Europe that a well established component in the wind energy 

industry is community ownership and development of SSW farms. These 

developments appear to have been accompanied by reduced public conflict, 

increased renewable energy delivery, increased security in grid network stability, 

allowed opportunities economic renewal in rural and urban localities, and delivered 

strong bases for a number of nations to build wind turbine industries. New Zealand 

currently lacks such developments. Based on these suppositions this research 

explores the development community ownership of SSW farms in New Zealand with 

comparison to development in one European country, Austria. 

 

The overall aim of this research is to determine the major differences in wind energy 

development in Austria and New Zealand and establish the feasibility of community 

SSW energy development in the New Zealand environment. 

 

1.1.2 Research Goals 

The broader research goals of this thesis are to: 

 

• identify the institutional, political, economic and social influences in 

community ownership of distributed, SSW farms in New Zealand and Austria; 

 

• identify and assess the wind energy development framework in Austria for 

community smaller scale wind farms could be of beneficial consideration for 

the New Zealand government and wind farm developers. 

1.1.3 Objectives 

• Explore integration in environmental issues with regard to energy 

development and community as a theoretical background to the research; 
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• Summarise the European wind energy situation with focus on the Austrian 

wind energy sector; 

• Explore community ownership in energy generation, considering European 

development with specific regard to SSW farms in Austria; 

• Summarise the New Zealand wind energy industry history and current status 

within the context of the New Zealand electricity system; 

• Summarise government targets and policy for the renewable sector, 

specifically wind, and for meeting climate change commitments.  

• Assess the role for community ownership of SSW farms in New Zealand; 

 

1.1.4 Methodology and Thesis Structure 

This research utilises 3 methodologies as outlined below 

 

Literature Review 

 

An in depth literature review will explore the background to the thesis research topic. 

The literature review begins by covering a short theory section exploring the 

‘integrated environmental management’ approach in relation to wind energy. A 

clarification of the important terms within the thesis is presented with a description 

of what exactly is meant by community energy and SSW energy. The review 

continues by describing the history of the New Zealand electricity and wind energy 

sectors to give the reader an idea of how New Zealand has reached it present 

electricity situation and the challenges that are faced within each area. CWE history 

in the context of Europe is presented and the characteristics of this type of 

development are investigated to indicate the process by which it evolved the 

approach originated. 

 

Case study: Austria 

 

A case study of the Austrian community SSW sector is developed in chapter 4. This 

includes a background of the Austrian electricity history and a description of 

European Union policy influences of recent years. Specific case study examples are 
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used in the research which were visited during the course of the research. The three 

case study sites are Spörbichl, Eberschwang, and Michelbach; this is also combined 

with the presentation of two community owned wind energy investment fund 

companies. A summary of the current situation is given with challenges to the 

formation and continuation of the sector explored. 

 

Semi-structured interviews 

 

Interviews were undertaken with a range of people involved in the wind energy 

sector and related interests in both Austria and New Zealand. Interviewees were 

selected after scoping the range of interests and identifying organizations involved 

from secondary sources and extending this list through information gathered as the 

interviews progressed. People involved in the interviews came from different 

backgrounds which included community SSW developers, wind association 

representatives, commercial wind farm developers, political interests, energy and 

environmental consultants, lawyers, wind turbine developers and industry 

representatives. Altogether 17 people were involved in the more formal interview 

process along with many informal discussions with other interests. Austrian 

interviewees were selected on the basis of industry involvement, availability, and 

communication feasibility (English speaking) in the relatively short time that the 

author was studying in that country. Therefore, a small sample size of four people 

was able to be interviewed. New Zealand interviewees were from a greater range of 

backgrounds, from those specifically involved in the wind industry to other 

Government and non-government organisations. There was invariably a trade off in 

trying to study both Austria and New Zealand in a restricted time which made it   

difficult to achieve symmetry and concise comparability in the interviews conducted. 

 

Interviewees were asked both to discuss their organizational aims and functions 

along with their own interpretation of ideas and concepts (such as the meaning of 

“community” and “SSW”). Some explicitly referred to their own commitments and 

values, whilst others related their comments directly to their work and organizational 

responsibilities, or were ambiguous in their replies. Each of the interviews was 

transcribed and pertinent quotes were extracted for use throughout this thesis. 
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1.2 Limitations 
It is acknowledged there are several renewable energy sectors which have 

community owned generation developing and that these present some similar 

challenges as those faced by the development of SSW energy such as biomass, 

combined heat and power and solar. This research will focus on community SSW 

farm development, this is so that one part of the matrix of community energy 

generation can be analysed comprehensively. This focuses on distributed small scale 

projects that are connected to local lines networks. 

 

Technical issues, such as the impact of wind turbines, including noise, visual pollution, 

NIMBY, the application of offshore wind farms and on-site wind energy production 

including domestic scale wind turbines (micro-generation < 100kw) will not be 

covered in great detail in this thesis. These areas are covered in a number of other 

discussions (Pasqualetti, 2002; PCE, 2006b).  

1.3 Thesis Structure 
This thesis begins by presenting the aim, objectives and methodology of the research 

(Chapter 1). This is continued with a review of literature in the conceptual framework, 

which starts with a summary of the global wind energy industry to illustrate to the 

reader the current ‘state of the art’ development (Chapter 2). This is followed with 

insight into the importance of utilising an integrated environmental approach in 

consideration of electricity and community energy developments. Also in this chapter, 

an explanation of the frames of references in the thesis relating to community, 

community energy and SSW farms are given. Chapter 3 offers a historical synopsis 

of the development of CWE in Europe exploring the main characteristics, this is 

complemented with a SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and 

Threats) of community owned wind energy. 

 

The results of this study are separated into two case studies both relying on 

empirical and textual analysis. In Chapter 4 the case study of Austria is explored, 

firstly by providing background information of the European Union energy framework 

and then with a historical perspective of the Austrian electrical industry. Secondly, 

the Chapter describes the development of wind energy in Austria with specific focus 

to community developments. Several community wind farms examples are presented 
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with interview excerpts from wind farm leaders in Austria. In Chapter 5, electricity 

development in New Zealand is reviewed, with a view to determining historical 

patterns and current prospects for growth. This includes a particular focus on the 

wind sector. The Chapter continues with insight findings gained from industry actors 

in New Zealand and their impressions of community small scale community wind 

farms. 

 

In Chapter 6, the interpretation and examination of the two case studies is 

performed in the discussion, analysing the differences in Austrian and New Zealand 

wind energy development with specific regard for New Zealand uptake of community 

owned wind farms. The combination of the findings from the case studies and the 

discussion lead, in Chapter 7, to the conclusion on the application of small scale CWE 

in New Zealand and a set of recommendations are developed for specific 

organisations and sectors within New Zealand. 
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2.0 Conceptual Framework 

2.1 Summary of the Wind Energy Industry 
Within the last 30 years wind power has developed from a relatively experimental 

form of electricity generation to present day being the world’s fastest growing 

renewable sector which is being widely implemented around the world (EWEA, 2008). 

The push for the development of wind energy came from the fuel shocks of the 

1970’s where the energy security of many countries was exposed as deficient; the 

volatile price of oil meant that alternatives became more sought after. The success of 

wind energy is not only due to cost pressures but also a result of targeted energy 

policy, advances in technology and research, improving economics and the 

increasing global focus to move to cleaner electricity production and energy security 

(PCE, 2006b; Wizelius, 2007). In the words of wind power expert Paul Gipe ‘Wind 

works. It’s reliable. It’s economical. It makes environmental sense. And it’s available 

now’ (Gipe, 2004, p. 1). 

 

However, there are some undoubted challenges in the continued success of the 

industry which are becoming apparent. Societal impacts such as landscape amenity 

values and noise, are becoming more intensely debated and objected to (Pasqualetti, 

2002). Also, Ashby (2004) points out other emerging industry specific challenges 

such as the rising cost and limited availability of turbines, distant manufacturing sites, 

site availability, declining government incentives, and grid stability. Nevertheless, 

governments around the world are moving rapidly to achieve ambitious renewable 

energy targets for greenhouse gas emission mitigation and wind energy remains one 

of the best options for delivering on these requirements (EWEA, 2008; MED, 2007b). 

2.1.1 The Global Wind Energy Situation – Industry 

Trends 

The global wind energy industry is thriving. Currently led by Germany, USA, Spain, 

India, China and Denmark, the industry has been growing at an annual rate of more 

than 28 per cent for the last 10 years. This has made it the fastest growing large-

scale electrical generation technology; in comparison solar photovoltaic (PV) has 
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grown at 15 percent and nuclear at 7 per cent (EWEA, 2008). With 20,000 MW of 

added capacity in 2007 (GWEC, 2008) total installed capacity topped 94,000MW 

worldwide by that year’s end (see Figure 1), nearly 10 times the entire electricity 

capacity of New Zealand (MED, 2007b). Estimates for global wind energy growth 

have continued to be exceeded in the last 10 years; expectations from the Global 

Wind Energy Council (GWEC) (2008) for the end of 2010 have leapt 50,000MW more 

from their 2006 estimate to a predicted 170,000MW of installed capacity. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure removed for copyright compliance 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1- Global wind growth (source Global Wind Energy Council, 2008) 

 

The wind energy sector is changing and expanding rapidly. Recent entrants India and 

China are making major rapid advancement in wind capacity; the development in 

these countries is likely to be the focus of the next era of wind energy development 

(WWEA, 2008). Change is already evident, as noted by the EWEA (2008), for the 

first time since the inception of the commercial industry more wind energy capacity 

was installed outside of Europe in 2007. Wizelius (2007) points out that as most of 

the growth so far has been concentrated in a few countries, there is still great 

potential for market growth in countries where wind development has only just 

begun. With 70 per cent of total wind energy capacity possessed in only 5 countries 

(see Figure 2), expansion of the wind industry will undoubtedly lead to greater 

distribution as more countries start to develop a wind energy sector (Wizelius, 2007). 

The next ten years are likely to see a broadening of the global wind energy market to 

engage a spread of new countries across all continents (GWEC, 2008). 
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Figure 2- Leading wind energy developers (source Global Wind Energy Council, 2008) 

 

Indications from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (2007) and 

the report overseen by former World Bank economist Sir Nicholas Stern (2007) 

strongly suggest that the threat to humanity and the planet from increasing 

greenhouse gas emissions is extreme and potentially irreversible. The increasing 

momentum to shift to cleaner energy production means that there is considerable 

certainty for the future growth of the wind industry. Energy policies in many 

countries are setting high targets for renewable expansion; these are principally in 

response to Kyoto Protocol requirements to reduce emissions to 1990 levels. 

However, not only is there greater need for cleaner energy but there is need for 

more of it; the International Energy Agency (IEA, 2003) predicts that by 2030 total 

world demand could increase by 60%, requiring 4,800 GW (Giga Watts) of new 

power generation capacity. The GWEC (2008) advocates that wind energy can help 

to match growing energy demand without an increase in fossil fuel consumption. 

 

With increases in mean price of electricity globally, wind energy is becoming more 

competitive; wind farms developed in areas with consistent strong to moderate 

winds are now capable of providing electricity on a competitive level with non-

renewable sources of gas and coal (Ashby, 2004; Gipe, 2004). With major advances 

in wind turbine technology and research over the past few decades wind farms are 
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able to produce substantially more power than before, and the application of offshore 

farms is offering promising new opportunities (PCE, 2006b; Wizelius, 2007). 

2.2 A New Paradigm for Electricity Planning: 

Integrated Environmental Management 
‘Environmental issues present a challenging arena for problem-solving. They are 

complex, plagued with uncertainty, and extremely political’ (Bardwell, 1991). 

 

The development of energy systems since the beginning of industrial revolution has 

tended to rely upon a relatively narrow economic cost-benefit model. This model has 

served many societies well for the past 200 years, with abundant energy production 

allowing massive economic growth and social development. However, it has now 

become apparent that there are some serious limitations with employing a solely 

segmented economic focus on energy planning; a major example of this is the 

disregard for environmental externalities. Externalities such as pollution have 

become of serious concern for the future development of energy systems. It is 

evident that future environmental stability is at risk if externalities are not given 

much greater consideration. Therefore, this would suggest that energy development 

and planning requires a new holistic and comprehensive approach. 

 

Traditional approaches to environmental management have been focused on cause 

and effect type planning; when a cause has been identified a technical solution has 

been developed to mitigate the negative impact. In this respect, the environment 

has been considered as an isolated collection of bits and pieces. This type of 

approach has inevitably led to simplistic solutions which unintentionally create 

further problems. When dealing with environmental problems there is seldom a 

single cause having a single effect which can be remedied by a single solution. The 

interconnections between systems means this is not the case, instead there are a 

myriad of underlying natural phenomena. This is illustrated by Suzuki (2008) ‘the 

system approach of ecology encourages us to think holistically and to see 

interconnections that make whole systems more than just the sum of their individual 

parts’ (p. 55). For this reason there have been calls for more integration in 

environmental management. 
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Integrated environmental management (IEM) is a holistic approach to management 

that has emerged in many countries to address complex land and water 

management problems (Margerum & Hooper, 2001). The purpose of IEM is to 

integrate management activities by taking an interdisciplinary approach which 

includes a range of stakeholder interests. Not unlike land and water management 

problems, energy issues are inherently complex and strongly interconnected in the 

surrounding environment. Our current environmental situation requires that the 

impacts from energy development are reduced and in some situations eliminated. 

The use of fossil fuels for electricity generation is one contributing factor towards 

detrimental CO2 increases in the atmosphere; this is creating a chain reaction of 

serious global impacts (Stern, 2007). It is therefore attractive to apply an IEM 

approach to energy issues which considers the full socioeconomic, physical, and 

biological impacts of particular fuels and technology use. 

 

Utilising an IEM approach would suggest that the overall negative impacts of fossil 

fuel CO2 emitting technology are significantly greater than that of using renewable 

resources. Therefore, an IEM approach would invariably lean towards the 

development of greater renewable energy development. Along with this, IEM aims to 

develop inclusive processes (Born & Sonzogni, 1995), in relation to energy this 

means being open to governmental and private interests at all levels, including the 

community. 

2.2.1 What is Integrated Environmental Management? 

Bardwell (1991) states that environmental decision making has a tendency to be 

performed in a knee-jerk, narrowly focused, and poorly co-ordinated manner. 

Political decision making is often directed towards public favourability, with decisions 

made in reaction to vigorous public debate rather than comprehensive problem 

analysis (Cairns & Crawford, 1991). Arguably, there is a history of such decision 

making in recent New Zealand governance with issues such as the Seabed and 

Foreshore Bill, Project Aqua consultation, and West Coast forestry. Therefore, 

political and ethical positions can have an important role in determining 

environmental management goals and the strategies used to achieve them (Barrow, 

1999). As further discussed by Barrow (1999) ‘environmental problems cross political 

boarders and boundaries between air, water and land; they also involve different 

disciplines and actors, so can be difficult to deal with without an integrated approach’ 
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(p. 256). The aim of environmental management should be (in line with sustainable 

development thinking) a decision making process that seeks the best practicable 

environmental option that satisfy’s basic human needs for the present and 

sustainably provides for future generations. As the nature of environmental problems 

can directly affect the lives of many people, approaches to solving these problems 

must be inclusive so that the needs of communities are sustainably met (Born & 

Sonzogni, 1995). 

 

The last 50 years have seen radical change in the decision making process found in 

institutional places, this is especially so in the environmental realm. Since the 

environmental movement of the 1970’s there has been demand for more 

accountability and consideration of the overall effects from human impacts. Decision 

making processes at the time were often short-sighted, focused on immediate gains 

without consideration for future effects; with DDT use, nuclear testing, and 

deforestation as prime examples. In response to these reactionary and piece meal 

approaches the IEM approach was developed. By treating environmental problems as 

wholly interconnected it aims to constructively deal with the inherent “wickedness” of 

such problems as outlined by Rittel and Webber (1973). With increasing resource 

demands apparent from a ballooning human population, the IEM approach is a tool 

which can be used by governments and communities to resolve developing conflicts 

between contradictory resource use. 

 

IEM was developed as an approach to environmental planning and management in 

the late 1980’s. Its inception was intended to bring clarity and cohesion to the 

environmental decision making process at all levels. Buhrs (1995) notes that ‘IEM 

represents an effort to come to grips with the enormous complexity and potentially 

all encompassing character of the “environment” concept’ (Buhrs, 1995, p. 1). IEM’s 

development was an attempt to encapsulate a range of other contemporary 

environmental concepts (watershed management, ecosystem management, 

integrated resource management) into to one robust inclusive concept (Margerum & 

Born, 2000). There are a number of comparable definitions of IEM, one succinct 

example by Margerum and Hooper (2001) is ‘a holistic approach to environmental 

planning and management that encourages participants to consider a wide array of 

social and environmental connections’ (Margerum & Hooper, 2001, p. 1). IEM theory 

was designed to acknowledge the intrinsic interconnections between humans and the 

surrounding environment (Cairns & Crawford, 1991). ‘In many ways IEM epitomizes 
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the idea of sustainable resource use’ (Barrow, 1999, p. 78). IEM is designed to be an 

inclusive problem solving framework which can be applied to almost any 

environmental issue. 

2.2.2 The Framework of Integrated Environmental 

Management 

There are several elements commonly defined by commentators which are intrinsic 

to IEM theory, these are illustrated in figure 1. These criteria have been developed 

through numerous papers on the conceptualization of IEM in the planning context 

(Born & Sonzogni, 1995; Cairns & Crawford, 1991; Margerum, 1999; Margerum & 

Born, 1995; Margerum & Hooper, 2001). Born and Sonzogni (1995) suggest that 

there are two phases to the IEM conceptual framework, the ‘What?’ which includes 

being comprehensive, interconnective, goal focussed and strategic in the assessment 

of an environmental problem; this first phase of IEM is illustrated by the top four 

boxes of figure 1. The second phase is the ‘How?’, which is dominated by co-

ordination which describes the way in which solutions should be implemented. Figure 

1 links all of the concepts of the ‘What’ to the ‘How’ and the result is an integrated 

management solution. 
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Figure 3- The structure of an IEM approach 

2.2.3 What is the Target of an Integrated Approach? 

The target of IEM is to achieve sustainable environmental solutions; ‘IEM should 

make sustained use possible’ (Cairns & Crawford, 1991, p. 7). Pressure on natural 

resources has become extreme as the Earth’s human population continues to grow 

and the modern consumerist life style becomes more common throughout more 

countries. Numerous reports on the global environmental situation have been 

released (IPCC, 2007; Stern, 2007) which show that our present natural resource 

practices cannot persist much longer without serious consequence. Therefore, how 

we manage resource issues now will affect generations to come; this is why an IEM 

approach, with its focus on long term solutions and non-degrading resource-use 

focus is so crucial to prevent environmental disaster. 

 

There are of course merits and limitations of taking an integrated approach to 

problem solving, especially within the immense environmental field. Some of these 

are outlined below. 
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Target Benefits of IEM approach 

 

• Long-term protection of resource (Cairns & Crawford, 1991) 

• Minimises multiple use (Cairns & Crawford, 1991) 

• Development of networks (Margerum, 1999) 

• Reduces conflict (Cairns & Crawford, 1991) 

• Cost effective (Cairns & Crawford, 1991) 

• Strategic (Buhrs, 1995) 

• Institutional cooperation (Buhrs, 1995) 

• Involvement of diverse stakeholders and interests – inclusive (Margerum, 

1999) 

• Improved direction of policy and decision making procedures (Buhrs, 1995) 

• Encompassing yet strategic (Buhrs, 1995) 

 

Target Barriers of an IEM approach 

 

• Costs time and money (Cairns & Crawford, 1991) 

• Rigidness of legislation (Born & Sonzogni, 1995) 

• Transaction costs (Margerum, 1999) 

• Turf Battles (Cairns & Crawford, 1991) 

• Limits to comprehensiveness (Bartlett, 1990; Buhrs, 1995; Cairns & Crawford, 

1991) 

• Opportunists – short term profiteering (Cairns & Crawford, 1991) 

• Need for strong leadership (Margerum, 1999) 

• IEM can be a complex process (Cairns & Crawford, 1991) 

• Oversimplification (Scrase & Sheate, 2002) 

• Uncertainty (Cairns & Crawford, 1991) 

• Ambiguity of theory (Margerum & Born, 1995) 

• Political process is short-term focused (Cairns & Crawford, 1991) 

• Implementation realization (Margerum & Hooper, 2001) 

• Agreement difficulties on mitigation actions (Margerum & Hooper, 2001) 

• Lack of resources for an IEM approach (Cairns & Crawford, 1991; Margerum, 

1999) 

• Dependent on stakeholder commitment (Margerum & Hooper, 2001) 

• Leads to incremental rather than immediate change (Margerum, 1999) 
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2.2.4 IEM, Electricity and Wind Energy 

Electricity is an issue which transcends boundaries of socioeconomic concerns and 

the environment. ‘The natural environment is the foundation for the electricity sector; 

it has provided the resources for electricity generation and also absorbs the impacts 

of electricity developments…To be sustainable, the sector needs to be capable of 

responding to physical constraints, as well as the social constraints constructed by 

society’ (PCE, 2003, p. 42). In this respect, decision makers are compelled to 

consider the interconnections of electricity production with environmental and social 

impacts, such as its significant contribution towards global CO2 emissions. Therefore, 

a key challenge for the electricity sector is to take a balanced and integrated 

perspective when planning for future generation and delivery. 

 

Traditional approaches to the development of energy have excluded externalities and 

meant that negative impacts such as pollution have become major as they have 

gone unchecked until they reach critical levels. Taking an IEM approach to the 

electricity sector would suggest that it is desirable to manage and produce energy in 

an integrated manner, so that long-term use can be achieved without compromise to 

future resource utilisation or environmental well-being. In the response to the need 

to develop sustainably, there have been calls from numerous reports in New Zealand 

that the electricity sector must take a more integrated and strategic focus (Ashby, 

2004; PCE, 2006b). It is therefore crucial to recognise that electricity demand and 

supply is not simply a linear process (PCE, 2003). Figure 4 from the ‘Electricity, 

Energy and the Environment’ report by the PCE (2003) shows that the old approach 

to electricity assumed that demand can never be managed, that electricity is a 

simple flow from generator to the end-user. However, it is now widely accepted this 

system is considerably more complex and interconnective, this is shown in Figure 5 

from the same report. 

 

 
Figure 4- Outdated linear electricity approach (PCE, 2003) 
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Figure 5- New integrated electricity approach (PCE, 2003) 

 

The nature of this complex system should be reflected in the way the sector is 

managed. A strategic framework can be valuable to comprehensively manage a wide 

range of issues such as infrastructure, distribution, ownership, and to give robust 

consideration to alternatives through specific policy, plans, and guidance. This 

approach acknowledges that there are many different ways that electricity services 

can be provided, and that planning should not simply focus on one source of 

production nor should it solely focus on demand. Management should recognise the 

best sources of electricity production in line with our resource availability, cost to 

environment, and social values. This management approach should be developed 

primarily by upper level governance but also along with significant input from 

regional, local governance and optimal public participation. 

 

Wind energy is one relatively small part of the electricity matrix. However, even 

within the wind energy sector there are inherently complex and multi-faceted issues. 

The implementation of future wind developments should occur with regard to the 
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larger electricity system. Its benefits (renewable, reasonable cost, diversification, 

reduce reliance on CO2) should be weighed against its limitations (visual, noise, 

intermittency) and then compared to other forms of generation; specifically their 

impacts on society and environment. It would appear beneficial in this respect to 

assist the planning and decision process of wind energy with a balanced and 

comprehensive integrated environmental approach. 

2.2.5 IEM and Community Energy 

Environmental issues often affect communities from within but can also result from a 

nearby external factor (Barrow, 1999). The ‘local community’ usually includes people 

with the most intricate knowledge of the specifics of a local environmental issue. 

Barrow (1999) indicates that local people are able to identify many of the 

interconnections which may not be considered first-hand by an outsider. As a result 

of this situated knowledge they are extremely valuable sources of information when 

it comes to developing strategies to mitigate against the issue of concern. 

Community is an integral element of the IEM concept. IEM’s framework highlights 

inclusiveness; Margerum and Hooper (2001) state ‘IEM must bring together a diverse 

array of people who have a “stake” in a system to collaboratively manage the 

activities and impacts’. Margerum and Born (1995) suggest that although the 

community must be involved in the IEM process the role which they play is not well 

defined. 

 

The local ‘affected’ community, whether they are a large city or a small village, have 

a vested interest in seeing that there needs are met by the environmental 

management. Therefore, the local community, naturally, is more enthusiastic about 

getting involved and assisting with the process than those outside the community. 

Having community involved in an IEM process reinforces accountability of political 

and administrative decision makers, and increases community confidence in planners 

and decision makers (Thomas, 1996). Ultimately a collaborative approach to decision 

making and development produces greater support and dedication to the project, 

and therefore increases the likelihood of successful and long-term implementation 

(Margerum & Hooper, 2001). 

 

The central topic of this research thesis ‘community ownership of SSW farms’ 

emphasizes the benefits of wider public involvement in energy planning. Using IEM to 
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consider the role of community in such projects can assist the development of 

projects which effectively provide comprehensive and coordinated results. Early 

consultation and meaningful efforts to address community concerns are vital parts of 

developing electricity projects, especially the case with wind projects. The electricity 

sector needs to work with and involved communities to establish what type of 

developments are (and are not) acceptable to sustain social cultural and economic 

well-being. To be sustainable, the sector needs to not only be capable of responding 

to the physical constraints, but also the constraints constructed by society. 

2.2.6 Why use the IEM approach for CWE development? 

Although there have been many changes in the development and implementation of 

the New Zealand electricity sector in recent decades, much of this has been 

incremental, without consideration for long-term strategies. It is now apparent that 

electricity presents a system with much greater complexity, interconnections, and 

potential conflict than ever before. In trying to develop a sustainable electricity 

sector decision makers can benefit to take a balanced and integrated perspective 

when considering future generation and delivery (PCE, 2003). Electricity supply and 

security are now of critical value to New Zealand, and the way in which these are 

managed will determine not only our economic prosperity but also our environmental 

well-being. 

 

In general terms integration is a desirable thing and there are lots of areas, such as 

waste management, water management, pest management, where this is being 

institutionalised and referred to explicitly in this type of way as integrated (Margerum 

& Born, 1995). Therefore, an IEM approach which deals with multifaceted systems 

with enormous complexity should also apply to electricity management. The issue of 

CWE presents considerable complexity as it transcends boundaries of the 

socioeconomic and the environment. The development of CWE goes further than 

simply thinking about electricity supply. Its potential implications for society demand 

that concerted contemplation and deliberation is engaged in, regarding its potential 

implementation in New Zealand. 

 

The PCE (2006b) has stated that ‘strong, well-structured, consistent support and 

direction from central government is a major influence on wind power’s growth’ (p. 

38). Wind energy management and development in New Zealand does not have clear 
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direction or meaningful support from central government. Wind energy is being 

shaped by the principles of the early 20th Century, with the sector being dominated 

by a focus on large scale developments according to the interests of the large 

generating companies. However, more recently the New Zealand Government (MED, 

2007b) has acknowledged the advancement of wind energy they are vague about 

how this should be carried out and little attention has been given to the role of 

community or SSW. The IEM approach to wind energy planning would actively 

recognise the role of all governmental levels and with regard to all forms of wind 

farm scale.  

 

The main components of IEM as set out in figure 3 (p 17) are used below to justify 

and describe the role for IEM approach as a tool for the development of CWE. 

2.2.6.1 Why should development of CWE be comprehensive? 

When considering CWE it is beneficial to look at the issue in a broad setting and not 

analyse segments without acknowledging the interaction with other areas (Born & 

Sonzogni, 1995). This requires decision makers to take into account both the 

character of wind energy at present and its place within the policy setting. To make a 

correct judgement on the future of CWE in the New Zealand electricity mix decision 

makers need to take a comprehensive rather than a localised picture, otherwise 

solutions are unlikely to be successful in achieving national objectives (Ashby, 2004). 

This means considering the application of CWE in a distributed generation or as an 

off-grid application and also as a means of local development for rural communities. 

2.2.6.2 Why should development of CWE be Goal focussed? 

Many policies developed by governments operate under independent and narrow 

mandates with individual goals that often only address part of the problem 

(Margerum & Born, 1995). An IEM approach requires a more proactive approach that 

looks towards desired states of the entire system rather than reacting to existing 

conditions (Jarobe, 1986). When policy and management objectives are shared by all 

involved stakeholders a more successful outcome is likely. Having common goals 

amongst stakeholders allows for the opportunity to focus on the future, with 

problems then viewed as opportunities (Born & Sonzogni, 1995). Therefore, the 

successful implementation of CWE requires goals to be set at a variety of levels with 

the process coming from top-down and bottom-up initiatives. 
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2.2.6.3 Why should development of CWE be strategic? 

‘Sustainable development needs integrated management, and integrated 

management requires a strategic approach at all levels of government’ (Ashby, 2004, 

p. 1). Complex problems cannot be planned for in the purest sense of 

‘comprehensiveness’ (Margerum & Born, 1995). To be truly comprehensive requires 

vast amounts of time and resources and although all the aspects of CWE could be 

thoroughly investigated and scrutinised, it is unlikely that this approach would bear 

greater clarity than a more strategic focus. A strategic focus means for stakeholders 

to be pragmatic and selective when targeting the critical issues and tasks essential to 

success (Born & Sonzogni, 1995). Therefore, CWE stakeholders need to focus on the 

key aspects of CWE and concentrate efforts on the tasks that achieve overall goals. 

CWE is one aspect of a very large electrical system in New Zealand and as such 

should not receive resourcing which is unequal to its benefits, taking a strategic 

approach allows stakeholders to effectively assess the issue with limited resources. 

2.2.6.4 Why should development of CWE be interconnective? 

The interconnective dimension of IEM predominantly focuses on interrelationships 

and linkages, both within and between environmental systems (Margerum & Born, 

1995). CWE does not only concern the nature of the human system but at its heart 

interacts with many environmental components. This is important to consider when 

encouraging CWE developments as it will influence the overall viability of the 

management options (Born & Sonzogni, 1995). Without recognising the important 

relationships within the electricity system to identify how different components and 

sub-systems relate the role of CWE remains unclear. 

2.2.6.5 Why should development of CWE be coordinated? 

In employing a holistic view, IEM emphasizes the importance of creating a 

collaborative management approach which incorporates a diverse array of 

stakeholders. CWE has the potential to impact on many people, interaction among 

interested entities will help define the interrelationships of concern. As information is 

dispersed among various stakeholders and agencies, there must be inclusion and 

exchange of ideas to allow collation of valuable points. Mitchell (B. Mitchell, 1990) 

emphasizes that the underlying intent of IEM is to share and coordinate the values 

and inputs of a broad range of agencies and interests when conceiving, designing, 

and implementing policies, programs, and projects. CWE in New Zealand requires the 
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cooperation and assistance of many entities to develop successfully, but this can only 

be achieved if interaction occurs at every stage of the development process. 

2.2.7 Summary 

CWE would benefit from New Zealand leaders taking an IEM approach to consider its 

development. The challenge for a New Zealand, as a small isolated nation, is to 

proactively grasp an integration model rather than rely on incrementalism, because 

we do not have the pressures to make us target such objectives of integration. CWE 

is a complicated issue within the electricity industry and deserves consideration by 

government and an IEM approach would help to assist in the development of a long-

term sustainable and renewable electricity generation. From a political and economic 

perspective New Zealand has tended to react to large events beyond our control like 

disasters and global crisis. The government is now encouraged to developed long 

term plans which consider the environment and the human activities within the same 

realm. 

 

Environmental management is changing. Problems are now recognised as more 

complex and more interconnected than ever before. There are many environmental 

management approaches and specific efforts at integration which try to deal with this 

complexity. IEM has been developed to counter elements within other approaches to 

environmental management which are largely reactive, disjointed, and based on 

narrow or limited purposes. IEM can be regarded as the synthesis of a wide range of 

approaches, developed in response to new requirements within environmental 

decision making. IEM is a pure model, and Cairns and Crawford (Cairns & Crawford, 

1991) have noted that there are persistent barriers to it (as noted with other on 

page 18), including political ideology. The struggle between government intervention 

and free market society make it difficult for an IEM to become established, as IEM 

requires some level of intervention. The IEM framework cannot easily respond to 

large changes in economic structure nor swings in ideology. 

 

Literature suggests that IEM is one of the best options available for achieving 

outcomes. IEM can assist in the decision making for our future electricity generation 

methods, by not only taking a comprehensive and integrated approach to 

technologies but also by including all relevant people in the process. This research 

aims to use the IEM criteria by reviewing the available literature along with 
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complementary qualifying data which will feed into a summary IEM matrix on CWE,   

An assessment for the application of an IEM approach in the development of 

community SSW farms in New Zealand will be made in the discussion section of this 

research; is an IEM approach necessary or beneficial to the development of 

community SSW farms? 

2.3 Defining Scales of Wind Energy 

Development 

2.3.1 What is Small Scale Wind Energy? 

This research will focus on the development of community-ownership of SSW farms. 

It is therefore important to define what small scale, and equally what large scale 

wind developments are with regard to this study. However, the line where a wind 

farm is distinguished as small or large is significantly blurred and can be dependent 

on the perspectives, motivations, and locality of the observer. What may be small 

scale to one person may be to another large. It can be different to each government, 

company and individual interest. For the purposes of this research some definitions 

are set out below. 

 

From a physical point of view there are four major characteristics which influence the 

classification of wind farms as small or large. 

 

• The number of wind turbines;  

• The size of wind turbines – smaller kW machines are typically below 75 

metres, while larger MW machines can be greater than 125 metres;  

• The land occupied – the area of land developed for the wind farm including 

turbines, new roads, transformers, and new transmission lines 

• The connection type – whether it is connected to a national grid, fed into local 

distribution lines, or off-grid application. 

 

Generally, large scale wind farms are arrays of wind turbines concentrated in one 

area and governed under a single power purchase agreement (Bolinger, 2001). 

These projects are typically financed by large institutional investors based outside 

the local area. They are most often owned and operated by corporate entities, and 
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land easements are signed with multiple property owners (Gipe, 2004). Large scale 

projects normally require their own substations and transmission lines to deliver 

power directly to the national grid where it is destined for a distant load centre 

(Wizelius, 2007). For the purposes of this research large scale wind power farms are 

classified as any project with 10 commercially sized turbines (>500kw each) or more, 

and/or over 20 MW in capacity. 

 

Precise definition of SSW farms is limited, however, there have been several 

attempts to encapsulate the idea as shown below. 

 

• ‘A small wind facility connected to the distribution grid may have one very 

large wind turbine or a number of smaller ones’ (Hydro Tasmania 

Consulting, 2007, p. 43) 

 

• The PCE report Wind power, people and place states ‘No clear-cut 

distinction exists between large scale wind farms and a SSW farm’. 

However, it goes on to describe ‘SSW farms include single or small 

clusters of utility-scale wind turbines, with an installed capacity from 

100kw - 10MW.’ (PCE, 2006b, p. 123) 

 

• “It’s partly driven by the capacity of it…partly by the way in which it is 

connected to the grid. Smaller scale tends to mean connected into the 

local lines companies. There is this idea that you are building the 

generation closer to where the energy is used.” (pers. comm. Freear, 

2007) 

 

• Hain et al (2005) describe small scale projects as ‘between 100kw - 5MW’ 

(p. 1). 

 

The definition of SSW energy for the purposes of this research is aligned with the 

PCE report definition above. Generally, SSW farms are small clusters of wind turbines 

situated close to one another. Bolinger (2001) suggests that small scale projects are 

commonly financed by local investors in the community, which can range from one 

to many hundreds of investors. These projects are developed in an area close to the 

load centre, with the turbines placed on land which may be owned by the local 

investor/s (Gipe, 2004). Small scale projects, due to their size, do not normally 
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require their own substations. Instead they link into nearby local distribution lines, 

hypothetically to deliver power the local grid where it is use to offset power gained 

from the national grid i.e. distributed energy (Toke, 2005a). For the purposes of this 

research SSW power farms are classified as any project with less than 10 

commercially sized turbines which are of a nominal output of less than 2MW each. 

Also, a SSW farm does not exceed 20 MW in capacity.  

 

This definition takes into account the developments of SSW farms in Europe that 

typically have 1-3 turbines but allows for the trend for increasing size needed to 

supply larger communities. The definition excludes the application micro-scale wind 

turbines of 1-99kw nominal output. SSW can also be used in onsite power generation 

and in islanded generation, but these two uses are not covered in this research. This 

thesis focuses solely on distributed small scale projects that are connected to local 

lines networks. 

2.3.2 Clarifying Community Owned Energy 

‘Community energy’ and can mean a range of things, it is important that an accurate 

interpretation of the term communicates what is being explored in this research. In 

most developed countries approaches to electricity systems have relied on large 

scale remote generation as the basis for an electrical grid. Typically, these systems 

have been implemented in a top-down autonomous approach by governing bodies as 

part of providing essential infrastructure for development and growth (Lovins, 1977). 

This process has been driven by officials in Government with the power and mandate 

to make decisions for the greater good of the constituency. In most situations 

communities have had little direct input into the decision making process or the 

planning of electrical systems on which they utilised and depend (Hoffman & High-

Pippert, 2005). This has been, and to a great extent still is, the case in New Zealand. 

 

In recent decades, however, opportunities have arisen particularly in many European 

countries, for communities to become directly involved energy development. The 

continued improved development of distributed technologies such as wind, solar 

photovoltaics (PV), bio-mass, bio-gas, bio-fuels and so on, have allowed 

communities the opportunity to provide for some or all of their own heating, 

transport and electricity energy needs. 
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2.3.2.1 What is Community? 

Firstly, in understanding community energy it is important to try to clarify the 

meaning of the term community. The PCE report ‘Wind Power, People and Place’ 

(2006b) identified two classifications of community, one based on geography or 

locality such as a village, town or city (local community); the other based on 

common ideas, identity or interest such as environmentalists or religious groups. 

Similarly, Mitchell (1994) identifies these sectors as ‘community of locality’ and 

‘community of interest’. Identifying the ‘community of locality’ can be considered an 

easier task than defining the ‘community of interest’, ultimately the ‘community of 

interest’ can be far more wide-ranging in members than those living in the 

immediate vicinity (R. Mitchell, 1994). The ‘community of locality’, whether they be 

active or passive, are typically more interested in development or change as they 

have a vested interest in seeing that environmental issues are managed incurring 

minimal negative impacts on their immediate environment (Walker & Devine Wright, 

2007). 

 

In any case community does not mean ‘homogenous individuals’. The term can give 

the impression that all members of a community can be treated in the same manner, 

as if all values and concerns are alike (Wood, 1995). In fact, communities are made 

up of a range of cultural, social, ethnic and economic diversity (Morgan, 1998). A 

community is a constantly shifting multiplicity of alliances that group and regroup 

according to their understanding and risk perceptions of different issues (Roberts, 

1995). The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) - (1996) 

recognizes that community refers to not only private citizens but also 

‘representatives of consumer, environmental and minority associations; trade, 

industrial, agricultural, and labour organizations; public health, scientific, and 

professional societies; civic associations; public officials; and governmental and 

educational associations’ (p. 1). Therefore, the broadness of the term can lead to 

some ambiguity when faced with identifying those involved in issue. Ambiguity is 

also found in defining the ‘community of locality’ as the size of communities can vary 

greatly. Typically, as Roberts (1995) points out, a community is a close-knit grouping 

of people whose members are aware of almost every other member of that 

community. 
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When considering environmental or social problems where decision makers, planners, 

entrepreneurs or developers are interacting with communities it is important that 

everyone is entitled to participate in communications (Wood, 1995). However, in 

practice it is unlikely and unfeasible that everyone in the community will participate 

in each and every process (Wood, 1995). Therefore, the goal of these stakeholders 

should be to use a range of strategies and techniques to involve as many different, 

yet relevant, views and interests as possible in the time available (Roberts, 1995). 

This process of public participation aims to identify disagreements and specific 

interests within the community and allows for appropriate negotiation and mitigation. 

Ensuring utmost coverage of the community helps to reduce conflict in the process 

and ultimately leads to better outcomes, whatever the matter may be. 

2.3.2.2 What is Community Energy? 

The beginnings of ‘community energy’ thinking can be traced back to the 1970’s 

where advocacy for an alternative to centralised state controlled energy systems 

were being encouraged (Lovins, 1977; Smith, 2005). Proponents argued for more 

‘local, small scale and collective approaches to sustainable energy generation’ 

(Walker & Devine Wright, 2007, p. 497). In the 1970’s technologies such as wind 

and PV were in their infancy and largely un-economic. More recently however, 

alternative energy technologies have become economically proven and are becoming 

more and more competitive with tradition sources such as coal, gas and large hydro 

(Hoffman & High-Pippert, 2005). 

 

Community energy can mean different things to different interests, therefore it is 

‘difficult to pin down’ (Walker & Devine Wright, 2007, p. 497). However, Walker and 

Devine-Wright (2007) identify two important dimensions in the determination of a 

community energy project; firstly, who develops and runs the project; and secondly 

who benefits from it socially and economically. Figure 6 below shows the interaction 

of the two process outlined by Walker and Devine-Wright (2007), letters ‘A’, ‘B’ and 

‘C’ represent the different interactions of ‘process’ and ‘outcome’ in energy projects. 
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Figure 6- The process and outcome of community energy (source Walker and Devine-Wright, 

2007) 

 

‘A’ represents a project that has high community involvement in the planning and 

development with less concern for who it actually benefits. 

 

‘B’ represents a project with the focus on benefits for the community but with less 

importance placed who carries out the project. 

 

‘C’ represents a ‘fuzzy’ zone where a number of community energy structures exist 

but may act on lines which have only some attributes of involving or benefiting the 

community. Using the term ‘community energy’ for these projects may have a more 

political role as a ‘feel-good factor’ rather than creating any real role for the 

community at hand. For example companies may like to claim public consultation is a 

form of community energy action, but without ‘real’ control, input, involvement 

and/or benefits these claims are only realistically ‘quasi-community’. 

 

Walker and Devine-Wright (2007) illustrate the opposite of a community energy 

project with a ‘utility wind farm’ (shown in the lower left corner). The utility owned 

projects have little or no interaction with local people and benefits remain with 
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remote shareholders or companies. The ideal community energy project however 

(seen in the top right corner with overlap of ‘A’ and ‘B’), is ‘one which is entirely 

driven and carried through by a group of local people and which brings collective 

benefits to the local community...a project that is both by and for the local people’ 

(Walker & Devine Wright, 2007, p. 498). Therefore, in relation to the earlier 

definition of ‘community’, community energy projects can be viewed as those that 

have been developed with a significant share of community ownership and 

involvement primarily concerning the ‘local community’ but also open to the 

‘community of interest’. 

2.3.2.3 Characteristics of Community Energy Projects 

There are a range of attributes commonly associated with community energy, these 

are presented below. 

 

Renewable Community Energy 

 

Community energy projects are developed for multiple reasons, but one of the major 

underlying themes is to produce cleaner energy generation closer to where energy is 

used (Underwood, Ramachandran, Giddings, & Alwan, 2007). Community energy is 

invariably provided by renewable energy sources (Hoffman & High-Pippert, 2005; 

Walker, Hunter, Devine-Wright, Evans, & Fay, 2007). Renewable energy generation 

is capable of avoiding greenhouse gas emissions produced by more traditional forms 

of gas and coal generation, which benefits not only the local but also the regional 

and global environment (MED, 2007b). Some authors suggest, however, that 

community initiatives can also be provided by fossil fuel generators (Anderson & Doig, 

2000). Producing energy from non-renewable sources would generally mean sourcing 

the fuel supply from outside the community area which is, in large part, counter the 

ideal of communities finding and developing energy solutions from immediately 

available resources (Grant, 2003). 

 

Nevertheless, the development of non-renewable energy has been suggested as 

having an important role in distributed generation, which includes generation from 

diesel, gas and coal (CAE, 2002). This idea coincides with another strong from 

Hoffman and High-Pippert (2005) theme of community projects bringing security of 

energy supply to communities. Although non-renewable projects may bring security 

community projects are aimed at achieving wider goals of delivering positive change 
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to industry, society and environment (Walker et al., 2007). Therefore, the use of 

energy sources which are in declining availability, increasing in cost and more 

polluting than other available generation options must be questioned by those 

wanting to become involved in achieving sustainable long-term energy solutions for 

their community. 

 

Distributed generation 

 

Hoffman & High-Pippert (2005) suggest that community energy is similar in many 

ways to distributed electricity generation; a ‘niche electricity supply for local needs: 

small scale, local to point of use, either embedded in the distribution network or a 

standalone supply’ (CAE, 2002, p. 4). Distributed generation is an alternative 

concept to centralised large scale generation, it provides for a more diverse base in 

electricity generation. Distributed generation is electricity generation that is placed 

close to a remote load site which may be located far away from major load centres 

(cities). Electricity developed by means of a community approach is essentially 

distributed generation with the defining principle of the community developing and 

benefiting from the project.  

 

Most commonly, community energy (in relation to electricity) is structured by 

supplying electricity directly into the local distribution network. However, distributed 

generation can also work in a number of other situations such as being used as 

stand-by generation (diesel, coal, gas, geothermal) or in a stand-alone micro-grid 

(such as a small island or isolated village) (CAE, 2002). Therefore, there are a wide 

number of opportunities for the implementation of distributed generation with a 

community approach. 

 

Locality of Community Energy - Rural areas 

 

The development of community energy has occurred most notably in rural areas. 

Rural communities are especially vulnerable to the reliability of conventional supply 

methods and as such there is greater need for energy security (Underwood et al., 

2007). In rural settlements there is generally low population-density, limited 

conventional energy sources, lack of infrastructure, low levels of economic activity 

compounded by long distances to external markets (El Bassam & Maegaard, 2004). 

These factors combine to make the long term procurement of energy essential to 
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community development and stability. As a result of this rural communities are more 

willing to contribute finance to a project of such importance to local advancement 

(Bolinger, 2001). 

 

Several factors make rural areas more suitable for community led developments. 

Firstly, there is a lot more space available than there is for urban communities. 

Another factor suggested by El Bassam and Maegaard (2004) is that people in rural 

settings are more accustomed to providing for their own needs in other ways, such 

as food, and are prepared for change to meet their needs. Also, community unity 

tends to be stronger in rural localities than urban counterparts (Wood, 1995). This 

may be because rural people are more in touch with where resources come from and 

live in closer day to day association with neighbours (Roberts, 1995). However, that 

said, there are situations open for more urban communities to get involved in such 

projects, but the scope for such events is not as simple and/or accessible (Wizelius, 

2007). 

 

Scale of community energy 

 

A population involved in a community energy project is typically a small settlement 

of people no greater than a few thousand people (Underwood et al., 2007). 

Community energy projects are designed and developed to complement the size and 

scale of the community in question. At the core of community systems is the small 

scale production of electricity, heat, or a combination of both, close to where people 

will use it (PCE, 2006a). Therefore, the development of large scale 100MW electricity 

generation projects would not correspond to the actual needs of a community and 

leads to a severe impact on local people. By contrast, a small scale several MW 

project that covers, or suitably exceeds, present community electricity usage delivers 

an appropriate solution for a community as it ensures local generation and offers the 

opportunity for sale back to the grid without excess impact on the community of 

concern.  
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2.3.2.4 Community Energy Options – a note on the options 

There are numerous opportunities for communities to develop their own generation 

of energy: Although electricity is the main focus of this research it is worth noting 

the many other forms of energy production available. 

 

Electricity – electricity from small scale commercial wind farms, small-hydro, solar 

photovoltaics and biomass are already a market reality, and in many situations cost-

effective in niche markets worldwide (IEA, 2003). 

 

Heating and Cooling – solar domestic water heating, solar passive, and solar space 

heating for municipal buildings. geothermal heat and heat pumps are becoming more 

mainstream. Co-generation - combined heat and power (CHP) technologies. A 

number of techniques are used in providing for this such as bio-mass digesters, wood 

chip furnaces (IEA, 2003). 

 

On a house by house basis pellet fires are becoming more widespread along with the 

further development of passive solar heaters, geothermal and surface air heat-

pumps. Traditional wood burners are becoming much more efficient and with 

appropriate resource can be extremely clean burning. 

 

Transport – In many countries biofuels deriving from a range of agricultural sources 

are becoming a serious alternative to traditional petroleum. Early initiatives have 

being developed for community use with bioethanol and biodiesel in local vehicles. 

However, the development of biofuels are in their infancy and will require substantial 

investment before becoming more wide-spread. 

 

2.3.2.5 Summary 

Community energy is aimed at developing systems which provide for community 

needs based on locally available renewable energy sources. There are multiple 

renewable technologies available, each with particular applications, technological and 

infrastructure needs, and energy generation potential. Community energy is not just 

about technologies, the human dimension has a pivotal role to play. To be successful 

the users of these systems have to be actively involved in their design and operation 

(PCE, 2006a). Community energy systems are about long-term solutions so require 
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strong commitment, investment, knowledge and community acceptance (Hoffman & 

High-Pippert, 2005). The next chapter explore the specifics of Community Wind 

Energy Generation. 
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3.0 Community Wind Energy Generation 
‘Community energy’, based on a mix of distributed technologies offers a serious 

alternative to the current centralised energy system’ (Hoffman & High-Pippert, 2005, 

p. 1). 

 

Heightened energy concerns as a result of the putative ‘oil crises’ in the 1970’s and a 

number of nuclear reactor accidents, such as those in Harrisburg and Chernobyl, led 

to increased demand for alternative energy sources, especially in Europe (Wizelius, 

2007). This demand spurred research and development into emerging renewable 

technologies such as solar technologies, biomass fuels and wind energy (Hantsch, 

1997). Pioneers in Denmark (in the 80’s) and Germany (in the 90’s) led the 

manufacture, development and dissemination of wind energy in Europe owing greatly 

to targeted government domestic policy (PCE, 2006b). These policies were initiated 

not only to increase supply and security of electricity but also to mitigate growing 

environmental concerns from pollution, and build the foundations for a new industrial 

sector (Bolinger, 2001; Toke, 2005b). Twenty years later and Europe has become 

the world leader in wind energy; wind energy has become an integral part of the 

European power supply network and also created a substantial growth industry which 

includes significant employment and exports (EWEA, 2008; Wizelius, 2007). 

European wind technology continues to dominate the global wind market, with 80 

per cent of the wind turbines sold worldwide in 2007 being European made (EWEA, 

2008). 

 

An important factor in the success of wind energy in Europe has been the ownership 

and development structure of wind farms (Bolinger, 2001; Gipe, 2004). With specific 

government encouragement the foundation of the European wind energy sector 

(most notably in Germany and Denmark) has come from ‘grass roots’ community 

owned SSW farms, utilizing commercial sized wind turbines (Bolinger, 2001; FLAG, 

2006; PCE, 2006b; Toke, 2005a). Other countries have sought on to emulate the 

successes seen in Germany and Denmark through the initiation of similar policies. 

One such country is Austria, where in the late 1990’s the introduction of government 

subsidies and electricity price guarantees for renewable energies fuelled a number of 

CWE developments (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). This will be discussed in greater detail 

in Chapter 4. This chapter instead discusses the character of community SSW farms 
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with a synopsis of development mainly in Europe. Further to this a SWOT (strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities and threat) analysis of CWE is presented. 

3.1 What are CWE Projects? 
CWE projects are difficult to classify as their development tends to vary in the 

country in which they have been promoted (Toke, 2005a). However, for the 

purposes of this research, CWE is focused on small scale (as defined earlier) locally 

owned wind projects that sell or offset energy on the electrical grid (embedded 

generation on a local network). Local ownership to this effect indicates local 

community members who have a direct financial stake in the wind development 

(FLAG, 2006; Gipe, 2006). CWE has been referred to as a method of wind 

development that intentionally seeks to optimize ‘local benefits’ (PCE, 2006b); it 

offers the opportunity for local residents and landholders to own their own renewable 

energy source (R. Mitchell, 1994). 

 

Sometimes a concept or development is made clearer by stating what it is not. Many 

existing wind farms’ only community involvement comes from land lease agreement 

with landowners, where the landowner receives 1-2% of the gross revenue of the 

wind farm in return for having turbines on their land (Ashby, 2004). Community wind 

farms are not based solely on land-lease agreements or local tax revenues alone 

(FLAG, 2006); they are not fixated on large commercial returns, however, economic 

viability is important (Toke, 2005a); they are not large companies promoting 

community development through the practice of public consultation and project 

mitigation. 

3.1.1 Origins of CWE 

The high dependency in Europe from the Middle East oil for primary energy supply in 

the 1970’s meant that the 1973 oil crisis effect was enormous (Wizelius, 2007). 

Denmark, with 94% reliance on oil in 1972, felt this more strongly than others 

(Hantsch, 1997). As a result the Danish Government looked for alternatives to 

reduce their energy dependency. After a concerted effort to introduce atomic energy, 

which ultimately failed, the government was lobbied by influential citizen groups to 

position renewable energies as a necessary element in Danish energy, of which wind 

became a leading option (Hantsch, 1997). Likewise, in other European countries such 
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as Sweden, Germany, the UK and the Netherlands wind energy was being pursued 

(Wizelius, 2007). All of the countries mentioned provided significant amounts of 

money towards wind research and development of particularly of large turbines. The 

development of these turbines, although relatively successful, lingered in the 

prototype stage and in most cases did not reach realisation primarily because there 

were few interested developers (Hantsch, 1998). 

 

However, in Denmark another strategy was in process which combined both national 

top-down and grassroots bottom-up initiatives. Many private interests experimented 

with the use of wind power and started the development of smaller scale turbines 

(20-30kW in capacity); these turbines became popular amongst farmers to supply 

their houses with energy (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). Observing this development the 

Danish Government initiated subsidies and guaranteed price regulations for wind 

energy projects; this action, which gave favourable and certain returns, was decisive 

in creating a local market for wind technology (PCE, 2006b; Wizelius, 2007). With 

assistance available, individual farmers and local cooperatives formed to build and 

operate small wind projects between 1-3 turbines in size. As a result over 80% of all 

wind farms are locally owned, mostly through independent farmers and cooperatives 

(Gipe, 2006), and 85% of wind generation capacity in Denmark is made up of small 

turbine clusters (up to three) rather than large wind farms (Bolinger, 2001). 

 

This pioneering wind development strategy was observed elsewhere and countries 

such Germany and the Netherlands emulated the success seen in Denmark to the 

extent that large portions of their own wind capacity are now formed on community 

owned wind farms (50% and 65% respectively) (Bolinger, 2001; Toke, 2005a; 

Wizelius, 2007). Germany, Netherlands and Denmark built energy markets on the 

back of community ownership schemes, these have shown that SSW farms can make 

a significant contribution to the overall industry (PCE, 2006b). By 2000, roughly 60% 

of all wind power in four northern European countries Germany, Denmark, Sweden 

and the UK could be considered to have aspects of community ownership (Bolinger, 

2001). These countries were part of the first phase of community wind energy 

development and subsequently other countries are promoting similar initiatives such 

as the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, Austria and Australia. 
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3.1.2 Community Wind Characteristics 

Described below are the main specific attributes of wind farms with specific regard to 

community wind farms. 

Ownership 

World-wide, there are three typical ownership structures of wind farms 

utilities/corporate; co-operatives (local or interest groupings); and individuals 

(typically local). The latter two are referred to as community owned wind farms in 

the majority of literature (Bolinger, 2001; Gipe, 2006; Toke, 2005a). Toke (2005a) 

identifies that there is a continuum of community ownership, ‘ranging from 

ownership by a farmer or group of farmers (farmers’ cooperative) to ownership by a 

large number of small local investors’ (p. 302). According to this definition 

community ownership can simply mean one ‘local’ investor developing a wind project 

on their own land without any other community member involvement. On the other 

hand community wind farms can be as large as several thousand members including 

many from outside the ‘community of locality’. However, Elliott (2005) suggests 

most co-op schemes usually limit ownership to local people, or at least give the local 

populous the first right for access to shares. 

 

Individuals (Farmers / private interests) - this entrepreneurial group consists of 

farmers and individuals who invest in Wind power as a supplementary income for 

their local needs. Their core business lies outside the energy sector (Bolinger, 2001). 

 

Co-operatives (Limited Partnerships) – this structure is where groups form (ranging 

from several members to several hundred) to develop and purchase turbine/s (PCE, 

2006b). 

 

Figure 7 below shows recent levels of corporate, co-operative and individual wind 

farm ownership structures in a number of European countries along with New 

Zealand. 
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Figure 7- Graph showing ownership structures in selected countries (Source: New Zealand -

NZWEA, 2008; Austria - IG WindKraft 2008; Hantsch and Nährer, 2006; Remainder - Bollinger, 

2001) 

 

Community wind ownership can take a variety of forms (Elliott, 2005). Bolinger 

(2001) identifies that there are also different processes for the development of 

community owned wind farms which include: 

• Community-led (Individual or Co-operative) – ‘initiated, developed, and 

operated primarily by the local community’ (p. 44); Investors typically 

originate from within the community. 

• Developer-led (Individual or Co-operative) – ‘initiated, developed, and 

perhaps operated by developers, with the community playing only a passive 

role of financing’ (p. 45); Investors can be limited to the people who live in 

the community, but this is not an inflexible rule. 

• Investment Funds (Co-operative) – investment capital is pooled from a 

‘community of interest’ and then projects are delivered by a developer (p. 46). 

 

These methods of development rely on varying amounts of actual community 

participation in the process, with community-led developments having significant 

involvement of local people whereas investment fund development limits local 

involvement to passive investment (Bolinger, 2001). 
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Financial support incentives 

In Europe, a number of types of regulatory mechanisms have been used by 

governments to support renewable energy development. The most common policy 

form is the feed-in tariff (FIT), which is employed in over 30 wind energy producing 

countries.  

 

Feed-in Tariffs 

This system works through a purchase-obligation at a specific price that is usually set 

for a period of several years. The purchase obligation has to be met by electricity 

companies, usually distributors, who have to pay the FIT to domestic producers of 

‘green’ electricity (PCE, 2006b). The additional costs of these schemes are paid by 

suppliers in proportion to their sales volume and are passed through to the power 

consumers by way of a premium on the kWh end-user price. These schemes have 

the advantage of investment security, the possibility of fine tuning and the promotion 

of mid and long term technologies. FITs are able to provide security to the investor 

in renewable energy, particularly the small-investor interested in community wind. 

 

FITs have been instrumental in establishing community wind power in Europe 

(Bolinger, 2001). By guaranteeing the right to interconnection, a standard offer 

process, and a particular price for wind power, European tariffs have created a stable 

and profitable market for wind, grown a wind manufacturing industry, and decreased 

the transaction costs associated with each new project (Bolinger, 2001). The stability 

offered by the FIT gave the necessary security to many communities so that they 

could consider investment in a wind farm economically viable and secure. Originally, 

the price paid for renewable power in Europe under the FITs was set as a percentage 

of the retail price of electricity, and these systems have evolved toward the setting of 

a guaranteed fixed price per kWh, or tiers of prices based on location, for a given 

period of time (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). 

 

The FIT law has proved to be administratively simple and effective. It was based on 

the argument that clean energy sources need encouragement both to establish a 

market and to compete with historically subsidised fuels like coal and nuclear (PCE, 

2006b). A new form renewable energy law has formed recently in a number of EU 

countries which recognises the different energy generation cost for different 

renewable energy sources and sets different guaranteed FITs for the various 
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renewable energies for a certain number of years (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). In 

addition, the increasing competitiveness of wind energy has led to in many countries 

an introduction of a decreasing feed-in price after 5 years of a turbine’s operation. 

 

Tendering systems 

This support initiative works by the regulators specifying a quota of tenders for the 

supply of electricity from wind developments, which is then supplied on a contract 

basis at the price resulting from the tender (Ashby, 2004). The additional costs 

generated by the purchase of renewable electricity are passed on to the end 

consumer of electricity through a levy. While tendering systems theoretically makes 

use of market forces, they have a stop- and-go nature not conducive to stable 

conditions (PCE, 2006b). This type of support mechanism involves the risk that low 

bids may result in projects not being implemented. Mainly due to these problems, 

exclusive or sole tendering systems are not present in any wind producing countries, 

but only in combination with other systems (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). 

 

Tendering systems limit the ability for small investors to become involved in projects, 

as generally tenders are awarded to the lowest bidders who by nature (economies of 

scale) are likely to develop large projects (Sawin, 2004). Tendering systems do not 

favour the development of a local wind industry because the tenders results in 

flurries of activity, interspersed with long periods of relative economic and 

development inactivity. Therefore, tendering systems do not typically assist the 

growth of community wind developments. 

 

Certificates 

This type of support mechanism separates the additional value gained by the 

environmentally friendly production from the electricity itself. The electricity from 

wind is sold at conventional power-market prices. In addition to the trading of 

electricity supply, owners are awarded with ‘green’ certificates (for the production of 

every kWh) which they are open to trade with separately. All electricity generators or 

retailers are obliged to purchase a certain number of green certificates from 

renewable electricity producers to a fixed percentage, or quota, of their total 

electricity output/transfer (Sawin, 2004). 

 

Certificate systems provide some certainty for developers and policy makers of 

future market share of wind energy development (Sawin, 2004). However, this 
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depends on the fixed percentage obligation, and for how many years the obligations 

are set to run. If a fixing of the obligation is set at a too low level it can create an 

obstacle to any further development of renewable electricity. This means that when 

target obligations are met there is no security after this for developers, which poses 

a high investor risk. Adding to this, certificate systems tend to be complex, difficult 

to administer, and produce high transaction costs (Barry, 2007). This makes 

certificate systems on their own a relatively unattractive option for community wind 

developers. However in conjunction with a FIT they can be more effective.  

 

Subsidies 

Subsidies are one of the most common ways that governments help to encourage 

growth in wind energy. There are two types, production subsidies and investment 

subsidies, the latter being the most commonly utilised. An investment subsidy is 

provided by the government to help provide the initial investment costs for a wind 

projects, as these costs are the greatest for wind energy (Sawin, 2004). Alternatively, 

the government can also provide a production subsidy which awards the developer 

certain rate remuneration per kWh electricity produced once in operation. 

 

Investment subsidies are particularly important for smaller investors in a community 

setting as they are typically unable to procure initial development funding without 

outside assistance (Toke, 2005a). Alternatively, instead of direct government 

assistance, in a number of countries governments are encouraging banks to offer 

low-interest loans specifically for wind farm developments by guaranteeing 

repayment of loans in case of project failure. These low-interest loans have proved 

valuable in Germany, Switzerland and Denmark (Gipe, 2006). 

 

Tax Incentives 

There are a range of ways that tax instruments can be put in place through tax 

credits, tax exemptions or carbon taxes (Sawin, 2004). All tax instruments play the 

same role as subsidies where they reduce the amount of initial or long-term costs to 

the wind development. Tax incentives are generally not as commonly used as 

subsidies as they are more complicated to establish and administer (Hantsch & 

Nährer, 2006). If used tax incentives are typically used in addition to one of the FIT, 

Certificate or tendering instruments described above (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006) 
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Location 

Community wind farms, as with the majority of wind farms, are located in rural 

settings (Pasqualetti, 2002). This is predominantly due to the fact that rural areas 

have more available space because of lower populations which are less densely 

spaced. However, in countries such as Germany and Denmark the development of 

community wind farms in rural settings has also been a significant part of agriculture 

and regional development policy (Bolinger, 2001). Community wind farms have 

aimed to increase security for rural communities not only at risk from economic and 

social decline but also from obsolete energy infrastructure (Wizelius, 2007). Several 

commentators suggest that because rural people are more accustomed to 

subsistence lifestyle they are also more accepting of wind generating equipment in 

their environment than urban counterparts, as they see such infrastructure as a 

necessary dynamic of living in the countryside (El Bassam & Maegaard, 2004; 

Pasqualetti, 2002). The move for rural communities to look to the provision of their 

own electricity supply is a sign that the national grid is not adequately meeting the 

needs of all citizens. Therefore rural communities, by utilising decentralised wind 

energy, intend to meet their own needs as they do with other areas of living. 

 

However, in categorizing community wind as a rural activity there are growing 

numbers of examples where community wind farms are being developed in closer 

proximity to urban environments (as evident in Copenhagen) (Bolinger, 2001). 

Increasingly, whether in rural or urban settings, CWE projects are intended and 

planned to complement the environment where they are developed, without 

becoming the main character element of the area. 

Scale 

Community wind projects typically conjure images of small clusters of wind turbines 

such as those which dot the landscape throughout Denmark and Germany. What are 

the reasons for these SSW farms and are community developments limited to this 

small scale image? There are several factors which have influenced the scale of 

community developments explored below. 

 

Planning requirements 

Planning conditions for community wind farms in Europe have greatly favoured the 

development of smaller developments (Bolinger, 2001). For instance, in Denmark 
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environmental impact assessments (EIA) are not required for projects of three or 

less turbines (as long as the turbines are under 80 metres in height), this leads to 

significant cost and time savings (Wizelius, 2007). Therefore, to the community 

investor building more than 3 turbines is less desirable. Similar rules are in place in 

Sweden and Germany (Wizelius, 2007). 

 

Cost 

Another factor influencing smaller size of community wind farms is that they are 

more affordable for smaller investors, especially farmers (Bolinger, 2001). As the 

amount of capital that can be raised from a local community setting is typically 

modest, there are generally not the finances available for larger projects especially 

when, as mentioned above, they incur greater consent scrutiny and cost (Toke, 

2005a). 

 

Commonsense acceptance 

As described in Chapter 2 community energy projects are based on the idea that the 

developments should reflect the size of the community they serve (Walker & Devine 

Wright, 2007). As the majority of community energy projects are occurring in rural 

settings, community size is typically small. The intended goal of community wind 

projects is to offset personal or local electricity consumption; as such, a smaller scale 

wind farm can meet this requirement sufficiently. 

 

Technical perspective 

As community energy projects are generally developed in rural areas with small 

populations, low electricity use and consist of weaker electrical infrastructure; they 

are less suited to facilitate the development of large projects. If a large scale project 

is pursued by a community it is quite likely that significant amounts of transmission 

upgrade will have to occur to facilitate its safe and effective transmission. 

 

In summary, due to less rigorous EIA requirements, better affordability, technical 

advantages and conceptual basis - community wind farms are more likely to be small 

scale than large. However, the scale of community wind farms is a debated area 

(Bolinger, 2001; PCE, 2006b; Toke, 2005a). Although Denmark started with small 

clusters of 2-3 turbines some commentators argue that community developments 

should not be limited by size, rather that communities can be involved in any size 

projects as long as direct local investment remains (Elliott, 2005; Toke, 2005b). 
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Already some emerging ownership structures in Germany, Denmark, Austria and to a 

lesser extent in the UK, illustrate that community ownership is fostered also by 

investment in large projects via public share opportunities to a ‘community of 

interest’ (Toke, 2005b). 

Turbine and Wind Farm size 

Community wind projects are typically small scale. As stated in chapter 2 this refers 

to development using 1-10 commercially sized turbines which typically range from a 

few hundred kW to the larger MW turbines (Gipe, 2006). In terms of total capacity of 

the farm this can range from 500kw – 20MW and will vary depending on the type of 

turbine used. At the beginning of Danish wind energy uptake the most affordable, 

cost effective, and available turbine was around 20-50kw therefore these made up 

the majority of the community wind developments (Gipe, 2004). At the present time 

a typical turbine used for a community development is between 500kW – 1MW, as 

these are the smallest (and cheapest) available turbines on offer by major wind 

turbines manufacturers (Bolinger, 2001). 

Generation purpose 

A community wind farm is typically developed in connection to the local grid rather 

than directly into a national grid, this brings with it distributed generation benefits to 

the overall grid; i.e. the generation, management, and storage of electricity is close 

to where it is used (CAE, 2002; Gipe, 2006). The electricity produced is sold to 

power retailers, and the revenue received goes to paying off the turbine and 

eventually profits are divided amongst the owner/s (PCE, 2006b). There is also the 

possibility of community wind initiatives that offset community power use rather than 

selling the power to the utility. This could be developed for community buildings such 

as schools, council buildings, and street lighting (Elliott, 2005, p. 2).  

 

CWE initiatives are developed by entrepreneurial people who wish not to use wind 

power simply as an exploitation to make money, but as a device to use in working 

for a sustainable society (Hoffman & High-Pippert, 2005). Using the community 

theory discussed in chapter 2 by Walker and Devine-Wright, community wind farms 

range in the outcome they give and the process by which they are developed. In this 

context, community wind gives direct benefits of energy development to rural 

communities and landowners (FLAG, 2006, p. 1). 
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3.2 Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and 

Threat Analysis of CWE Generation 
The following SWOT analysis gives a more detailed exploration of community wind 

farms and their impacts, positive and negative, both actual and potential. Each 

component of the SWOT analysis will explore environmental, social, economic and 

technical aspects. 

3.2.1 Strengths of CWE 

Environmental Strengths 
The primary environmental benefit of community wind projects, as with any wind 

development, are that they usher in emission-free renewable energy (Gipe, 2004; 

PCE, 2006b). Even with small installations, such as a 500kW turbine, significant 

carbon emissions are displaced over the lifetime of the installation, and at the end of 

the turbine life it can be easily removed and recycled. By reducing the use of non-

renewable energy sources and their related emissions of greenhouse gases progress 

is made towards mitigating climate change along with raft of other pollution impacts 

(water, air, soil) and human illnesses (EWEA, 2008; PCE, 2006b). 

 

Community wind, because of its smaller scale, renewable energy and higher system 

efficiencies, reduce or eliminate many of the environmental impacts normally 

associated with larger energy projects (Ashby, 2004; Elliott, 2005). Larger 

generators such as hydro, gas and coal make larger ‘footprints’ physically on the 

landscape and also in relation to resource use. 

 

Social Strengths 
Greater Acceptance of Wind Farms 

‘Projects with high levels of participatory planning are more likely to be publicly 

accepted, successful and sustainable in the long term’ (Loring, 2007, p. 2658) 

 

A foremost benefit of community ownership in wind energy is that local involvement 

and finance helps to avoid local opposition to wind projects, particularly when they 

are in close proximity to settlements (Bolinger, 2001; Hoffman & High-Pippert, 2005; 

Toke, 2005a). Typically, when large companies decide to develop wind farms there is 
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often very little opportunity for a community to get involved in the project at any 

meaningful level (PCE, 2006b). The imposition of large projects in communities from 

companies that are focused on commercial aims and who have little or no 

attachment or relationship to the area can lead to strong feelings of resentment from 

local people (Hoppe-Kilpper & Steinhäuser, 2002). Utilizing a community structure 

for wind developments can allow local people the opportunity to become involved in 

decision making, design and, through direct financial investment, receive benefits 

from local development (Bolinger, 2001; Gipe, 2006). As a result local people are 

much more likely to be in favour of a wind energy development in their locality as 

they receive some degree of control and benefit from the project (Hoffman & High-

Pippert, 2005; Toke, 2005a). Roberts (1995) asserts that ‘involvement can inform 

and educate the public about proposals and their potential consequences and create 

channels for the type of open, honest two-way communication which has been shown 

to help avoid the worst case confrontations’ (p. 225). 

 

Commonly quoted in much of the community wind literature is the now famous 

Danish proverb ‘your own pigs don’t stink’, this refers to the greater acceptance 

people have to the inconvenience of negative effects (visual, noise, flicker etc) from 

wind energy when the turbines are owned by themselves rather than outsiders. 

Community ownership avoids the common conflicts encountered when developers, 

viewed as outsiders, propose projects that primarily benefit absentee owners (Gipe, 

2004). Another factor of community wind that promotes higher public acceptance is 

that people tend to be more positive about SSW farms than larger ones (Barry, 

2007). This is primarily due to smaller wind farms having less visual and noise 

impacts. Gipe (2006) states that ‘CWE does not guarantee community acceptance or 

approval but it goes a long way to mitigating potential areas of conflict (p. 58). 

Furthermore as Jain (1977) claims ‘the implementation of projects are much more 

likely where the community has taken an active concern in the planning problem, 

and has played an important role in generating and evaluating alternative solutions. 

An important spin-off from a positive program of public involvement is a positive 

attitude toward not only the proposed project, but also towards the developer’ (p. 

129). 

 

Community ownership of wind farms not only leads to greater acceptance of a local 

development but also of the wind sector in general (Gipe, 2006). As with the 

development of any new innovation such as transmission lines, roading etc, it takes 
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time for people to become adjusted to new technology. By allowing the development 

to occur from a grassroots level, people become more in favour of technology from 

the start rather than having something forced upon them (Toke, 2005a). CWE ‘is 

wind development on a human scale’ (Gipe, 2004, p. 385). 

 

Economic Strengths 
Supports Local Industry 

CWE developments have great potential as long-term, stable revenue generating 

projects (Gipe, 2006). These can ensure that the financial benefits of wind energy 

are realised by local people (Hain, 2005). CWE has the ability to stimulate regional 

development by creating new jobs (designers, manufacturers, tradespeople), new 

business opportunities, and bringing new investment returns to the local people (El 

Bassam & Maegaard, 2004). 

 

Rural Economic Development 

The economic benefits of community wind projects are particularly relevant in the 

context of rural areas (Short, 2002). Projects are seen as a way to provide new 

sources of income and employment for rural communities suffering from agricultural 

decline, depopulation and in need of diversification (El Bassam & Maegaard, 2004; 

Gipe, 2006). Elliott (2005) comments that community energy ‘can be particularly 

important in rural areas where traditional activities are not delivering economic 

security, with biomass and wind being energy being obvious options’ (p. 1). In large 

part wind development is suited to rural areas as it is compatible with existing 

agricultural activity (Gipe, 2006). Community wind can thus be considered as an 

external trigger for social regeneration and rural economic development, providing 

an outcome of long-term sustainable revenue creation for impoverished communities 

(El Bassam & Maegaard, 2004; Hain, 2005). 

 

Some Reduced Fixed Costs (if embedded in suitable sites) 

Smaller projects may not incur some of the fixed costs of larger scale projects as 

they are often sited in areas where road access already exists and new transmission 

lines (and even grid reinforcement) are not necessary (Bolinger, 2001). A community 

development also tends to provoke intense local interest and skilled members can be 

willing to freely give their time to help in the planning and development of the 

project (Elliott, 2005).  
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Assists Wind Industry Development 

When considering community wind within the overall wind industry, it can be viewed 

as an additional source of investment capital, which can assist in building the 

necessary foundations of a national wind industry (Hantsch, 1998). The capital from 

community projects is accessible at a lower cost, because local investors are willing 

to accept a lower rate of market return than commercial investors (Hantsch & 

Nährer, 2006). Community projects offer an alternative for consumers to the 

traditional sources of energy services. The existence of these alternatives has the 

potential to increase competition and transform the energy market (PCE, 2006a). 

 

Technical Strengths 
CWE is locally embedded in the electricity network as ‘distributed generation’, this 

delivers many of the following benefits as outlined below. Distributed generation is a 

‘niche electricity supply for local needs: small scale, local to point of use, either 

embedded in the distribution network or a stand-alone supply (supply-side), and 

assisted by the advancement of energy management options (demand-side) (CAE, 

2002, p. 4). 

 

Increased efficiency 

CWE development is capable of making national electrical systems more efficient.  

The presence of a source of electricity at or near the point of use means that there is 

much less energy lost through transmission (PCE, 2006b). Increased efficiency 

means that more of the power produced by the turbine/s is actually available for end 

use and in the long run this helps to reduce the need for further power generation 

(CAE, 2002). The typical small size and rural location of community wind projects 

invariably leads to a site close to use. This helps to defer or eliminate the need of 

less efficient and costly expansions to the transmission or distribution lines to meet 

increasing demand (Bolinger, 2001; CAE, 2002; PCE, 2006b). 

 

Improved grid resilience 

Ashby (2004) claims ‘Some parts of local electricity distribution networks (and even 

the national grid) are ‘weak’ and susceptible to failure. A wind farm feeding 

electricity into a strategic point can provide valuable network support, and increase 

the reliability of the overall system’ (p. 87). As CWE is normally located within local 

distribution networks in a distributed generation format, they have the positive 

impact of strengthening local networks without investing in new line capacity (Hain, 
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2005). Strong grid resilience means that the local network has the ability to 

withstand sudden disturbances, such as a supply outage (Ashby, 2004). Supply 

outage is much less likely when there are a large number of smaller generators than 

a small number of large generators (CAE, 2002). 

 

Increased energy security 

CWE offers increased security for several reasons: 

• Wind turbines have zero fuel costs, this reduces vulnerability to fluctuations in 

the price and availability of traditional fossil fuels (PCE, 2006b). This mean 

that community wind farms can mitigate against geo-political dilemmas and 

help to ensure national security by reducing the reliance on volatile foreign 

fuel sources. 

• If a failure occurs on the national grid the presence of a community wind farm 

means that the disturbance will have less effect on the immediate community 

because electricity can be generated on-site (PCE, 2006a). 

 

Enhanced Resource use 

Small scale CWE makes use of wind sources in areas which are not suitable or 

commercially viable for corporate developers (Elliott, 2005). CWE can make use of 

small micro climates or pockets of strong funnelling wind. This means that full 

advantage of the wind resources are taken. 

3.2.2 Weaknesses of CWE 

Environmental Weaknesses 
Landscape Impact 

The development of a community wind farm still has an impact on the landscape 

albeit much less than a large scale project (Gipe, 2006). A small scale community 

wind farm requires earthworks and subsequent foundations to be laid; it requires 

roads to be developed or improved, and connection lines to be installed. All of these 

aspects have environmental implications, however the impacts are on a low level 

compared to larger scale projects. 
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Avian impacts 

Bird strike from wind turbines has been suggested as a significant environmental 

impact in some overseas wind farms (Ashby, 2004). However, when compared with 

bird death rates from other causes such as predators and other non-natural such as 

road kill, window-kill and cats the actual impact is relatively insignificant. In any case, 

evidence suggests that bird strike is greatest in large scale farms where there is 

close proximity of wind turbines (Gipe, 2004). Ashby (2004) claims ‘the nature of 

any effect, and its significance, depends on factors such as location, wind farm layout, 

and the bird species involved’ (p. 33). Arguably community wind farms, which are 

small clusters of wind turbines, should not pose significant threat to birds as they 

typically use smaller machines (<1MW) and are in numbers less than ten. 

 

Noise impacts 

‘Wind turbines can produce sound at frequencies below (infrasound) and above 

(ultrasound) the audible range’ (Ashby, 2004, p. 32). Noise impacts of wind turbines 

remain a contentious issue when the turbine is located near residential dwellings. 

Bellhouse (2004) states that ‘there is no reliable evidence that would indicate wind 

turbine generators emit infrasound anywhere near audible limits even to a person 

with the most sensitive hearing acuity at a distance where houses are generally 

located relative to wind farms’ (p. 18). However, there are cases where experimental 

design or upgrades have been required to reduce inadequate design to acceptable 

levels (PCE, 2006b). 

 

Social Weaknesses 
Visual Impact Unacceptability 

Wind farms modify the visual appearance of the local environment, to those who find 

this unacceptable the visual appearance is a flaw in their development. Wind turbines 

are the focus of subjective judgement; people either find them interesting and 

acceptable, or on the contrary ugly eyesores on the landscape. Community wind 

farms have the ability to reduce the impact of ‘visual pollution’ of larger wind farms 

but they still create significant human constructions in typically less developed rural 

locations. There is always likely to be a certain sector of the community that 

disapproves of such development and this is always a limitation of their development. 
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Administration 

Organising many smaller investors can create a greater administrative burden 

(Bolinger, 2001). A community wind project, with potentially with hundreds of 

investors, has to be rigorous in ensuring that the development process undertaken is 

fair and accountable to all shareholders (FLAG, 2006). Toke (2005a) suggests that 

the administrative bureaucracy for producing an equivalent amount of electricity 

from community means compared to one large project by a corporate company can 

be many times greater. This increased administration is not only greater for the 

investors but also the electricity retailers and lines companies who are faced with 

dealing with greater numbers of smaller generators (Elliott, 2005). The financial 

benefit for the electricity retailer in having many small scale generation operations 

compared with one large one, is much less. Also, most community wind projects are 

first-time projects and as such significant capacity building is required every time a 

new project is developed, this can be a very demanding process for project leaders 

(Gipe, 2006). 

 

Community Exclusion 

It is the goal of community energy developments to involve the entire local 

population. However, not all local people may wish to be involved in a community 

wind farm and this may raise questions as to whether the development is truly a 

community initiative or an effort by a select few. This exclusion may be because 

members of the population object to the construction of a wind turbine, the 

development process, or more simply do not have the money to put towards such 

projects. 

 

Economic Weaknesses 
Lower economies of scale and higher fixed costs 

Although community wind projects cost less in perspective to larger projects in scale, 

smaller scale projects are more expensive in proportion (per kWh produced) as they 

do not gain the favourable ‘bulk buying’ conditions as found with larger projects 

(Bolinger, 2001; PCE, 2006b). Therefore, the purchasing of single turbines is more 

expensive per turbine than purchasing in large numbers, thereby lower economies of 

scale are not as available to smaller projects (FLAG, 2006). 

 

Larger wind energy projects are able to spread many of the fixed costs of wind 

development. As larger wind farms increase the number of turbines included in a 
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project, the overall cost of fixed costs such as wind measuring, consent process, 

roading, transmission become lower for each additional turbine included (Bolinger, 

2001; PCE, 2006b). Community wind farms do not have this luxury, therefore, it can 

be very important or crucial that community projects make use of local industry and 

integrate into existing infrastructure to reduce these costs. 

 

Finding Investment 

Communities are not homogenous, therefore, not every community has the available 

spare capital or willingness to invest in community wind farm. There is inherent risk 

and uncertainty with a small one-off venture as investment in wind farms are long 

term; local people may prefer safer and shorter investments. As a result, it is 

possible that community wind farms will only be developed in wealthy areas leading 

to energy poverty in poorer areas (Elliott, 2005). 

 

Technical Weaknesses 
Complexity in system management of electricity 

The proliferation of many community small scale turbines can introduce more 

complexity into the power generation market. As a result of wind energy’s 

intermittency and that the majority of community farm are on local grid distribution, 

national grid operators face greater uncertainty as to the need of local lines 

distributors (PCE, 2006a). This complexity is reduced when the majority of energy is 

large scale, and managed by a single national grid operator. 

 

Embodied energy in Wind Turbines 

One technical argument that is common with wind energy development in general is 

the embodied energy cost/benefit scenario. As turbines generally consist of a steel 

tower, concrete and steel foundations, and a range of other high density materials 

they take a considerable amount of embodied energy to build. The associated long-

term return on energy for wind farms has been shown to take many years in some 

European countries with low wind resource. In countries with better wind resource 

the Turbines ‘pay back’ their ‘construction energy’ within a much shorter period – 

months not years (Wizelius, 2007). 
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3.2.3 Opportunities of CWE 

Environmental Opportunities 
Location availability 

Large scale wind farms can only ever occupy a small portion of a country’s wind 

locations (PCE, 2006b). This is because there are far more location opportunities 

available for small-wind farms than for large scale farms (PCE, 2006a). Small 

microclimates which have funnelling or hilltop attributes are very favourable for 

community wind projects. 

 

Social Opportunities 
A secure energy source can lead to community development 

Meeting the energy needs for communities leads to improved local conditions 

(especially in rural situations, as stated above), which can have spin-offs for 

improving the community in other areas (El Bassam & Maegaard, 2004). By creating 

sustainable revenue for impoverished communities, SSW can be considered an 

external trigger for social regeneration (Hoffman & High-Pippert, 2005). Small scale 

renewable projects have the ability to bring positive change to local communities by 

providing long-term prospects (Hain, 2005). Those who choose local energy systems 

have more control over their energy use and can reduce their dependence on the 

wider energy sector (CAE, 2002). The PCE suggests that ‘it has the potential to 

empower users and increase their self-reliance, and reinforces a ‘can do’ mentality’ 

(PCE, 2006a). El Bassam and Maegaard (2004) claim that ‘community energy 

intends to bring the power back to communities, not only in a literal sense, but by 

transforming their development prospects’. 

 

Strengthens Personal Responsibility 

Lovins (1977) states ‘Most people want to understand their own systems and feel 

responsible for their own destinies, not be mere economic cogs’ (p. 91). If people 

know where their energy is coming from they are more likely to have greater 

understanding of its production and have greater regard of its use (Hoffman & High-

Pippert, 2005). The development of electrical systems in the latter 20th century has 

removed much the understanding of electricity away from the user (El Bassam & 

Maegaard, 2004). It has become a modern acceptance, in developed countries, that 

there is a ready supply to cater for all of our modern requirements at the flick of a 

switch. With the development of community wind projects there is the capacity to 
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rebuild the connection between electricity generation and the end user (Elliott, 2005; 

PCE, 2006a). CWE highlights these interconnections and allows people to realise how 

they are linked and dependent on energy. Wind turbines connect people, physically 

and psychologically, to the source of their electricity; which can inspires them to 

become more efficient and even more environmentally responsible (Gipe, 2006; 

Walker et al., 2007). In this respect El Bassam and Maegaard (2004) claim there is 

‘tremendous latent demand for small scale, low cost, off-grid solutions to people’s 

varying energy requirements’ (p. 5). 

 

Creating energy sustainable communities is part of the strategy described in Agenda 

21 that aims to promote long-term improvement in the rational use of energy. The 

development of CWE tackles one of the Brundtland report (1987) challenges of 

increasing ‘increasing use of renewable energy’, where localised and regional 

governance should lead the way for sustainable development by addressing ‘global 

problems with local solutions’; CWE can deliver in this respect. Communities have 

the potential to be strong elements of change and with governments assisting grass-

root initiatives they encourage the development of strong foundations for countries. 

Those who develop local energy systems create more control over their energy use 

and can reduce their dependence on the centralised energy system (CAE, 2002). El 

Bassam and Maegaard (2004) summarise the situation as ‘energy is one of the 

important inputs to empower people provided it is made available to the people on 

an equitable basis. Therefore access to energy should be treated as the fundamental 

right for everyone. This is only possible if the end users are made the primary 

stakeholders in the production, operation and management of the generation of 

useful energy’ (p. 5). 

 

Economic Opportunities 
Additional income for communities 

Community wind farms offer the chance for community members to make profitable 

investments and to invest in their own community. This is especially so for rural 

farmers, as it allows them to make earnings from land while still being able to graze 

livestock or grow crops. CWE can offer communities relief from rural economy 

stagnation by allowing the opportunity for diversification in the investments of local 

people. The development of a community wind farm can also offer work for local 

businesses and trades with the development of roads, earthworks and turbine base 

construction. 
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Technical Opportunities 
Grid stability and Dry year avoidance 

Nationwide development of distributed community wind farms can have the ability to 

give greater stability to the overall grid. By having wind farms spread throughout the 

country means that there is less chance of zero wind output, because if the wind is 

not blowing in one region it is likely to be blowing in another. The development of 

community wind farms also means that when wind energy is being produced, for 

example, water used for hydro-generation can be stored behind hydro dam walls so 

that the risk of low lake levels in winter can be averted. 

3.2.4 Threats of CWE 

Environmental Threats 
Unintentional emission release 

As a result of wind energy’s intermittent nature it is required at certain times to use 

back-up generation to provide for low wind electricity delivery. This commonly comes 

in the form of thermal generation plants which can replace electricity fluctuations 

rapidly. Therefore, this can unintentionally lead to wind farms creating green house 

gas emissions. However, community wind projects can also be mitigated by 

spreading the risk over several farms in the region and also by developing small-

hydro projects in conjunction with wind development to cater for such instances. 

 

Social Threats 
The domination of traditional energy sources 

New technologies in the energy market face a difficult path to widespread utilization 

as incumbent technologies have a firm basis in the market and are reluctant to 

release this commercial advantage. Traditional energy developers have vested 

interests to keep profits consistent and ensure that they maintain market share. As a 

result of this, the development of community wind farms face great challenges, 

without assistance, to get a foot hold into the electricity market. This fact is 

increased when it is considered that the majority of energy systems have developed 

overtime with enormous governmental or commercial assistance. 

 

Others have noted that overtime ‘new entrants to the electricity market face 

substantial barriers in terms of capital costs. They have to compete with conventional 
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plants that were built decades ago, and operated and maintained by government 

funds, through state owned utilities in a monopoly market. In addition, incumbent 

electricity stakeholders tend to be powerful vertically-integrated companies. New 

technologies experience several obstacles when entering the market and often have 

to struggle to gain grid access and obtain transparent and fair connection cost’ 

(EWEA, 2008, p. web). 

 

Communities may not have the funds to invest 

It is often stated that communities should develop their own energy supplies (El 

Bassam & Maegaard, 2004; Elliott, 2005; Walker & Devine Wright, 2007). However, 

this is very much dependent on the availability of funds to be drawn from the 

community. If the community is situated in a poor country or poorer region the 

ability to develop such projects is less feasible (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). Therefore, 

the development of community wind farms may only be a possibility for wealthy 

communities. 

 

Public attitudes towards community initiatives 

A community wind project can only proceed if there is a certain disposition within the 

community for the project to occur; it must be asked if there are communities that 

actually want to do this? Some countries and regions do not have a history of co-

operatives which have communities working to provide for their own needs. 

Communities may not feel the need to develop community projects because the 

national electricity grid provides for these satisfactorily. Therefore, if there has been 

little public involvement in electricity in the past and current needs are met, the drive 

to develop community wind projects may not exist. 

 

Public attitudes to further wind developments 

The development of small scale community wind farm is likely to be favourable to 

most locals, but acceptance may change if community developments become more 

widespread. Many hundreds of SSW farms combined with the prevalence of large 

scale projects may lead to falls in public acceptance of wind energy in general. Even 

small scale farms will not guarantee to budge the most avid ‘NIMBY’ person; to them 

no amount of mitigation can compensate for the development of a wind turbine in 

their environment (Short, 2002). 
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Economic Threats 
High Capital Cost 

Wind energy projects are capital intensive; around 80% of the total cost of a wind 

energy project is found in the initial set up, with the turbine itself making up the 

majority (Ashby, 2004). This aspect of wind energy presents the most significant 

threat to the development of widespread local energy systems (PCE, 2006b). As 

stated, the procurement of significant investment funds from a small local pool of 

potential investors can be difficult for many communities. The economic viability of 

community wind projects now and in the future is imperative if they are to make a 

significant contribution to overall energy requirements (Toke, 2005a). 

 

Political support initiatives being removed 

The successful programs which promoted the development of community energy in 

many countries are now facing removal or reduction (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). This 

is a result of the wind industry maturing in many locations and governments 

compelling wind development to exist in a non-distorted market. Without the 

existence of subsidies and tariffs for community wind project the likelihood of growth 

in the area is much reduced, as it significantly raises the risk element for 

communities with low capital. 

 

Lenders 

The attitude of lenders has become a threat to community wind development as 

even the commercial scale wind farming has had difficulty in convincing banks to 

actually lend on such projects (Ashby, 2004). Therefore, if large scale wind farms 

have trouble convincing a bank the process for a small community is ultimately much 

more challenging because they have much less financial security. 

 

Technical Threats 
Trend towards larger scale projects 

Large scale energy projects have been the dominant form of electricity generation in 

most developed countries over the last century (PCE, 2003). This industrial inertia 

for large scale is still highly prevalent today, as a result, community developments 

remain a lower priority for making significant overall contributions to national energy 

systems. The ‘race’ for meeting climate change targets means the scale benefits of 

‘big’ projects will continue to promote their development. The challenge for 
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community projects (of all technologies) becoming more widespread is to break 

through the dominating mantra of ‘doing things they way they have always been 

done’ (i.e. think big) and promoting smaller scale as a mainstream alternative (PCE, 

2006a). This change will require a framework shift which distributes the control from 

the incumbent power generators to a wider grouping. 

 

Another aspect that places community developments at a disadvantage, is that 

although the smaller scale is acceptable for small communities with the land and 

resource for such development, they are not as capable of catering for larger towns 

and cities. Renewable energy can be integrated into cities to some extent but the 

reality of wind turbines in urban settings is that they have to compete with other 

land uses, the priority for which is not energy production. 

 

Out of date infrastructure does not facilitate development 

A weak single-phase distribution grid throughout many rural areas can limit the 

degree to which small scale community wind projects can proceed in some areas. 

The development of local grid small scale generation requires infrastructure that will 

cope with the two way flow of electricity, if the infrastructure is too weak then 

transmission will be inefficient and/or become susceptible to failure (Bolinger, 2001). 

Therefore, the development of CWE is threatened by the existence of infrastructure 

which is, in some cases, inadequate for the project required. 

 

Back up generation required 

It is a fact that wind can be an unpredictable resource i.e. it does not always blow 

(Ashby, 2004). As a result of this intermittency back-up generation is required at 

certain times to make up for this unavailability (CAE, 2002). A threat to community 

wind developments is that if they also have to provide an alternative supply such as 

a spinning thermal reserve the benefits of the project on environmental grounds will 

be diminished. 
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3.3 CWE Summary 
CWE developed in Europe throughout the late 20th Century created a new element to 

electricity generation which flourished through strong government support. The 

development of CWE was aimed at diversifying the electricity supply with more 

renewable generation, address electricity environment concerns, as well as 

developing a new export industry (turbines). In the early days of the wind industry 

CWE played a very important part by delivering wind turbine manufacturers a market 

to supply their goods. In the present day, community wind farms still make up a 

significant contribution to the overall wind supply in many countries in Europe. 

 

Apart from renewable CO2 free electricity provision there have also been a range of 

other benefits from community wind farms. Through the development of wind farms, 

communities have been able to become directly involved in the provision of 

electricity and this has greatly improved the acceptance of locals to turbine 

developments. However, development of community wind farms are not without 

their drawbacks. It is evident that the development in Europe of community wind has 

been heavily dependent on subsidies from national government and incumbent 

energy sources threaten the competitiveness of a non-subsidised community wind 

market. These are issues that need close attention if future growth of community 

wind is to continue. 
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4.0 Austria: European Union Renewable 

Framework and Austria’s Development of 

Community Wind. 
 

This chapter explores the development of wind energy in Austria, more specifically 

the development of CWE projects. To set the broader scene for development in 

Austria a short background on renewable energy legislation in the EU is provided. 

Subsequently, the energy situation in Austria is presented with regard to renewable 

resources, specifically focussing on wind energy. The progress of community small 

scale energy initiatives is then investigated, showing how projects in Austria have 

developed and the role community wind developments have played. Several case 

study examples of community wind initiatives are presented along with including 

insight from several industry participants, considering the successes and challenges 

encountered in such developments. 

 

Why Austria? 

 

Firstly, it should be stated why Austria was deemed suitable for this comparative 

study with New Zealand. Austria has a population almost double that of New Zealand 

on a land mass approximately a third the size. New Zealand and Austria both share 

similar topography including alpine regions and lower rolling plains. This 

characteristic has meant that there is considerable water flow in both countries and 

this has been exploited for hydro-generation to a high degree; both countries have 

almost 70 per cent of their total electrical output from hydro-power. New Zealand 

and Austria also share a large rural based community, which is dependent on a well 

connected national electrical grid. Also, although perhaps a more moot point, both 

countries are void of any nuclear generation. With these similarities it was considered 

that Austria was a more suitable benchmark country than that of either Germany or 

Denmark. 

 

Austria is also used in this study because it is a nation that has tried to emulate the 

CWE successes in Denmark and Germany. It successfully managed to transfer the 
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framework developed in these other countries and made it work in their own country 

under some exceptionally different conditions. Austria has taken a framework 

transfer from the Danish and German CWE model and has taken claim to a second 

wave of CWE development. As a more recent addition to the CWE chronicle, Austria 

can illustrate the contemporary problems faced when trying to encourage a CWE 

sector in a country which is a new entrant to wind energy, such as New Zealand. 

4.1 European Union Legal Framework for 

Renewable Energy 

4.1.1 Energy Policy 

Austria is a member of the European Union (EU) and as such it is important to 

understand what the EU position on renewable energy and the role of local 

community is so that a clearer picture of the influences on the Austrian energy 

situation can be understood. The European Union views the promotion of electricity 

from renewable sources of energy as a high priority for the security and 

diversification of energy supply, environmental protection and social and economic 

cohesion (EC, 2008c). Below are some of the recent major EU renewable energy 

policy milestones. 

 

1997 – Energy for the future: renewable sources of energy ‘White Paper for 

a Community Strategy and Action Plan’ 

The White Paper provided for an EU community strategy for renewable energies 

which intended to shape energy development for the next decade (Reiche & 

Bechberger, 2005). In this paper the 2010 EU target for the share of overall 

renewable energy increased from 6 per cent (stated in 1995) to 12 per cent of total 

energy consumption (GWEC, 2008). The development of the White Paper undertook 

an important step for enhancing the utilisation of these energy sources. The action 

plan, consisting of a timetable of objectives, aimed to provide fair market 

opportunities for renewable energies without excessive financial burdens; these 

included: 

 

• Non-discriminatory access to the electricity market; 

• Fiscal and financial methods; 
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• The promotion of the use of renewable energy sources (EC, 2008a) 

 

The White paper required EU member states to establish their own renewable energy 

strategies to achieve the 2010 target. The EU suggested that a significant share of 

strategies should focus on the encouragement of private-public partnership 

investments to trigger long-term growth (Lauber, 2005). 

 

2001 – Directive on the promotion of electricity produced from renewable 

energy sources RES-E  

The Renewables Directive is the most significant piece of renewable energy 

legislation produced by the EU to date. It is aimed to increase the share of electricity 

produced from renewable energy sources (RES-E) in the EU to 21% of overall 

electricity consumption by 2010 (Lauber, 2005). Its purpose is to promote an 

increase in the contribution of renewable energy sources to electricity production in 

the internal market for electricity and to create a basis for a future community 

framework (BMWA, 2005). The Directive also delivers on compliance with regard to 

the commitments made by the EU under the Kyoto Protocol. 

 

The Directive recognises the need for action, ‘For renewable energy to fulfil its 

potential, the policy framework needs to be supportive and in particular to stimulate 

increasing competitiveness of such energy sources such as offshore wind. The full 

potential of renewable energy will only be realised through a long term commitment 

to develop and install renewable energy’ (EC, 2008c, p. 6). The directive sets the 

framework for the support of the production of electricity from renewable energy 

sources in the EU. 

Some key aspects of the RES-E directive are the: 

• streamlining of administrative procedures that precede the installation of a 

new plant;  

• application of support schemes that compensate renewable electricity for its 

positive environmental impacts and its contribution to the security of supply;  

• publication of guarantees of origin; and  

• regulation of transparent mechanisms to bear the costs of technical 

adaptation (BMWA, 2005). 
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The 2001 RES-E directive is also one of the most globally important pieces of 

legislation for wind energy support (WWEA, 2008). Although the EU Directive had no 

noticeable impact on wind energy development in the three EU pioneer countries 

(Germany, Spain and Denmark), the EU legislation has sparked the adaptation of 

legal frameworks in the remaining EU countries, and several countries outside 

Europe, for investments in wind power and other renewable electricity sources 

(EWEA, 2008). 

 

Kyoto Protocol 2002  

The EU ratified the Kyoto Protocol in 2002, a step which requires a decrease in 

emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) by 8% overall member states in the 2008-

2010 first commitment period (Reiche & Bechberger, 2005). The struggle against 

climate change is a major challenge and is a long-term issue for the international 

community. As a major GHG emitter, the EU is committed to reducing overall 

emissions (BMWA, 2003). Arguably, energy plays the most crucial role in relation to 

climate change, and by signing up to the Kyoto Protocol the EU reconfirms that 

renewable energy must play a decisive role in future energy strategies. The Kyoto 

Protocol represents a challenge for the EU, but ambitious targets are an important 

incentive for supporting the diffusion of renewable energy throughout Europe (Reiche 

& Bechberger, 2005). 

 

2007 – ‘Energy Policy for Europe’: Renewable Energy Roadmap  

With the accession of new member states into the EU in 2004 the European 

Commission revisited the prior ‘White Paper’ to reflect these changes. The ‘Roadmap’ 

sets out the Commission’s long-term strategy for renewable energy in the EU. The 

aim of the strategy is to enable the EU to meet the objectives of increasing security 

of energy supply and reducing greenhouse gas emissions (WWEA, 2008). The 2007 

‘Energy Policy for Europe’ states that 20% of all energy shall be provided for by 

renewable sources by 2020, the EU has adopted this share as a binding overall 

target for its member states. This policy commits each member state to increase its 

share of renewable energies – electricity, fuel and heating - in an effort to boost the 

overall EU share by 11.5% from 2007 levels (EC, 2008a). 

 

The above policy initiatives developed by the EU over the past decade have built a 

strong foundation for the greater implementation of renewable energy in the EU 

member states. Member states are required to adopt these targets into their own 
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energy policies, along with any individual targets (Kyoto) to which they may commit 

themselves. All of these policy initiatives give priority to development of renewable 

energy. The 2001 electricity directive provides the strongest encouragement for the 

future development of renewable electricity, particularly wind energy (EC, 2008c). 

Europe aims to retain its leadership in renewable energy development and encourage 

other world regions to follow in it’s footsteps. 

4.1.2 Community Energy Policy in the EU 

Energy planning within the EU has developed at various institutional levels. One level 

where significant progress has been made is at the community/local level. The EU 

has developed several programs which are aimed at assisting regions and local 

communities within a range of projects areas. LEADER+, INTERREG, URBAN and 

EQUAL 2  are four major programs which provide assistance for communities to 

develop projects which deliver sustainable long term benefits (EC, 2008a). 

Community energy has been an area which has gained much support in the last 

decade and a growing number of projects supported by the above programs are 

achieving multiple goals of energy security, rural development and community 

renewal. The objective of the programs is to assist communities whose development 

is failing by providing them with the basic infrastructure (which they continue to 

lack) or encourage investments in business economic activity. The European 

Commission has stated that ‘Whilst action at the EU and national levels is a vital part 

of realising overall objectives, without action at the local level, there is no chance 

that they can be achieved...Increasing the use of renewable energy sources is often 

appropriately tackled at the local level.’ (EC, 2007, p. 5). 

Local or individual initiatives have been indicated as critical to achieving the EU’s 

targets in the energy sector ‘The more such initiatives are taken, the closer the EU 

comes to meeting commitments’ (EC, 2007, p. 5). This suggests that by supporting 

economic and social conversion in industrial, rural, and urban areas which are facing 

structural difficulties, wide-ranging benefits can be achieved. By encouraging the 

bottom up implementation of high-quality, integrated strategies for sustainable 

energy development, strong partnerships are formed and networks of knowledge 

                                          
2 These programmes are European Union community initiatives aimed at assisting 

sustainable development at community, city, regional, international levels. 
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exchange are created (Hantsch, 1998). Therefore, these community initiatives not 

only focus on providing material infrastructure for communities but they are also 

focused on modernising systems of training and promoting employment (EC, 2008b). 

The bottom up community/regional approach is strongly supported in the EU, with 

the above programs receiving 10 billion € in the 2000-2006 period (EC, 2008a). The 

EU maintains that there is indeed an ‘initial investment that needs to be borne, but in 

the longer term, these initiatives will pay for themselves in cost savings, in addition 

to reducing environmental damage’ (EC, 2007, p. 5). Community development in 

Europe is seen as a viable and successful means of progressing member states 

towards environmental and social goals, this is especially important in the context of 

renewable energy and GHG reduction (Reiche & Bechberger, 2005). Community 

support programmes have been oriented to help reach these objectives by promoting 

EU-wide measures and actions in favour of renewable energy at regional and local 

levels. The EU considers that communities are a strong basis of change. They are 

assisting grass-root initiatives because they realise that strong communities make 

strong regions, which in turn makes strong countries, which in turn leads to a 

stronger EU. 

 

Summary 

The direction of the EU is looking more and more towards renewable sources for long 

term energy security, especially in electricity. The EU has set some demanding 

renewable targets for its member states which indicate the importance they have 

placed on mitigating climate change impacts for future environmental and economic 

well-being. However, indications from an initial assessment of EU progress in 2004 

reflect that the EU is likely to miss the target to achieve 21% renewable electricity by 

2010 (Reiche & Bechberger, 2005). The policy environment and slow market 

development of many types of renewable energies is identified as preventing their 

stronger uptake (Lauber, 2005). Nevertheless, thousands of units of renewable MW 

capacity are being added every year and one area where they are proving to be most 

effective is at a smaller community based level. The EU development programmes 

for regional communities appear to be providing win-win situations in the 

development of cleaner energy and providing development assistance to areas in 

economic and social decline (EC, 2008a). The next section looks at one of the EU 

member states, Austria, and the progress that they have made in community energy 

initiatives, primarily focus on CWE developments. 
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4.2 Austrian Renewable Energy Development 

and CWE 

4.2.1 Energy Background 

Austria has maintained a leading status in the EU for renewable energy, especially 

renewable electricity, for many decades (Reiche & Bechberger, 2005). Electricity 

supply in Austria has been dominated by large hydropower plants at the Danube 

River and in the Alps that were built before, during, and after the Second World War 

(Lauber, 2005). The rise in electricity consumption in the 1960’s and 1970’s led to 

the construction of an nuclear power plant in 1978, however, protests led the 

government to hold a referendum which decided against the commissioning of the 

plant (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). This decision, along with the serious accident in 

Chernobyl in 1984 which affected parts of Austria, has cemented a strong rejection 

of nuclear power in the Austria. This position, combined with the oil energy crises of 

the 1970’s and 1980’s, has formed a high level of energy activism and awareness 

amongst the Austrian population (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). 

4.2.2 Current Renewable Situation 

Renewable energy sources make up approximately 70 per cent of electricity 

generation in Austria (BMWA, 2003). Austria’s strength in renewables comes from 

the possession of abundant water and wood-based biomass resources, and the 

development of emerging renewable technologies (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). 

Hydropower is Austria’s largest source of renewable energy and is likely to continue 

to be the most important component in the future generation of ‘green’ electricity in 

the country (EVA, 2006). Compared with the rest of the EU member states, Austria 

possesses the highest level of electricity generation from renewable sources (see 

Figure 8) (BMWA, 2003). 
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Figure 8- Renewable electricity levels of the 25 European Union countries based on 1997 levels 

(source BMWA, 2003) 

 

The ability, however, to maintain this high level of renewable energy generation is 

coming under pressure (Lauber, 2005). The 2001 EU renewable energy directive 

requires Austria to reach a renewable electricity target of 78% by 2010, a significant 

increase from the 2002 level of 68% (EVA, 2006). In achieving this, renewable 

electricity development not only has to replace fossil fuel generation but also keep 

pace with growing demand. This requires significant new renewable generation 

supply. However, the ability to develop more large hydro projects faces many 

barriers; this is a result not only of the best sites for hydro already been developed, 

but also a strong opposition from the public towards further development and water 

resource policy which favours conservation (Lauber, 2005). Therefore, the focus for 

supplying new renewable electricity has turned to developing more bio-mass, solar 

thermal and photovoltaic, small-hydro, wind and geo-thermal technologies along 

with demand side initiatives (EVA, 2006). 
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Over the past two decades there has been strong development in ‘new’ renewables 

technologies with Austria demonstrating leading levels of solar thermal and 

photovoltaic collectors per capita in the EU (Lauber, 2005). Likewise, the 

development of district heating schemes utilising CHP (combined-heat and power) 

technology has seen significant increases in use of biomass energy in recent years. 

The progress of ‘new’ renewable energies in Austria has principally been a result of 

targeted renewable energy policy. However, this support is under threat from a 

stagnating political situation, with regard to energy policy within Austria and also 

more broadly within the EU, which is limiting future growth. 

 

Adding to the challenge for Austria to reach the 2010 renewable electricity target is 

the fact that since 2001 Austria has imported more electricity than it has exported 

(see Figure 9), meaning national demand for electricity has exceeded national supply 

(EVA, 2006). This is of significant concern for the Austrian electricity industry. Issues 

relating to security of electricity supply, including warnings of shortages in 2008, are 

illustrating that current strategies need modification (IG Windkraft, 2008). Recent 

initiatives are trying to rectify the situation such as plans to invest 11.5 billion € by 

2015 in research and innovation deployment. Austria has great potential for future 

renewable energy growth with some researchers stating that all of the country’s 

electricity and heating needs could be met with currently available renewable energy 

sources (Neubarth & Kaltschmitt, 2000). 

 
Figure 9 - Austrian imports and exports of electricity 1999-2005 (source Austrian Energy 

Agency, 2006) 
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According to most, if not all, forecasts made to date by economic research institutes, 

there will be a significant rise in the demand for electricity as the gross domestic 

product increases, even with the imposition of programmes to enhance efficiency 

(Bolinger, 2001). Increases in the demand for electricity are expected to occur in 

particular in households and in the services sector (Lauber, 2005). As hydropower in 

Austria cannot, partly as a consequence of the requirements of EU Water Framework 

Directive, be expanded to remain proportionate with the expected increases in 

demand and as the usable potential of wind power and biomass for electricity 

generation are in fact quite limited, this may lead to a diminishing share of electricity 

generation from renewable sources, even though Austria, compared with the EU 

average, is not only prominent with regard to its expanding share of green electricity 

generation but is also well above average in developing wind power and biomass 

(BMWA, 2005). 

4.2.3 Austrian Energy and Electricity Policy 

Energy security, energy efficiency and renewable energy promotion have long been 

central aspects of the Austrian energy policy since the establishment of the Austrian 

energy guidelines in 1976 (Faninger, 2003). The reason for this focus on energy 

development in the past lies in the fact that renewable energy sources in Austria 

have been widely accessible and easily exploitable (Lauber, 2005). The government 

focus on tapping renewable sources of energy has made Austria a world leader in 

environmentally friendly energy development, and this has found high support from 

within the Austrian population for whom environmental consciousness is strongly 

held (EVA, 1999). 

 

The reason for the positive development in the past lies in the fact that renewable 

energy sources have been a long-term priority of Austria's energy, subsidy and 

research policies. In order to ensure a sustainable energy supply which is as 

environmentally sound as possible, but also to counteract the foreseeable exhaustion 

of the country's energy resources in good time, Austria started to promote the 

development of renewable energy sources as long ago as the 1960’s (EVA, 1999). 

The market penetration of renewable energy technologies in the last twenty years 

has also been the result of concentrated government support. The Austrian Energy 

Research Programme resulted in the successful development and implementation of 
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biomass heating, solar thermal, photovoltaics, along with the assessment of wind 

power and geothermal sources (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). 

 

In 1998 the Austrian Energy Ministry report on renewable energy indicated two key 

concepts of Austria’s current and future energy development. 

• ‘That energy policy is basically market oriented. Therefore, government 

interference is mainly limited to cases where market forces do not work. 

• Long-term sustainable development, including environmental compatibility, is 

a principal goal in energy policy strategies.’ (EVA, 1999, p. 6). 

 

It also stated ‘The particular advantages of renewable energy sources are considered 

to be CO2-neutrality, its contribution to a sustainable development, regional value 

added, chances for the opening up of third markets and thus positive employment 

effects, and the comparatively high social acceptance, justifying their privileged 

treatment on the internal market.’ (EVA, 1999, p. 9). 

 

European Union targets 

The Austrian energy and electricity policy is heavily influenced by the leadership of 

the EU. As a member, Austria has to achieve not only EU goals but also other 

international targets. As such Austria has been set ambitious goals to achieve its part 

in overall EU goals in relation to energy (see Table 1 below), this is combined with 

the international Kyoto Protocol agreement where Austria is required to reduce 

emissions to 13% below 1990 levels (Faninger, 2003). Austria strongly supports the 

formation of strong renewable laws and targets at the EU and international levels, 

and has been a key country assisting in the formation of such legislation (BMWA, 

2003). 

 

Share of overall renewables in 
energy mix in 2005 Share required by 2020 (EU) 

23.3% 34% 

Share of renewables in 
electricity mix 2001 Share required by 2010 (EU) 

68.3% 78.1% 

Table 1 - Renewable energy targets for Austria (Lauber, 2005) 
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As Europe is connected through a myriad of supra-regional electricity grid networks, 

Austria is inextricably linked to what happens elsewhere in the EU supply chain. 

Therefore, it is imperative that Austria, as it is now using more electricity than it 

produces, cooperates with EU objectives and ensures other member states comply. 

Internally Austria has produced strong legislation towards the attainment of EU 

energy targets. The Green Electricity Act 2002 aims to reach the target value of 78.1 

per cent electricity from renewable energy sources in the total of Austria's gross 

electricity consumption – as envisaged in the 2001 EU-Directive on the promotion of 

electricity produced from renewable energy sources in the internal electricity market. 

 

The positive attitude adopted by the EU towards renewable energy sources is 

endorsed by Austria and is referred to in the energy concepts of both the Federal 

Government and the Länder (BMWA, 2005). Austria's access to the European Union 

included its participation in energy-relevant parts of the framework programmes for 

research and development and other energy programmes, which show great 

conformity with the energy and environment political targets of Austria. Owing to the 

high level Austria enjoys in the field of renewable energy the country has been 

actively participating in these programmes and is well positioned. Valuable impulses 

for a border crossing co-operation with neighbouring countries in the field of 

renewables have come from INTERREG (see p65) too (BMWA, 2003). 

4.2.4 Austrian Wind Development 

For many years it was believed that there was no potential for the development of 

wind energy in Austria because it is not associated with coastal locations and/or high 

wind i.e. equatorial latitudes. However, despite being a landlocked country, over 

recent decades it has been discovered that there are many areas which are suitable 

and economic for the production of wind power (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). It was a 

result of the stated energy crises and nuclear concerns of the 1970’s and 1980’s that 

significant interest was triggered in alternative renewable forms of energy, and many 

saw wind as a logical addition to solar and biomass developments. In the mid 1980’s 

the Austrian Government decided to conduct research and development into the 

feasibility of wind generation which saw several prototypes developed, however, 

because lack of future direction the work did not lead to successful implementation 

(Hantsch, 1998). Along with these prototypes, preliminary calculations on the basis 

of anemometric data provided by meteorological stations showed surprising amounts 
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of technically utilisable wind energy potential of 6,600 to 10,000 GWh annually 

(BMWA, 2003). Although it was acknowledged that only part of this potential was 

also economically viable and desirable from the point of view of landscape protection, 

there was a movement founded to ‘bring the wind to Austria’ (Hantsch & Nährer, 

2006, p. 11). 

 

Until the mid 1990’s only small micro installations had been built in Austria; but in 

1994 the first major grid connected wind power station came on line. Although some 

progress was occurring, Austria did not have at the time a political framework for 

assistance for wind, unlike Germany and Denmark (pers. comm. Moser, 2007). 

Schemes in Germany and Denmark set reliable economic rates for the production of 

wind energy, which made wind energy more economically feasible. To encourage 

similar support in Austria and increase the profile of wind energy a lobby group IG 

Windkraft (also known as the Austrian Wind Energy Association) was founded. As a 

result of the organisation of wind energy interests in Austria a more concerted and 

focussed argument could be made to provincial and federal governments (Hantsch & 

Nährer, 2006). With increasing demands and ambitious targets being set at both EU 

and international (Kyoto Protocol) levels, IG Windkraft along with lobbyists from 

other renewable sectors in Austria had an increasingly strong argument for greater 

assistance of renewable generation. 

 

As a result of efforts to increase renewable development a mixture of renewable 

generation incentives from the government including FITs, certificates and tenders 

were introduced from 1994. Initial support mechanisms were relatively ineffective 

and it took some years before effective schemes were in place. The turning point for 

Austrian wind came at the start of the new millennium with the introduction of 

favourable renewable support mechanisms included with the Green Electricity Act 

2002 (BMWA, 2003). These had the effect of ensuring a fixed price for wind energy 

for 13 years. From 2003 to 2006 massive wind development in Austria occurred, 

these four years had an average growth rate of 21%. At the end of 2007, Austria 

had 612 wind turbines with a combined capacity of 982MW (see Figure 10), a high 

level considering its wind resource is of relatively low quality compared to other 

coastal EU countries. These wind installations from 2007 are expected to supply 

around 2TWh (Terawatt hours) of electricity supply to end users from public grids in 

Austria, this equates to around 4 per cent of total electricity use (BMWA, 2003). 
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Figure 10- Austrian wind power growth since 1994 (source IG Windkraft, 2008) 

 

Wind energy was welcomed by many as a very suitable option for Austria. With 

Austria’s high degree of hydropower utilisation it is considered that wind power is a 

practicable supplementary form of alternative energy production (Lauber, 2005). 

Two thirds of the wind generation occurs during the winter, the time when water 

availability is at its lowest and power demand is at its highest. It is particularly 

important that during this time wind power stations can replace thermal power 

stations, thus helping to reduce electricity imports and GHG emissions (see Figure 

9). However, as Austria does not have as many full time load hours as other coastal 

regions of the EU, it experiences fewer full time load hours per year; as a 

consequence wind power is more expensive to produce in Austria. Conditions are 

particularly favourable in the agricultural areas in the foothills of the Alps in the 

Federal States of Lower Austria and Upper Austria, as well as in the east of Vienna in 

the northern part of the Federal State of Burgenland (EVA, 1999). 

4.2.5 Renewable and Wind Energy Policy in Austria 

Austrian energy planning is influenced at four levels of governance, supranational 

efforts at the European Union level, the national federal ‘Bund’ government, the nine 

provincial ‘Länder’ governments, and local governance (Hantsch, 1998; Lauber, 
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2005). Energy issues over recent decades have been divided amongst these levels, 

however, responsibilities at present lies predominantly with the federal government 

(Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). Current energy policies in Austria have fostered the 

diffusion of renewable technologies ‘largely by electricity market laws aimed at 

pursuing the goals stipulated by EU directives on renewables and Kyoto emission 

reduction obligations’ (Madlener, Kowalski, & Stagl, 2007, p. 1). 

 

In 1994, the first support mechanism for renewable electricity was initiated for wind 

power, known at the ‘three year agreement’, this consisted of two measures (EVA, 

1999). The first was a purchase-obligation deal for wind power produced at a higher 

than normal rate, this was guaranteed for three years. The second measure was the 

introduction of investment subsidies of up to 30% of investment cost coming from 

the Austrian government (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). This first policy support for 

renewable energy did not result in success as by 1997 only 20 MW of wind energy 

was installed in Austria (IG Windkraft, 2008). This failure was principally due to the 

high costs of wind generation at the time and developers considering a three year 

price guarantee insufficient to cover costs. 

 

However, in 1998 the Electricity Act (Elektrizitätswirtschafts-und 

Organisationsgesetz, ElWOG) initiated a new purchase-obligation scheme aimed at 

electricity from all renewable energy sources (EVA, 1999). In conjunction, feed-in 

tariffs (FITs) were introduced that had to be fixed by provincial ‘Länder’ Governors 

(Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). Each ‘Land’ could decide at which level they would 

support renewable energy support, subsequently this resulted in nine different sets 

of legislation throughout the country, with some offering high tariffs and others not. 

Länder with high feed-in level support experienced high renewable growth conversely 

for those with low levels growth lingered (Lauber, 2005). Furthermore in 1998, a 

new market- orientated scheme utilising a tendering system for wind energy was 

implemented. Potential investors in wind turbines were invited to submit their offers. 

The contracts were awarded to the most cost-effective projects, in accordance with 

the best-bidder principle. These tenders also included up to 30% investment 

subsidies (EVA, 1999). 

 

Green Electricity Act 2002 

In July 2002 the Austrian Parliament adopted new legislation to comply with the 

European Union Renewable Energy Directive 2001/77/EC via the new 
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Ökostromgesetz/Green Electricity Act (Lauber, 2005). Under the 2002 act, the power 

for deciding on support for renewable projects was transferring to the Federal 

Government. A main objective of having federal control of renewable energy support 

initiatives was to eliminate the multiplicity of regulations that existed between each 

Länder. This was done to produce uniform rules for eco-electricity enforcing a fairer 

more efficient way of developing renewable energy throughout Austria (Lauber, 

2005). In addition, the act fixed minimum percentage targets for renewable sources 

of electricity to the year 2008, encouraging the sector to increase output to reflect 

the European Union renewable electricity target of 78.1 per cent required by 2010. 

 

The act implemented a federally administered feed-in system for all renewable 

energy sources except large hydro combined with a purchase-obligation for green 

electricity (Lauber, 2005). The FITs were fixed for a period of 13 years at a price of 

7.8 € cents for wind. It was applicable for projects that had planning permissions by 

the end of 2004 and that were operational by the end of 2006. These very high feed-

in rates led to a great increase in wind power development, which made up most of 

the installed renewable electricity capacity developed in the period 2002-2005. From 

95 MW of installed capacity at the end of 2001, wind power in Austria rocketed to 

415 MW in 2003 and 607 MW by the end of 2004 (IG Windkraft, 2008). Overall, 

numerous new green electricity plants were set up and existing small scale 

hydroelectric plants were revitalised in 2003, 2004 and 2005. Permits were issued 

for about 940 MW wind power, 380 MW solid biomass, 70 MW biogas and more than 

1100MW small hydro plants (BMWA, 2005). 

 

However as a result of substantial expenditure (about €210 million to €300 million a 

year), the establishment of numerous green electricity plants also had a saturation 

effect. Some areas of industry became strong in their condemnation of what it saw 

as unnecessarily high levels of support for renewable energy (Lauber, 2005). In 2004 

it was argued successfully that the cost which was likely to ‘balloon’ in coming years 

and was jeopardizing the competitiveness of Austrian industry and the national 

standard of living. As a result during 2005 an amendment to the 2002 act was 

written up and was released in 2006. 

 

Green Electricity Act 2006 

In 2006 the Austrian Parliament adopted an amendment to the Green Electricity Act. 

The amendment reviewed Austria’s support scheme for green electricity and strived 
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for higher efficiency requirements and more stringent budget constraints. The 

amendment retained a FIT system (although substantially reduced), but as far as 

new renewable electricity plants were concerned tough restrictions were put in place 

(Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). These changes include a cap on subsidies and a 

redistribution of the available funds among the individual technologies. 

 

It was expected that steady growth in green energy capacity would continue through 

2007 and a decline was not expected until 2008. However, during 2007 no new wind 

power growth was added and indications for 2008 suggest that trend will continue 

(pers. comm. Hantsch, 2007). The environmentalist Green Party has criticised the 

reduction of FITs as a diversion from Austria’s EU and International climate and 

energy commitments. The opponents of the renewable electricity system successfully 

translated their opposition into a strategy that has dramatically reduced any further 

renewable electricity growth, with the exception of biomass (Lauber, 2005). 

4.3 Community Energy Initiatives in Austria 
In Austria there has been a significant tradition of local energy activism, which has 

sprung from rural electrification needs, anti-nuclear movements and environmental 

concerns (pers. comm. Öhlinger, 2007). In many areas of Austria, electricity was not 

connected until quite late in the 20th Century; this mainly occurred in the less 

developed alpine and agrarian-rural regions of the country (Ibid). After the Second 

World War Austria remained deprived for many years and the focus of rebuilding 

Austria remained in the cities where development would return prosperity swiftly 

(Ibid). In this environment small communities had to fight relentlessly for the better 

infrastructure and in many cases they resorted to their own self sufficient means 

such as developing small-hydro power stations on nearby rivers (Ibid). This action 

encouraged communities to work together towards common goals, and people were 

willing to help one another for the greater good of the community (pers. comm. 

Moser, 2007). This tradition of strong community bonds in Austria has been forged 

not only through energy initiatives, but also through farming practices, religion, and 

cultural heritage among others (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). 

 

In 1986, Austria was one of the most seriously affected by the nuclear reactor 

accident at Chernobyl, Ukraine (Lauber, 2005). The wind patterns at the time 

brought radioactive fallout which spread widely over Austria; it was a timely 
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indication of the risk posed by unsafe nuclear fission practices in eastern European 

countries. This event produced even stronger resolve in the Austrian population 

against the further development of nuclear energy in the EU (Hantsch & Nährer, 

2006). Many concerned people came together and wanted to do what they could 

against the further proliferation of nuclear energy in states bordering or close to 

Austria (pers. comm. Moser, 2007). This feeling was compounded with the 

emergence of the environmental movement which highlighted the negative impacts 

of polluting energy on the earth especially relating to the topic of ‘dying’ forests 

during the 1980’s which gained much media attention. As a result, interest in 

alternative energies grew and small ‘hobby’ groups looked at ways to provide for 

their energy use in a self-sufficient manner (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). 

 

A prominent and highly successful example of community activism in Austria was the 

emergence and development of solar thermal collectors for hot water supply 

(Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). In the mid-1980’s a do-it-yourself-group of inventors 

came together and constructed solar thermal collectors for interested people, word 

about the development got around and more people became involved in the 

technology (Lauber, 2005). The group designed it on the projected basic needs of 

the people that would be utilising the technology; they it be cheap, simple to 

construct, and if needed, easy to repair. After initial prototype modification the 

development quickly spread, with more interested people and more developers 

arriving on the scene. As a result from 1983 to 1991 more than 11,000 solar thermal 

collectors were built (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). By 2005 solar thermal technology in 

Austria had the highest per capita panel surface values in the EU, and remains one of 

Austria’s biggest renewable energy and community energy success stories (Lauber, 

2005). The pioneering effort of a few inventors was to be a catalyst for new 

renewable development in Austria, proving that smaller scale self-sufficient energy 

can be achieved; and although growth in solar thermal collectors declined in more 

recent years the legacy of humble community beginnings has formed a strong 

production industry of which Austria now has a market share of 25% in the EU 

(Lauber, 2005).  

 

The development of the above energy initiative did not just occur by itself however, 

it was fostered by assistance from government. In Austria the government has for 

some time supported cooperative localised development models for solar and 

biomass projects (Rakos, 1998) and they have been intrinsic to many solar, biomass 
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and mini-hydro projects in developing countries that are often off-grid and village-

scale (Walker & Devine Wright, 2007). The Austrian Government recognised the 

potential for self-sufficient energy production; as it was a major motivation of their 

support to reduce very expensive transmission infrastructure spending; and this 

could be achieved by keeping developing towns and villages in a more self-reliant 

off-grid capacity. 

 

In more recent times, the EU has also shown strong leadership in the further 

development of regional, rural and interregional energy development through 

programs stated in earlier in this chapter. Austria is positively involved in seeing 

these aspirations brought to reality and is contributing strongly in these programs 

(BMWA, 2003). It has been realised through programs such as ‘INTERREG’ that the 

development of a reliable energy system can provide long-term benefits to 

communities well beyond the provision of clean, reliable energy (Ibid). 

4.3.1 CWE Developments in Austria 

In the early 1980’s the first wind energy developments in Austria were initiated, 

fostered by groups of determined renewable energy enthusiasts at the grass-roots 

level (IG Windkraft, 2008). Although these groups had no formal training in wind 

energy development, they had strong conviction that wind should play an important 

part in the energy mix in Austria (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). Without any form of 

government support these groups brought wind technology into Austria and installed 

them in areas they believed to be ‘reasonably windy’ (Ibid). These small turbines 

(<50kw) were developed in an off-grid manner, and although somewhat successful 

did not reach exceptionally high electricity production levels. It was therefore 

realised that for the further development of wind power it was first essential to find, 

measure and ensure productive sites (pers. comm. Moser, 2007). 

 

These local developers of the first wind initiatives (a mixture of farmers, teachers 

electricians and builders) decided that better information should be available about 

wind energy to assist other people in Austria with similar aspirations. As a result, in 

1987, a locally based non-government advocacy organisation, Energiewertstatt, was 

formed to ‘provide practical solutions for the production of wind energy and promote 

a clean and independent energy supply in Austria’ (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006, p. 10). 

Its primary goal was identifying problems of planning wind power projects – such as 
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finding ideal location, project financing, public relations and finding ways to mitigate 

such problems (Energiewerkstatt, 2008). Energiewertstatt believed that they could 

learn much from the approach taken of the do-it-yourself solar thermal developers in 

Austria, by keeping the development of wind on a local scale (Ibid). Their first focus 

was the development of custom built wind measuring systems to determine the 

availability of locations with high enough wind speeds for economically viable wind 

sites. As the first wind energy advocacy group in Austria, Energiewertstatt did much 

towards providing reliable information for a growing community of interest and 

identifying the actual wind resource availability in Austria. As a result of 

Energiewerkstatt’s efforts more people in Austria became interested in wind energy 

(Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). 

 

In the early 1990’s the developments of wind farms by communities and individuals 

in neighbouring Germany with relation to FIT mechanism became of great interest to 

Austrian wind observers (Lauber, 2005). They wanted to know if the success seen in 

Germany could be emulated in Austria. With the formation of IG Windkraft in 1993, 

strong lobbying was made to both Länder and Federal Governments for the 

assistance for wind energy. ‘The efforts of IG Windkraft met with success in 1994, 

when electricity utilities voluntarily agreed to purchase the wind energy from 

turbines that were installed between 1994 and 1996 at double the market price’ 

(Hantsch & Nährer, 2006, p. 11). Along with this support, the Austrian Minister for 

Environment offered investment subsidies of up to 30 per cent of investment costs 

(Energiewerkstatt, 2008). As a result of these developments the first commercially 

sized turbine was connected to the grid in 1994 by a private individual. Following this 

development numerous groups of local people formed who wished to develop and 

become financially involved in wind projects (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006).  

 

The model for wind developed in co-operation with participating citizens is called 

Betreibergmeinschaften in Austria, more commonly known elsewhere as co-

operatives. The first such models were realised in 1995 and 1996 when altogether 

400 people participated legally and financially in the construction of wind power 

plants at Michelbach (Lower Austria) and Eberschwang (Upper Austria) (BMWA, 

2003). As partners in the projects, these people get their respective shares of the 

profits obtained from compensation paid for power feeding. It is also important to 

note that the company structure of these community wind farms, the majority of co-

operatives in Austria are formed from a limited partnership model (in German a 
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GmbH), in which they are liable for a certain amount of the equity they put into the 

venture but the people themselves do not face financial burdens if the project fails. 

In doing so they are able to raise enough risk and equity capital to secure a project 

without the concern that they could face further financial loss (Energiewerkstatt, 

2008). 

 

Throughout the late 1990’s and early 2000’s many ‘small scale’ projects with aspects 

of community ownership were initiated in Austria. Typically, these projects consisted 

of between 1 and 5 turbines with power ratings between a few kW to larger MW 

machines (BMWA, 2003). In 2005 7,000 people were financially involved in wind 

power projects, with 4000 of these in directly involved in a specific project (WEB, 

2008). Presented below are some case study examples of some community wind 

farm developments, including both direct community finance and joint venture 

community companies. 

4.3.2 Austrian Community Case Studies 

Community projects with direct local investment 

 

Wind turbine Michelbach 

 

Installation Date: 1995 

Location: Michelbach, Lower Austria 

Wind Turbines: 1 Vestas 225kW (V29), – 

providing for 119 households 

Average wind speed: 6.5 m/s 

Total amount invested: 0.4 million € 

Owners: 107 investors from all over 

Austria under Michelbacher Windkraft 

GmbH (subsequently integrated under 

WEB AG)  

Representative: Andreas Dangl 

 

 
Figure 11 - Michelbach wind farm 

(source Grant Thomson, 2007)

 

Michelbach was the first project where the local population became financially 

involved in a wind farm development. It represented a significant milestone for wind 

power development in Austria (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). Under the company name 
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Michelbacher Windkraft GmbH the group offered financial participation in the form of 

secure private loans with a duration of 15 years (Ibid). In a short period over 100 

lenders had given loans which accumulated to an amount over 200,000 €. This 

support was testament to the large number of alternative energy interests existing in 

Austria in the early 1990’s. However, Michelbach was not a typical local community 

development, as enthusiasts from all over Austria were able to participate in the 

development. The project was a prototype for community involvement with many 

people uncertain if the development would become a reality (IG Windkraft, 2008). 

The goals of Michelbach were to find out if citizen participation for wind power for 

Austria could be adopted and find out if there is enough wind in Austria. 

 

Michelbach was led by Andreas Dangle, a pioneer of wind energy in Austria. He 

believed that community ownership was imperative to the long-term success of not 

only this first project but to the entire Austrian wind sector (Energiewerkstatt, 2008). 

Michelbach acted as a catalyser and subsequently new wind power projects with 

financial involvement emerged. As a result of Michelbach’s successful development it 

showed others that this structure of finance could be achieved, accepted and be 

economic. 
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Windpark Eberschwang 

 
Figure 12 - Eberschwang wind farm (Source Windkraft Innviertel, 2008) 

 

Installation Date: 1996 

Location: Eberschwang, Upper Austria 

Wind Turbines: 2 Enercon E40 (500kW) – providing for 470 households  

Average wind speed: 5.5 m/s 

Total amount invested: 1.3 million € 

Owners: 284 local partners under the Windkraft Innviertil GmbH listing 

Representative: Alfons Gstöttner  

 

Wind Power Innviertel GmbH was formed in 1992 from a group of local energy 

enthusiasts of various backgrounds in Eberschwang. They formed with the goal of 

producing renewable energy from a range of sources for the purposes of offsetting 

energy use from their town of Eberschwang (Windkraft-Innviertel, 2008). In 1996, 

with over half the investment coming from community sources in Eberschwang, they 

became the first to develop a community owned ‘wind farm’ in Austria, insofar as 

they had more than one turbine. With two wind turbines feeding into the local 

electricity grid, enough electricity is produced to provide for at least 450 households, 

i.e. half of the households in the area. 

 

Windkraft Innviertil’s core principle was to involve as many local people in the project 

as possible both financially and in the development phase. Alfons Gstöttner 

representative of Windkraft Innviertil stated “In our project we went to the 

communities and made meetings where they could express their views about the 

development and ask questions. We could only start this project if the greater 

majority of people agreed. We did not pressure the local people it was up to them, 
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we just gave them our view of it. In the end they were convinced of the project due 

to its environmental benefits...many people are worried about the further 

development of nuclear power plants and they believe or concede that this is a better 

option locally and nationally” (pers. comm. Gstöttner, 2007). The opening of the 

Eberschwang wind farm was a great rally for wind energy in Austria with several 

thousand people attending (Windkraft-Innviertel, 2008).  

 

The 1.3 million € project was assisted with 30 per cent investment subsidies by the 

Environment Ministry. The bulk of the required capital of 655,000 € was provided by 

local citizens. Along with this, a FIT was assured for 15 years which a large portion 

was provided for in advance to assist with investment capital (Hantsch & Nährer, 

2006). Since the development of Eberschwang wind farm, the group has gone on to 

develop another wind turbine in a neighbouring village (Schernham) and also 

installed a photovoltaic plant in Eberschwang. As the company has expanded its 

projects it has included more local community investment from sites where it has 

developed (Windkraft-Innviertel, 2008).  
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Windpark Spörbichl 

 
Figure 13 - Spörbichl Wind farm (Source Grant Thomson, 2007) 

 

Installation Date: 1999 

Location: Windhaag, Friestadt, Upper Austria 

Wind Turbines: 2 Vestas V47 (660kW) – providing for 435 households 

Average wind speed: 5.0 m/s 

Total amount invested: 1.45 Million € 

Owners: 100 local partners under the Neue Energie GmbH listing 

Representative: Hans Moser 

The Neue Energie GmbH was set up by local people around the municipality of 

Friestadt to build Windpark Spörbichl (Neue Energie, 2008). The equity for the 

project was raised by selling shares to local people. The wind farm was constructed 

at the end of October 1999, and has delivered electricity to the local energy grid 

since the start of Nov 1999 under a 15 year agreement with Linz Strom (the local 

electricity utility). At the time when this wind farm was developed reasonably 

favourable conditions existed at the regional level in the Upper Austrian governance 

(pers. comm. Moser, 2007). However, Spörbichl was one of the last community 

projects to receive the investment subsidy before the funding was put under national 

control and since then they have not been as favourable towards community 

development. The majority of the owners live within the municipality (greater than 

50 per cent) while the rest originate from within the same region (Neue Energie, 

2008). The developers of the wind farm limited ownership to the region, but tried to 

maintained ownership as close to the development as possible (Ibid). 
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Although Wind park Spörbichl is producing wind at levels common with other parts of 

Europe, the prediction of the amount of energy that was estimated was not able to 

be reached. Wind farm representative Hans Moser stated that “This could have been 

that we were too optimistic about the wind resource since it was the first one in the 

area; and perhaps our planning people may not have taken the development as 

serious as we would have liked. The project was wanted by many people but perhaps 

the feasibility was not given enough scrutiny, the attention given to the wind 

resource should have been paramount” (pers. comm. Moser, 2007). As a result 

Spörbichl was criticised by other wind developers of the same period (who missed 

out on money for their own development) that Neue Energie wrongly used state 

money to develop an unprofitable project. However, in recent years the wind farm 

has seen more productive levels. Mr Moser conceded that it was a big 

disappointment at the time but it is still considered a success overall; “People really 

got in behind the project and there was and still is a lot of pride that a small village 

like Friestadt can make a difference in our energy and environment, even when the 

turbines are not producing as much (energy) as we predicted” (pers. comm. Moser, 

2007). 
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Joint venture community wind orientated companies (Investment fund 

companies) 

 

The following companies were formed with the philosophy that the successful 

development of wind technology is dependent on the involvement of local community. 

As a result both companies have formed strong private-public partnerships with 

community groups in Austria to develop and realise a great number of wind farms. 

 

Windkraft Simonfeld GmbH & Co KG  

Established in 1996 

Investment Capital: 90 Million € 

Capital raised by financial involvement of local population: 

16.6 Million € 

Total turbines: 50 

Total Capacity: 71.5 MW 

Total participants: 859 shareholders mainly from the Lower Austria region 

Director: Martin Steininger 

 

The formation of Windkraft Simonsfeld was the result of a determined renewable 

energy advocate, Martin Steininger. In the early 1990’s after attempts to build his 

own wind turbines he decided to create a company in Lower Austria with the 

objectives to include people in the project planning, erection, operation and 

maintenance of wind turbines (Hantsch and Nährer, 2006). Steininger wanted to 

assist communities to develop project which primary benefited the community it 

served rather than the developer, ‘The best technology is useless if it fails the 

attempt that humans identity with it’ (Windkraft Simonsfeld, 2008). Windkraft 

Simonsfeld has endeavoured to integrate people and to develop ideas mutually. ‘At 

the beginning there was only a small group which turned into a large one of 850 

shareholders, who can say that they responsibly ensuring sustainable production of 

energy’ (Windkraft Simonsfeld, 2008). 

 

All of Windkraft Simonsfeld’s wind farms reside within a 50 Km diameter, 80 per cent 

of the people associated with the company come from this area while the remainder 

from the rest of Austria (Ibid). ‘The 50 wind turbines we operate produce about 200 

GWh of electricity every year which correspond to the average annual demand of 

57,000 households. Compared to the energy production in traditional power plants, 
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we avoid about 140,000 tonnes of CO2 every year. We plan the construction and 

operation of wind parks in Austria and abroad to provide for a solid expansion of 

wind energy; we maintain that Windkraft Simonsfeld’s position is an independent 

company in the field of renewable energy’ (Ibid) 

 

Regarding the type of corporation, Windkraft Simonsfeld is a combination of a 

corporation as a liable and managing closed corporation (GmbH) and a limited 

partnership (KG). The KG owns and operates wind turbines. Therefore, the 

shareholders of the KG are the owners and operators of these wind turbines. 

Windkraft Simonsfeld has been a successful business model which has gained much 

favour from people in the areas where development has occurred for making 

development ‘of the people and for the people’ (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). 

 

WEB Windenergie AG (Corporation)  

Established in 1994 but made into a corporation in 

1999 – WEB integrated a number of wind projects 

already owned under a corporation (AG) business. 

Investment Capital: 150 Million € 

Capital raised by financial involvement of local and national population: 

Total turbines: 125 

Total Capacity: 200 MW 

Total participants: 2472 Shareholders mainly from Austria 

Director: Andreas Dangl 

 

As with Simonsfeld, WEB was developed under the guidance of committed renewable 

leadership, namely Andreas Dangl. It has become the largest Wind Energy company 

in Austria (WEB, 2008). As stated the first project which subsequently became under 

WEB was Michelbach. Michelbach was the cornerstone of development for WEB, as it 

produced a robust citizen participation model. Since this project in 1995, WEB has 

become partners with many more local shareholder groups in which they have 

planned, erected, and operated wind farms. However, in recent years they have 

diversified their role and are developing wind projects further-a-field in Germany, 

and the Czech Republic. WEB had to look elsewhere to develop wind farms as the 

Austrian situation from 2006 made it unsuitable for the development of further wind 

farms (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). 
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The WEB corporation maintains that community should play an important role in 

each and every wind development it creates, financially contributing or not. The 

company itself remains dominantly Austrian owned with over 95% of shareholders 

originating from within the country (WEB, 2008). The other shareholders are made 

up of those community members in Germany and the Czech Republic who were 

given the chance to invest in projects near their locality. The largest single 

shareholder in the WEB corporation has only 4% of the overall shares, with the 

majority of shareholders (2400 people) having less than 0.1% of overall share values 

each (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). Another aspect where WEB remains true to its 

grassroots beginnings is by way of its company headquarters (corporate office and 

manufacturing repairs) in Pfaffenschlag, where it is the largest employer in this 

predominantly agricultural region, a region which suffered economic decline before 

WEB arrived (WEB, 2008). 

 

Over the past 10 years WEB has developed as the major way in which ordinary 

community members in Austrian have been able to take part in the wind industry. 

WEB has developed a strong company ethic which maintains the role of local people 

at the core of its business. Although the wind industry shows signs of change in 

Europe, WEB remains committed to providing its shareholders with projects that aim 

for optimal community involvement (WEB, 2008). 

4.3.3 Essential Aspects of CWE in Austria 

Leadership 

The first community wind turbine in Austria, Michelbach, was a good example for the 

importance of strong leadership in community wind developments (pers. comm. 

Moser, 2007). Michelbach was a leap into the unknown for most participants, there 

was an aspect of trial and error to the first community financed project and people 

were prepared to risk failure as a path to success. Essentially, they were taking some 

risks with their money by investing a venture which had not been tried before in 

Austria (pers. comm. Öhlinger, 2007). Therefore, it was very important that the local 

leaders had the respect of the people in the community, which increased belief and 

confidence in the project.  

 

Community wind projects require committed, informed, self-assured leaders who are 

passionate about bringing positive change to their local and regional setting. Strong 
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leadership is essential for investor satisfaction, clear communication and risk 

mitigation (pers. comm. Moser, 2007). The leadership shown in Michelbach led to the 

motivation of many other interested communities and developments (pers. comm. 

Öhlinger, 2007). Eventually, this leadership helped to spread the wind knowledge 

and skills to many other communities within the region and eventually within the 

entire country. 

 

Government Support 

Apart from the existence of committed individuals, the economic framework support 

from government was decisive for the development of community wind power in 

Austria. The feed-in law for electricity allowed for a high level of investment security 

for community financing. It is highly unlikely that developments to the level they are 

at now would have ever eventuated without this assistance from both regional and 

national governments. Their support of wind energy made the development 

affordable and economically feasible (pers. comm. Öhlinger, 2007). 

 

Although economic assistance was critical, there is some dispute as to whether or 

not CWE support is more effective if controlled by regional or national authorities. In 

Austria in the late 1990’s regional governments were the decision makers for giving 

support to renewable energy projects, and they could decide how much support was 

given to each project type. This was very successful in Upper Austria (and other 

regions) where the Government had set very ambitious targets (pers. comm. 

Öhlinger, 2007). However, when control of support for renewable projects was 

changed to the national government the situation for Upper Austrian renewable 

energy development became very poor, as other locations were targeted as more 

favourable (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). It was obvious that the years of regional 

control of FITs had allowed far more renewable development than during the existing 

period under the national government. Hans Moser representative of the Spörbichl 

wind farm believes “that control of renewable energy funding should come from the 

regional government, it enables the region to have more control in the development 

of our own energy generation. If we want to make renewables an important part of 

our region we have the option, however, if that decision is left to the national 

government we are left in a competition with the rest of the regions” (pers. comm. 

Moser, 2007). This view is backed by the Upper Austrian Energy Agency 

(Energiesparverband), who say “we would very much like to have a mix of different 
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renewable energies, including wind, however, we cannot increase the FIT ourselves 

as this is now a national responsibility” (pers. comm. Öhlinger, 2007). 

 

It was evident when the FIT rate was reduced significantly in 2006 that community 

wind developments along with commercial projects came to a sudden halt, with only 

19.5 MW of wind capacity being installed in 2007 (IG Windkraft, 2008). This trend 

has continued into 2008, with the Austrian wind industry at a standstill. This clearly 

indicates that in the present electrical market conditions in Austria means the wind 

energy industry still needs support to grow. 

 

Community finance 

‘Financial involvement of the local population means the active involvement of the 

local and regional population and their financial involvement in a wind energy 

project’ (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006, p. 14). The co-op involvement is limited to local 

people (or at least first opportunity to be involved), in general this means that the 

person must live in the local village or an adjoining village (Elliott, 2005). On this 

basis, financial involvement of local people has been crucial for the development of a 

wind industry in Austria in raising the required capital. At the beginning of wind 

development in Austria, interested developers could not secure competitive loans 

from banks or government for projects. Therefore, one of the only options available 

was to seek the financial support of local people (pers. comm. Moser, 2007). As local 

people were willing to take lower returns on their money than commercial investors, 

they became a driving force in the wind sector creation. Approximately 3,000 people 

in Austria are directly involved in wind energy, these people having raised 

approximately 100 million € in upfront capital with an average investment of 6,500 €. 

This has contributed to an overall investment of over half a billion €, close to a third 

of all wind energy investment (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). 

 

Community company structure 

An essential part of local people being involved in wind projects in Austria has been 

the limited partnership company, with these only a certain proportion of the overall 

equity is liable if the company finds financial trouble. Therefore it offers an 

acceptable option that local people are not faced with financial problems if the 

project fails in development or in production of energy. Enabling this form of 

company makes the process of community finance considerably easier for developers 

(pers. comm. Hantsch, 2007). 
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Wind farm size 

The examples provided earlier of Michelbach, Eberschwang, and Spörbichl were of 

capacity between 0.25MW and 1.3MW. The locations of these wind farms are close to 

load centres in rural parts of Austria, which mean that the turbines contribute to 

strengthening the local grid. Investment in the grid is quite expensive and with these 

smaller scale projects lines companies can avoid having to modify the grid as has 

occurred with larger projects. However, as wind turbines become larger there 

becomes a limit on the amount of electricity that can be pumped into the local grid. 

 

“Wind generation in Austria should remain distributed, the way we look at it is if we 

only have wind in the best sites it means that the load variations in those zones can 

be strong when the wind is not blowing or blowing strongly. We need to make wind 

generation distributed so that the variation effects can be assimilated over a larger 

grid area. This means keeping wind farms to sizes which reflect grid capacity” (pers. 

comm. Hantsch, 2007). 

 

The size of the wind farms has also been very important for public relations. Many of 

the community projects are designed to offset a portion of a community’s electricity 

usage. In this manner their size complements the population to which it is located in 

and serves. 

 

Public Relations 

Public relations are not only important for large projects. Ever since the development 

of wind energy in Austria, it has been acknowledged that a project can only be 

successful when the public is properly informed, and a dialogue between the 

developer and the public takes place during all stages of the planning process (pers. 

comm. Hantsch, 2007). Understanding and approval for a project can be gained 

when it is shown that the project will bring positive results to the region. It is 

important that ‘critical voices are heard in order to clear up questionable points or to 

find ways to take them into consideration during the planning process. Transparency 

will lead to consideration and understanding from the public’ (Energiewerkstatt, 

2008). ‘Having local stakeholders involved in the project and taking the issue to the 

people from the outset of the development means that people feel they had more 

control over the development and helps to reduce conflict’ (pers. comm. Moser, 

2007). Experience from elsewhere in Europe and the know-how obtained in Austria 

in the course of the development of bio-mass district heating plants have shown that 
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the result of such technologies very much depends on their social acceptance 

(Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). 

 

Good resource knowledge 

Without good knowledge of the wind, development of wind energy becomes too 

much of a risk (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). Data needs to be accurate and thorough in 

the assessment of any wind farm site development. Several examples in Austria 

have occurred where the community’s ideological demand for a wind turbine has 

been so great within the local vicinity that the quality of the wind source has to a 

great extent been ignored (pers. comm. Moser, 2007). The project only undergoes 

intense scrutiny after completion when the turbine does not produce as much output 

as expected. It is therefore elementary that a comprehensive survey of the site 

specific resource is made as is possible; and if it is found to be inferior, people should 

be made clearly aware of this fact before proceeding with investment. 

4.3.4 Summary of Community Wind Initiatives in 

Austria 

At the early stages of wind developments in Austria, 40 per cent of wind power 

projects had an element of ownership from the local population (Hantsch & Nährer, 

2006). It was undoubtedly a very important aspect to kick starting wind 

development in Austria. However, as FITs rose to greater levels for wind in Austria, 

development became more favourable to commercial interests and community 

developments became less common. Although higher FITs from the government in 

2002 made wind more economical, as a result of a fall in interest rates the 

community method of capital finance became more expensive than bank loans (IG 

Windkraft, 2008). Prior to this change in economics, communities had been more 

willing to take lower economic return on wind ventures where the companies needed 

to make larger competitive commercial returns (pers. comm. Moser, 2007). However, 

it must be clearly stated that community wind initiatives in Austria were not 

developed for economic reasons. The main driver for wind energy has been due to 

concerns over polluting electricity production and developing an alternative to the 

risks of nuclear generation. 

 

However, nowadays it seems that the importance of community wind farms is fading 

out and reduction in overall government support is not assisting this (pers. comm. 
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Hantsch, 2007). An example of this is the Green Renewable Energy Act 2006 which 

decreased renewable funding from 100 million € in 2005 to 17 million. “It appears 

that the community owned idea is just not the mainstream anymore in Austria, I 

guess because of globalisation, making the profits of the big companies comes first 

and its makes it harder for grassroots ideas to get off the ground” (pers. comm. 

Moser, 2007). The 2006 Act means that the likelihood of a continuous development 

in wind development (in general) and industry in Austria is virtually impossible. 

Therefore, this will push Austrian wind power developers and operators to invest 

abroad, where it is more favourably regulated (pers. comm. Öhlinger, 2007). 

 

“Community ownership in wind farms was important to gain a critical mass of 

interested people to get a high level of support and acceptance in the local 

population as well as to get equity money for the projects” (pers. comm. Hantsch, 

2007). However just because there is opportunity for community involvement does 

not make the process straightforward; there are examples of companies which are 

completely locally owned by several hundred people which have encountered a lot of 

trouble when they started a project in a neighbouring town, “there were accusations 

in the public that they want to earn all the money themselves. It was ridiculous 

because they were offered the opportunity to participate” (pers. comm. Hantsch, 

2007). Some leaders also started to view the financial involvement and direct 

association of the local as a disadvantage because administration can be complicated 

the profits are lower if more people are involved. 

 

“Everyone wants to make wind projects with community ownership a part of future, 

because there are people that say that the developers make all the money and don’t 

let local people have a share of the cake” (pers. comm. Öhlinger, 2007). The outlook 

for further CWE developments in Austria is uncertain as government subsidies have 

been considerably reduced and as there are cheaper means of capital acquisition. At 

this point, companies such as WEB and Simonsfeld are offering the most realistic 

opportunity for locals to become involved in wind energy in Austria by allowing them 

to buy shares in the company and also by making partnerships with local community 

groups. Although these projects are not ‘purist’ 100 per cent community owned, they 

are offering the next best opportunity. A benefit of this type of development is that 

these experienced companies can offer their expertise and commercial networks in 

the development without having to go through long knowledge building within the 

community itself. “Even state owned companies which have up until now no 
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community ownership are considering partnerships as they want to keep good 

relations with community” (pers. comm. Hantsch, 2007). 

4.4 Austria Case Study Summary 
Austrian energy development has had a history of community involvement dating 

back many decades. This culture of coming together and assisting with local 

development is something which is found in many other areas of Austrian lifestyle 

such as in agriculture, religion, and education (Rakos, 1998). It was perhaps a 

natural progression then that Austria moved into smaller, more local scale 

development of energy to provide for local needs. 

 

The case of Austria illustrates that grass-root, bottom up initiatives can be achieved 

and that the benefits from these projects go beyond simply just electricity production. 

Local involvement by communities helps to smooth the way for acceptance of what 

might initially be seen as unfamiliar and threatening new technologies (Elliott, 2005). 

Austria shows that the transfer of the community owned renewable scheme from 

places like Denmark and Germany can work but only if it has the proper support 

from national or regional governments. 

 

Although the development of community projects have been relatively successful in 

the past, conditions which promote such development are changing constantly and 

there is very little certainty if what is the norm now will be the norm in 10 years. At 

present there is a difficult struggle for locations, tariffs and subsidies. Significantly 

higher ‘risk capital’ has become necessary in order to realize a community project, 

and in turn the larger regional wind energy developers are increasingly isolating 

communities from wind energy development opportunities. With this type of 

development greater division occurs between interests and people only become part 

of the process. 

 

However, situations favouring greater community development can change rapidly 

and as many countries are experiencing at present with the increasing price of fossil 

fuels there are great implications for energy development which ensures 

independence from international fuel prices. These developments are likely to have 

impact on the potential for greater community renewable energy growth, as 

renewable prices become on par with non-renewable counter-parts.  
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Austria ranks fourth in terms of wind power development intensity per inhabitant in 

the EU (BMWA, 2005). Total investment in wind power-plants in Austria from 1993 to 

2006 amounted to 1.25 Billion € wind now playing an important role in Austria’s 

electricity production. There is still considerable potential for further expansion of 

wind energy in Austria. However, at the present time investment support is not 

sufficient to allow this continuation.  

 

Recently it has become apparent that the Austrian Government has underestimated 

the level of green electricity in the overall mix. It is now apparent that Austria will 

not reach the 78.1 per cent target of green electricity, not least because power 

consumption has risen steadily. In 2007 the EU wrote an official letter to Austria 

indicating that they are not on track to comply with EU requirements and 

recommends amendment of energy policy. It remains to be seen if this will 

rejuvenate the level of support for renewable energy in Austria. 

 

If the national government continues to believe that Austria is on track with 

complying with the EU directive for renewables the support it gives to the renewable 

sector will remain reduced (pers. comm. Öhlinger, 2007). This means that the 

renewable industry in Austria will continue to languish and renewable companies will 

simply not cope with stop-start development. Under this situation there is little 

security for commercial developers becoming based solely in Austria, they must 

diversify and look toward opportunities to invest in the developing Eastern Europe. 

With development very much dependent on government assistance for wind energy 

there is risk that renewable companies will base themselves outside of Austria in 

countries that offer better economic situations. The future for wind of all scales in 

Austria is in a state of uncertainty; and it is clear too that the status quo of 

renewable electricity will not suffice, both in terms of demand or EU requirements.  
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5.0 New Zealand: A Developing Wind 

Nation 

5.1 Electricity Development in New Zealand and 

the Emerging Wind Sector 
New Zealand, in comparison to many countries, is extremely energy rich with notable 

renewable sources of hydro, wind, biomass, geothermal, and solar along with 

significant non-renewable coal and gas reserves (PCE, 2003). Strong potential also 

exists for oil and gas in largely unexplored geologic basins and prospects for tidal 

and wave generation are developing (Barton, 2005; CAE, 2003). New Zealand as a 

primary product producer is highly dependent on a reasonably priced, reliable 

electricity supply. This is evident with electricity consumption in major export sectors 

of dairy, meat, wood, paper, aluminium and methanol making up half of New 

Zealand’s electricity use (MED, 2003). 

 

New Zealand’s electricity system is at a crossroads, demand is increasing at an 

average rate of 2 per cent per year and the system is said to be running close to a 

supply shortfall (CAE, 2003; PCE, 2005). This is at a time when global focus is 

orientated towards the mitigation of climate change, thereby making the means of 

electricity provision to the populace of immense importance. This chapter looks at 

the how the New Zealand electricity system has arrived at its present state over the 

past century and describes recent government initiatives outlining their intentions for 

the sector. This information is important for the reader, as it develops an 

understanding of the events and decisions which have the electrical system distinct 

from other countries. The current status of wind generation in New Zealand is also 

presented defining its role in the electrical generation mix and within the governance 

framework as outlined in recent legislation. 

5.1.1 New Zealand Historical Electricity Context 

The beginnings of New Zealand electricity in the late 19th Century were initiated 

through private companies and local authority developments aimed at providing 
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lighting and some industrial uses (Noonan, 1975). The PCE (2006a) describe that 

during these times ‘people burned wood and coal for heat and electric power, and 

built small hydro schemes in local waterways to generate electricity. Local authorities 

and private companies initiated small scale energy generation projects to meet local 

needs, and many towns had their own coal gas (gasification of coal) production 

plants’ (p. 18). These developments were concentrated on ‘limited local areas’ and 

took place on a project-based design, with a particular generation source designed 

for a particular load centre (CAE, 2002). These electricity developments through 

private and private-regional partnerships, such as the early 1903 Waipuria scheme to 

supply a mining operation with the excess electricity fed on to areas of Dunedin, 

were relatively common in all regions into the early 1900’s (PCE, 2003). Therefore, 

the origins of the New Zealand electrical industry have been founded on distributed 

generation and smaller scaled community focused projects (CAE, 2002; PCE, 2003). 

 

However, by the early 1920’s a defining decision in New Zealand’s future energy 

development was taken on whether electricity development would remain within the 

realm of private and municipal interests or if central government would become more 

active. It was decided by the Government (with reluctance from private and regional 

interests) that greater public involvement in electricity was necessary and should 

take place with the goal of actively encouraging generation and transmission of 

electricity ‘to create a more interconnected system’ (PCE, 2003). Lake Coleridge, the 

first state power station was built in 1915 to supply Christchurch, and as such 

initiated electricity development as a social requirement rather than an economic 

necessity; although economic development has been a subsequent advantage 

(Natusch, 1984). The depression years of the 1930’s were typified by government 

works schemes that aimed at providing employment to the many thousands of 

unemployed. It was a response to reduce the national security vulnerability to 

international conditions which New Zealand had very little control over, but more so 

it was a targeted move for social improvement (Noonan, 1975). 

 

Since state development of electricity generation and transmission became a function 

of central government, it was carried out on a national basis as a single entity within 

a government department – The Ministry of Works (MOW - until the late 1980’s). The 

MOW, founded in the 1870’s, was responsible for the planning, design and 

construction of much of New Zealand’s infrastructure (including energy) up till the 

late 1970’s (Noonan, 1975). According to Noonan (1975) in the 1870’s ‘New Zealand 
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consisted of multiple isolated communities, the establishment of the MOW was the 

beginning of the process which welded those isolated communities into a nation’ 

(p258). Through the MOW many hundreds of projects were developed and carried 

out by the government to assist community development by creating work and 

providing the means for community growth (Ibid). The MOW could be described as a 

‘one-stop shop’ for research, planning, construction and deployment (Cocklin, 1993). 

This department worked on an institutional structure ‘based essentially on the 

benefits of economies of scale and regional distribution’ (CAE, 2002, p. 4). The MOW 

structure reflected the growth of infrastructure to meet the requirements of the 

nation and although it was highly integrated at the top level it dictated electrical 

developments rather than eliciting any sort of collaborative function with 

communities or local councils (Noonan, 1975). 

 

Therefore, the majority of energy development in New Zealand has occurred with a 

very much ‘hands on’ government approach. The hydro and gas projects throughout 

the 20th Century made clear that the government objective was to extend supply as 

far as possible, and to encourage growth in demand for electricity by supplying 

electricity on the large scale and by keeping prices low (PCE, 2005, p. 15). One of 

the central government’s main goals also during this period was to ensure that 

smaller, more remote settlements had access to the national electricity grid (Noonan, 

1975). This historical context reveals that New Zealand has been characterised 

historically by top down assisted energy development and that the aim for 

community development has been a foundation of our social and electricity policy. 

5.1.2 Recent New Zealand Electricity History 

New Zealanders have been recipients of cheap electricity (by international standards) 

for much of the last 30 years; this situation is no longer the case (CAE, 2003; PCE, 

2005). In 1973, the first of several ‘oil shocks’ catalysed the government of the time 

to take action to secure future energy requirements. This action was epitomised by 

the ‘Think Big’ strategy of the 1980’s, which accelerated programs for the 

exploitation of the nation’s significant natural resources, including exploration for oil 

and gas (Chapman, Johnstone, Creighton, Lang, & McNally, 2006). These programs 

provided the country with a surplus of energy from the utilisation of the Maui gas 

reserve in the North Island combined with further South Island hydro projects (CAE, 

2003). For many years New Zealand’s self-sufficiency of primary energy ran at over 
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85 per cent and the strong development during this era meant that no new power 

stations were subsequently built until 1994 (CAE, 2003). This government-subsidised 

development aimed to build a platform for strong industrial growth to bolster the 

economy and provide some security from volatile international oil markets (through 

the production of LPG and methanol) (MED, 2004). The resulting excess supply of 

electricity meant that New Zealand consumers had abundant supplies of very low-

cost energy. New Zealand industry responded, over the long term, to this 

government funded incentive and as energy supply increased, so too did 

consumption. Between 1974 and 2000 electricity usage in New Zealand doubled (PCE, 

2003). 

 

The benefits from this ‘short-term’ surge in electricity generation meant that concern 

at the public level for security of future primary energy supply became reduced, and 

successive governments developed complacency by not providing sufficient 

investment or expansion of the New Zealand electricity system, especially with 

regard to transmission (CAE, 2003). As a result throughout the 1990’s and early 

2000’s, with a steep drop-off in Maui productivity compounding with dry years 

affecting hydro productivity, nation-wide energy saving measures had to be adopted 

to avoid power failures in multiple years (Pretli, 2003). During this time New 

Zealand's electricity market was being described by influential New York credit rating 

agency Standard and Poors as “unstable and risky” (TVNZ, 2001). 

 

The CAE (2003) summarised this situation as follows; ‘as a consequence of having an 

unrealistically low price for a primary fuel source over recent decades necessary 

investments in alternative energy forms have not taken place and strategies to 

reduce wasteful energy use have languished. The energy sector in the last 30 years 

had benefited from a ‘one-off’ oversupply opportunity (Maui gas), which successive 

governments have failed to capitalise on for the long term security of New Zealand’s 

energy self-sufficiency’ (p. 2). 

5.1.3 Electricity Industry Reform 

In 1978, the first steps were taken to strategically plan for energy related issues with 

the development of a Ministry of Energy and the New Zealand Electricity Department 

(PCE, 2003). These authorities became the new responsible entities for the 

generation and transmission of electricity throughout New Zealand (PCE, 2003). In 
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1979, in an attempt at providing a comprehensive review of New Zealand’s energy 

situation, New Zealand’s first energy strategy was released acknowledging the 

growing ‘importance of energy in satisfying national social and economic objectives’ 

(Ministry of Energy, 1979, p. 3). The strategy identified that a long-term program of 

action was needed to meet New Zealand’s energy demands, while minimising the 

economic, social and environmental costs (Ministry of Energy, 1979). Around this 

time the ‘Think Big’ strategy was initiated and although through its development 

many significant projects commissioned, questions were being asked about if ‘big’ 

thinking is actually better (PCE, 2006a). ‘Although the centrally planned supply 

network met requirements of consumer demand, there was considerable debate over 

its economic efficiency and the absence of competitive elements’ (CAE, 2002, p. 5). 

The planning of generation and transmission capacity expansion, although integrated 

through the central government, was allowing the public sector to bulge and project 

expenses were beginning to run well over budget, for example the doubling of 

budget expenses for the Clyde Dam (Cocklin, 1993). 

 

In the mid 1980’s, after a change in government, a new era of electricity sector 

structure was delivered. In light of international movements encouraging market-

orientated approaches, a major review of the government’s role in the electricity 

sector commenced (PCE, 2003). During this time the entire structure of electricity 

industry began a transition towards a more market-based approach, decreasing the 

role of the state (Barton, 2005). This resulted in the disbanding of the Ministry of 

Energy in 1989 and the establishment of the commercial profit seeking state owned 

enterprise (SOE) Electricity Corporation of New Zealand (ECNZ), effectively creating 

a ‘commercial’ electricity monopoly in generation, transmission, and retailing. 

Government involvement in large scale public works by means of the MOW (such as 

hydroelectricity development) ceased, and responsibility for such work was passed 

onto the private sector (Cocklin, 1993; MED, 2005). Government had started 

working to distance itself from the responsibility for energy resource management 

and policy. This process was in many respects an experiment, as New Zealand was 

one of the first countries to take such an aggressive line against government market 

intervention, and the effects of such action were not clear. It was hoped that market 

forces would lead the development and management of energy in a more efficient 

and competitive price environment. 
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The Electricity Act 1992 provided for the deregulation of the industry, which targeted 

both the generation and retail sectors, by permitting the removal of the distributors’ 

statutory monopolies on their areas and releasing them from their obligation to 

supply electricity (Chapman et al., 2006; PCE, 2003). However, because of the 

nature of the reform, no effective national action was developed to encourage 

investment, and industry self-regulation within ECNZ or its successors was not 

focused on sustainability within the electrical sector (PCE, 2003). The CAE (2003) 

described a situation where ‘critical investment in further delineation of primary 

energy sources and expansion of energy reserve capacity has simply not occurred’ (p 

5) and claimed that government reforms had resulted in ‘a fragmented and 

incomplete market (which) is not delivering supply-side solutions’ (p. 7). 

 

By the late 1990’s it was clear that the targets in developing a market led electricity 

sector were not being achieved, the strict market based approach that was taken had 

not operated as fully as government had intended (MED, 2005). Government 

advocacy for further reform, especially increased competition, in the electrical sector 

was manifested in the Electricity Industry Reform Act 1998. The 1998 Act divided the 

electricity sector into four parts: generation, transmission, distribution, and retail of 

electricity and also led to the breakdown of ECNZ into the five major generation 

companies which to this day dominate the industry generation and retailing (MED, 

2005). The goal of this further deregulation was to place some necessary controls on 

electricity companies, to encourage them and allow market demands and 

competition to determine and better shape the electrical system (Barton, 2005; 

Cocklin, 1993). 

 

A change in government in 1999 and heightened concern for security of electrical 

supply led to a Ministerial inquiry in 2000 which concluded that industry-derived 

solutions should continue to be encouraged wherever possible, with regulatory 

intervention only where necessary (Barton, 2005). In the past 9 years the Labour 

Government has released a range of reports and pushed policy which has to an 

extent incrementally led to the hand of government coming back into guide the 

direction of the electricity sector. In 2003 the government established the 

independent Electricity Commission to ensure continuing reform and regulate the 

operation of the whole electricity industry and market. Its aim is to ensure that 

electricity is produced and delivered to consumers in a fair, reliable and 

environmentally sustainable manner (MED, 2004). Along with opening competition in 
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the electricity market the government also increased funding and authority of the 

Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority which is responsible to encourage, 

promote and support the uptake of energy efficient initiatives and renewable energy. 

 

These changes to the industry are what the government calls ‘developing a long-

term framework for electricity in New Zealand’ (p. 21) in which energy provision is 

reliable and resilient, environmentally responsible, and fairly and efficiently priced 

(MED, 2004). 

5.1.4 Current Electricity Situation 

In 2006 the majority of New Zealand’s net electricity generation came from hydro 

sources, with the remainder provided from a mix of gas, coal, geothermal, wind and 

back-up diesel generation (MED, 2007a). Based on data from the MED (2007a), New 

Zealand electricity comes from approximately 70 per cent renewable sources (see 

Figure 14), this is very high by international standards (PCE, 2006b). Electricity 

supply has been provided through high levels of renewable energy sources for many 

decades, however, there was very little policy to support its development until the 

1980’s. The development of renewable energy in New Zealand was instead a decision 

of the public work projects making use of the most easily available and abundant 

resources (PCE, 2003). 

 

 
Figure 14- Electricity generation mix in New Zealand 1975-2005 (source PCE, 2003) 
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However, distinct changes in the electricity generation market have become apparent 

in recent years (see Figure 15) (MED, 2003). Some sources of primary energy such 

as hydro and gas have become less accessible for providing further generation. As a 

result, other forms of non-renewable generation have increased to keep pace with 

demand, most notably from New Zealand’s abundant coal resource (MED, 2007a). 
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Figure 15- NZ Electricity generation source change 1999-2005 (source MED, 2003) 

5.1.5 Challenges Existing in New Zealand’s Electricity 

Sector  

Security of Supply 

Electricity is essential to New Zealand’s economy. As evidenced by power outages in 

Auckland in 1998 and 2006 losses of electrical supply brings modern day life to a halt 

and inflicts severe economic losses to businesses and the public. Maintaining a 

secure electricity supply is essential for New Zealand to continue to develop and 

function as a first world country (MED, 2003, 2004). It has become apparent that as 

demand is increasing and approaching near production capacity, there will be more 

periods of high risk to electricity delivery unless sufficient reserve supply is 

developed and/or effective energy conservation measures are delivered (PCE, 2003). 

As recently as the 2008 winter supply issues have continue to cause concern with 
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warnings of a North Island power shortage and South Island hydro lakes running 

below average (The Press, 2008). A reintroduction of emergency electricity saving 

initiatives had to be enacted during this period. This ongoing situation highlights New 

Zealand’s great reliance on large hydroelectric schemes for electricity supply, which 

leaves it vulnerable in years where there is less than normal rainfall. 

 

If and when the Maui gas era draws to an end (as predicted in 2015 – see p106), 

securing new sources or substitutes will become an urgent requirement for our 

energy system (CAE, 2003). The option of importing oil/gas supplies for electrical 

use is not desirable as our security of supply then becomes vulnerable to 

international pricing. If geopolitical or natural events affect supply chains New 

Zealand’s distance and isolation from source will mean likely delays in delivery. 

Recent large increases in the per barrel price of oil spiking at US $147 in July 2008 

and rising refined fuel also indicates that a major reliance on overseas oil can leave 

the country having no option but to pay higher prices (IEA, 2003). 

 

Investment Delay  

The need for investment and upgrades in the electricity system in transmission and 

generation is long overdue (CAE, 2003). The disruption to Auckland in May 1998 

illustrated that insufficient investment can lead to malfunction in the grid and set off 

a city-wide black-out that can take weeks to repair (Herald, 2006). The delivery of 

energy services both generation and transmission requires decades of large capital 

investment (CAE, 2003). If further problems (blackouts, brownouts) are to be 

averted sufficient investment from power companies and other developers must be 

initiated with the understanding that there is significant lag time for developments to 

process through consent and be incorporated into the system. 

 

However, further investment itself in many types of large scale generation 

developments has become difficult, the output of existing hydro stations has been 

reduced through loss of water rights, coal-fired stations are perceived as undesirable, 

and even the development of renewables such as geothermal and wind energy is 

hindered (CAE, 2003). Investment shortage in transmission is also vital, as without 

the means of an effective and efficient delivery system new generation is pointless. If 

predicted increased electricity demand of 25 per cent by the MED is realised in New 

Zealand (MED, 2003) then the next 10 years is crucial for additional such investment 

otherwise risk of system failure becomes unavoidable. 
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Renewable Generation Decline and Climate Change Mitigation 

New Zealand has the third highest level of renewable electricity generation in the 

world (MFE, 2007a). However, between 1995 and 2002 the proportion of renewable 

generation dropped 2.2 per cent (Barton, 2005). This is a significant concern as New 

Zealand is committed to reducing greenhouse gas emission in accordance with the 

Kyoto Protocol. More use of non-renewables means that our targets for emission 

reduction becomes further out of reach and our requirements for Kyoto non-

obligation payments become significantly greater (EECA, 2006b). New Zealand has 

vast renewable resources which in theory are capable of providing the greater 

majority if not all of our electricity needs (EECA, 2006b; PCE, 2005). 

 

If indications of future climate change effects from the ‘IPCC Third Assessment’ and 

the ‘Stern Report’ are accurate, without urgent reduction in emissions of GHG the 

ability for the Earth to recover from climate change becomes more difficult and 

global impacts more severe (IPCC, 2007; Stern, 2007). Therefore, it is prudent that 

New Zealand, along with all other nations, is promptly, yet responsibly, integrating 

new renewable energy sources to reduce dependence on fossil fuel supplies. 

However, gas and coal generation is likely to be required for peaking stations for 

many decades to come in New Zealand and elsewhere around the world (CAE, 2003). 

 

Lack of Strategic Direction 

For the past two decades there has been a general lack of direction for the electricity 

industry. Development in generation has been reactive rather than proactive (CAE, 

2003). Market growth has been opportunistic with minimal regard for sustainability 

and long-term stability (PCE, 2003). Failure of market forces to direct the future 

direction has seen energy opportunities in New Zealand languish (CAE, 2003). 

However, recent legislation and discussion papers by the government (MED, 2004) 

are indicating that considerable thought is now being applied to the sector and its 

role is being developed with integrated consideration within the more recent New 

Zealand Energy Strategy (MED, 2007b). 

 

Electricity industry development in New Zealand and around the world for much of 

the 20th Century had been almost exclusively focused on the supply of electricity, 

with little attention given to the demand side of electricity usage (Dobozi, 1987). 

However, with the development of the EECA and the NZEECS (New Zealand Energy 
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Efficiency and Conservation Strategy), energy efficiency and the wise use of energy 

is playing a stronger role in New Zealand energy strategies rather than solely 

focussing on a supply basis. 

 

Lack of competition 

The New Zealand electricity market is still dominated by a small number of major 

stakeholders: Contact Energy, Trustpower, Genesis, Mighty River Power and Meridian, 

of which the latter three remain government owned SOE’s. With limited competition 

generators have little incentive to strive for lower prices for consumers, and less 

inclination to consider energy efficiency or distributed sources of energy as an 

alternative to traditional supply (PCE, 2003). The electricity market in New Zealand 

is relatively exclusive with the possibility for new entrants being low and the ability 

for community involvement highly restricted (PCE, 2006a). Those who have a role 

are large companies with vested commercial interest in seeing that no further 

entrants have access, which would reduce their own market share, and hence profits. 

Although the situation has improved since the Electricity Reforms Act 1998, 

improvements are still needed to ensure that barriers to market entry are reduced. 

 

Community ownership and involvement 

There are also major barriers not only to community involvement in but also 

community ownership of electricity in New Zealand. As the state has controlled 

electricity for the majority of New Zealand’s development and supply has been 

provided on a reasonable and reliable level, the need for community development of 

energy has not been present. Having large scale development through central 

government has also shut out subsidies and other incentives as it did not make 

sense for the government to make competition against itself as the large scale 

development catered for ‘everyone’s’ needs. Tax revenue going towards energy 

generation through the government and eventually the SOE’s has meant that New 

Zealand citizens have perhaps been reluctant to provide more tax money towards 

smaller scale projects. At present, Government support of smaller scaled DG is 

limited to ensuring they can connect to the local lines networks (PCE, 2006a). The 

highly restrictive electricity sector environment is not conducive to the development 

of self-sufficient community schemes which sell energy back to local grids, however, 

indications from government are that these barriers are being reduced (MED, 2007b). 
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Government Research 

Government research delivered through the many forms of ‘Crown Research 

Institutes’ over recent decades has played an extremely important role in the 

development of New Zealand’s energy sector. During the era of the late 1970’s and 

1980’s, a balanced range of energy options were researched through crown research 

operations such as the Department of Science and Industrial Research. The 

converting of gas from the Maui field to fuel for use in transport and export, bulk 

domestic use of gas through reticulation systems, and developing wind energy 

systems were all given research consideration by the government during this time; 

however only the first two were encouraged in practice, as wind was not considered 

to be financially viable at the time (Chapman et al., 2006). With New Zealand now 

focusing a major part of it international value as a knowledge economy through 

providing technical solutions, continued government research funding in essential to 

provide a leading role in alternative energy research and technology development. 

 

Fuel Transition 

With the primary gas reserve Maui due to expire by around 2015 (CAE, 2003) and 

uncertainty surrounding future supplies sources thereafter, a gradual transition to 

alternative energies is required as major gas reserves are exhausted. This is also the 

case with oil in coming decades. This is of concern for the future electricity industry 

as if electricity supply becomes a resource not only for grid purposed but as a 

significant role in transport then this will have immense supply/consumption 

implications for the development needs of the electricity industry in New Zealand. 

With limited possibility of expansion of traditional renewables such as hydro, 

alternative generation will be required (PCE, 2006a). A transition phase will 

potentially mean electricity will be characterised by uncertain supply, higher costs, 

and loss of flexibility and reliability (CAE, 2003). 

5.1.6 Summary of New Zealand Electricity Sector 

The electricity industry beginnings in New Zealand were much more diffuse and 

decentralised than the situation for most of the 20th Century. The development of the 

New Zealand electricity sector has been very much influenced by international 

phenomena; first by the 1930’s ‘great depression’ and then later by the 1970’s ‘oil 

shocks’. These events had impacts on our national energy security, particularly 
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imported fuels. As a consequence government introduced policies that attempted to 

improve national self-sufficiency whilst assisting domestic social concerns. 

 

Government reforms of the 1980’s and 1990’s aimed to bring progress and 

entrepreneurship to electricity development in New Zealand, however moving to a 

deregulated market based sector did not improve the situation immediately, as the 

situation progressed from what was a government monopoly to essentially a 

commercial oligopoly. The government still plays a strong role in the energy make up 

of the sector with over half the generation still being ‘owned’ by the Government in 

the form of SOEs. 

 

The government reforms of the 1980’s have arguably not achieved as much as they 

set out to do. It was envisaged that with limited interference within the energy 

sector the markets would lead the development and management of energy. 

However, with little new investment and security concerns rising over the 1990’s the 

electricity sector became stagnant with an oligopoly of major Stakeholders who 

stalled on sector development. New Zealand has faced difficulty in forming a strong 

and cooperative electricity market which encourages efficient growth and effective 

provision of energy services. There has been difficulty in finding a suitable level of 

central government intervention in the electricity market as too much has created 

inefficiency and too little led to stagnation. 

 

New Zealand electricity development has been almost entirely large scale in nature 

which has relied on a few main sources; hydro, geothermal, gas and coal. Although 

the energy source mix is developing with new renewables becoming more prevalent, 

they only make up a small percentage thus far, as overall demand is increasing 

faster than new generation is being commissioned. The legacy of large scale remote 

generation during the 20th Century has continued into the new millennium, although, 

there are signs that smaller scale developments are gaining some political favour 

(PCE, 2006b). The energy situation as it stands inclines the big Stakeholders to stay 

dominant in the sector discouraging competition by further entrants. There is 

incentive in the planning and economic system for companies to continue to develop 

large scale projects rather than smaller scale systems. 

 

New Zealand private citizens have not been active in providing for their own energy 

supply needs, as the large scale generation and national grid have satisfied the 
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needs of most, whilst the price of electricity provided has not given concern for 

separate off-grid community initiatives. However, individual interests in energy are 

growing, with many examples of off-grid applications coming on the market; but 

community initiatives are far from common. The closest most New Zealanders come 

to owning energy projects is through paying taxes to the Government, which 

removes any direct attachment or control over the projects. 

 

As stated, New Zealand’s electricity situation faces many challenges for providing a 

secure, reliable and fairly priced product. The current situation still suffers from 

institutional inertia of the past century which favours only dominant top level 

involvement in the procurement and delivery of electricity, with minimal opportunity 

for community involvement. This is combined with the continued focus on incumbent 

technologies. The nature of sector change thus far has been a mixture of push and 

shove from the major political parties, where stability of the sector seems uncertain 

under changing political control. The current situation leads to a constant calibration 

of the appropriate level of central government intervention. This makes it difficult for 

projects that are operating on the smaller scale because the natural conduit still 

seems to be through state control of one form or another. 

5.2 The New Zealand Wind Energy Sector 

5.2.1 Status of the New Zealand Wind Sector 

New Zealand has been slow on development uptake of wind energy compared to the 

majority of OCED countries, in spite of the possession of a wind resource rated 

amongst the best in the world (PCE, 2006b; Pretli, 2003). Essentially, the New 

Zealand wind industry has only been active for the past 10 years. Even so, in the last 

5 years there has been some serious progress to advancing the industry with 286MW 

installed (see Figure 16) (NZWEA, 2008). This brings wind power capacity as of 

March 2008 to 321MW, representing 2–3 per cent of total electricity generation 

capacity (MED, 2007a). There are currently 8 wind farms in New Zealand, of which 

three are single turbine ‘prototype farms’; the 5 larger projects range from 7 to 134 

(Tararua stages 1, 2, & 3) turbines, or 8.7MW to 161MW capacity respectively; below 

is a table of current wind farms (NZWEA, 2008). 
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Figure 16- New Zealand wind farms April 2008 (source NZWEA, 2008) 

5.2.2 The New Zealand Wind Resource 

New Zealand’s location in the South Pacific is subject to strong weather systems 

known commonly as the ‘roaring 40’s’, the prevailing westerly airflow combined with 

strong sea breezes from the surrounding oceans delivers consistent currents onto the 

islands (Ashby, 2004; PCE, 2006b). The exact details of New Zealand’s resource are 

unclear as wind flows can vary greatly between micro-climates and require years of 

site specific monitoring before flows are pin-pointed for commercial accuracy needs. 

However, Figure 17 modelled using multiple weather station data from across the 

country offers an indication that areas possessing moderate wind speeds (6-8 m/s) 

are relatively frequent along the landscape of both islands. Other wind energy 

leading countries such as Spain, Germany and Denmark have average wind speeds 

range from a mean of 4-8 m/s (WWEA, 2008). In comparison New Zealand’s 

prospects are a relative ‘gold mine’ of wind resource, where it has been predicted 

New Zealand has in best locations consistent wind flow on average of 8-11 m/s 

(EECA, 2006a). At present economically viable wind farms in New Zealand can be 

built in 8m/s average flow (PCE, 2006b). 
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Figure 17- Wind resource map and locations of New Zealand wind farms (adapted from NZWEA, 

2008 

 

This wind resource allows wind farms in New Zealand to operate on average about 

45 per cent of their ‘maximum theoretical capacity’ annually, whereas worldwide the 

average operation capacity is around 23 per cent (Ashby, 2004; PCE, 2006b). A 

representative of the New Zealand Wind Energy Association (NZWEA) suggests that 

“we’ve got a wind resource here that’s basically on average about twice as good as 

the international average” (Churchouse, 2006, p. 14). The NEECS encouraged EECA 

to conduct research into the renewable resources in each New Zealand region, 

including wind (Ashby, 2004), this research has helped to gain a better 

understanding of the future wind site prospects.  

 

Indications from the Electricity Commission (2006) are that by 2016 wind power 

could make up to 20 per cent (2000MW) of New Zealand’s electricity capacity 

(Electricity Commission, 2006). With the wind industry now at a capacity of 321MW, 

present wind farms in construction at due to deliver another 164MW by 2009, and 

with a nominal total of 1914MW of projects in the consent process; the likelihood of 
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this EC estimate being achieved is promising. A report from EECA suggested that 

there could be sufficient resource (100,000GWh), in theory, to meet the entire 

energy needs of the country from wind (EECA, 2001). 

5.2.3 Key Industry Characteristics and Constraints  

Ownership and Economics 

At present, ownership of wind farms in New Zealand remains predominantly with 

large companies (NZWEA, 2008). The nature of wind installations requires 

substantial amounts of upfront capital in the site and turbine/s acquisition, along 

with the planning and construction phases. Wind farms are currently marginal 

economic investments in New Zealand and it takes many years for the development 

to turn a profit after the initial commissioning (Ashby, 2004). However internationally, 

wind energy from sites with highly-consistent winds (8-10 m/s) are able to produce 

electricity at competitive cost levels compared with other options such as gas, coal 

and geothermal (Ashby, 2004; PCE, 2006b). 

 

As New Zealand has no governmental subsidy assistance or other fixed price power 

guarantee existing for wind energy, those who are able to proceed with wind 

developments are those that are able to successfully secure finance from lenders and 

can carry the lag time before profits are gained. This generally means that wind 

developers will have a portfolio of generation investments which mitigates the debt 

risk placed in the long-term return from a wind installation. 

 

Therefore, it is apparent that the development of wind farms remains within the 

ambit of large commercial entities at this time. However, with electricity prices 

predicted to climb as a result of the enactment of an emissions trading scheme and 

cheap Maui gas in decline, the economics of wind farm development is likely to 

become more favourable. The government has also indicated that future costs of 

energy should ‘reflect the full costs of supply, including environmental costs’, 

meaning that high polluting energy generation should be priced higher (MED, 2003, 

p. 18). With better returns available and higher competitiveness with non-renewable 

generation types it is predicted that more companies will get involved in the sector, 

however, it is unlikely that emissions trading would facilitate the development of 

community wind projects. 
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The overriding element limiting further wind development at present in New Zealand 

is argued by many as coming down to economics (Ashby, 2004; Pretli, 2003). Listed 

below are some of the present constraints as outlined by Ashby (Ashby, 2004): 

 

• Cost of importing turbines with adverse exchange rate; 

• Low overall electricity prices, and price volatility on the wholesale market; 

• Gas generation on old hedging agreements keeps prices artificially low; 

• Energy efficiency funding preference over renewable development; 

• Low research and development funding for wind; 

• Market biased towards incumbent technologies. 

 

Wind is developing in a market in which the incumbent technologies are still reaping 

the benefits of government grants, agreements and infrastructure (Pretli, 2003). The 

wind industry faces a difficult challenge competing in this distorted market without 

governmental assistance (Ashby, 2004). 

 

Consents and Community opinion 

There is, some argue, a perpetual argument between technology (the development 

of wind farms) and the preservation of the natural environment (Short, 2002). Many 

of New Zealand’s wind farms are being developed in areas of strong landscape value 

(PCE, 2006b). At present Environment Court hearings are proving to rule in favour of 

wind developments principally because of their positive overall environmental 

outcomes for society, ‘balancing the benefits of renewable energy with the impacts 

on landscapes and visual amenity’ (PCE, 2006b, p. 8). The current decisions are 

acknowledging the difficulty that New Zealand has with a thirst for more energy, yet 

difficulties in providing it in a benign manner (Pretli, 2003). As wind developments 

become more numerous in New Zealand the argument between environmental good 

and societal good may become more contested and as such further clarity is needed 

on what sort of energy future New Zealanders want. The current process for wind 

consents via the RMA is rigorous to this extent, but without stronger legislation 

cementing the importance of wind energy, it is likely that future projects will face 

more uncertainty and more challenges at consent hearings (Ashby, 2004). 

 

Early national studies of public opinion of wind energy show strong favour overall for 

the development in New Zealand (82 per cent in 2004), however, wind as a site 

specific development has been shown to impact more greatly on local people’s 
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concerns (PCE, 2006b). Visual and noise effects are by far the biggest concerns of 

local people when it comes to the development of a wind farm near their place of 

residence, however ecological impact concerns from roading and construction are 

also becoming more common (Gipe, 2006). The RMA process3 as it stands provides 

strong advocacy for local people to have their say over new proposed developments. 

 

Development Scale 

An emerging trend in the New Zealand wind sector is that the scale of wind farms is 

growing greatly in capacity size. This has occurred because of improving turbine 

technology allowing greater MW output per unit, and the move to include more 

turbines in each development. At present large commercially-owned projects 

dominate the relatively small New Zealand market and this looks set to continue 

when examining current wind farms in the consent process (see appendix C). Large 

scale electricity installations have been an enduring feature of New Zealand’s 

electricity industry for much of the 20th Century, the current development of wind 

farms appears to be leading down the same path with enormous projects announced 

in Otago consisting of  630MW (Project Hayes – Meridian Energy), 300MW 

(Mahinerangi – Trustpower) and another 600MW (Contact Energy) in Port Waikato. 

 

The development of larger wind farms has much to do with the economies of scale. It 

is evident that the development of a 10 MW compared to a 100 MW wind farm 

requires a similar cost input for planning, consent, roading, grid connection etc. It is 

apparent that the larger the wind farm development the overall cost per turbine 

decreases as infrastructure and planning costs become more widely spread over the 

entire project. It is also evident that the buying of bulk turbines from manufacturers 

gains favourable terms rather than the purchase of a few, further reducing per 

turbine cost. This has important implications for the development of smaller-scale 

wind farms i.e. that per unit they are likely to be more expensive. 

 

Scale is a contentious issue in wind energy developments world-wide. Large projects 

make more of a concentrated ‘mark’ on the visual landscape which can often lead to 

conflict with local people. Local acceptance of a proposed development can be crucial 

                                          
3 The RMA is New Zealand’s fundamental environmental decision making legislation. 

Its purpose is to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical 

resources. 
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to project success. Public opposition to wind proposals can lead to major delays, 

mitigation costs, and in extreme cases scrapping of development. In situations of 

this kind the application of smaller scale wind farms and community inclusion may 

have merit. If smaller scale energy developments become more economically 

feasible they are more likely to become part of energy development in the New 

Zealand. According to the definition of wind farm scale in this research (see p27) of 

the present 11 wind developments in New Zealand 5 would classify as large scale 

projects, while the three solitary turbines and the Te Rere Hau and Hau Nui (stages) 

farms would classify as a SSW farms. 

 

Compatibility with the Electrical Grid System  

Wind power is intermittent, providing power only when there is sufficient wind to 

turn the blades. When the wind is not blowing alternative supply is require to feed 

the grid or local supply, as a result of this intermittency and lack of control wind 

energy cannot be the primary source of electricity for New Zealand’s grid system 

(CAE, 2003). Increased intermittency on the national grid can cause frequency 

fluctuations, which can cause damage to generators or loads. There is the potential 

with high levels of wind integration that large rapid swings in generation can occur 

which the regulating limits of the grid cannot contain, leading to grid failure (MWH, 

2003). However, by having a readily available stored energy source such as hydro 

generation (which New Zealand has in abundance) in combination with wind can 

allow significant mitigation of this risk. When the wind is blowing, water can be 

stored behind dam walls, until a time when the wind retreats where instantaneously 

the hydro generation kicks back in and complements the variability extremely well 

(Ashby, 2004; MWH, 2003). 

 

A study of the ability of wind energy to be integrated into the grid system 

commissioned by MED indicates that wind energy integration in New Zealand could 

be developed in a manner to strengthen electrical systems. This can be achieved by 

developing wind generation in an embedded or distributed generation approach 

where there is less likelihood of large changes in generation output across the entire 

country such as is liable to occur in a wind cluster e.g. Manawatu (EECA, 2006b). 

 

A fundamental issue for large scale wind development is their distance from demand; 

wind generation requires a strong grid. Without good interconnections between 

major generation and major loads the ability to develop wind farms is compromised. 
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Intermittency of wind energy combined with New Zealand’s current grid technology 

and outlay means that at present a maximum 35 per cent of base load could be 

covered by wind (MWH, 2003; PCE, 2006b), however other estimates place this 

lower at 10-20 per cent (CAE, 2003). This limitation is a result of New Zealand’s 

isolation without transmission connection to other countries, a small load to grid area 

ratio, and a supply system which is split into two islands (CAE, 2002; MWH, 2003). 

There are also concerns about the concentration of wind power in clusters, Fraser 

Clark of the New Zealand Wind Energy Association has suggested that the future 

distribution of wind farms will ensure that intermittency concerns will be relieved by 

spreading the risk of the wind not blowing (Macdonald, 2008). 

 

Grid Connections 

There are multiple ways in which wind farms can be connected into the supply 

system (Ashby, 2004). At present the most wind farms are connected into local 

distribution networks and from there the electricity is fed into the electricity pool to 

be used within the local network or exported into the national grid. However 

connection to local networks depends on whether the network has the capacity to 

receive the electricity. If quantity or quality of electricity is too large or variable then 

the wind farm operator may have to connect to the national grid. Connection to the 

national grid can be costly for a developer and they are likely to be more strongly 

regulated/limited by the national system operator (Transpower). 

 

Wind developments embedded in local distribution networks are capable of delivering 

distributed generation benefits. When wind is linked with hydro or diesel generation 

in a local network, variable output can be eliminated and voltage security is 

maintained. Embedded generation strengthens the local network and can reduce the 

need for transmission upgrade within the network, it can also bring benefits to the 

local lines company where they are do not have to purchase as much variable cost 

electricity from the national grid (CAE, 2002). 

 

In 2013 a major change to electricity retailing will occur where lines companies are 

no longer required to supply uneconomic lines, this means that many rural and 

remote areas may be at risk of losing connection to the supply network (PCE, 2003). 

However, the application of grid connected or on-site DG SSW farms has the 

potential to help mitigate the problem (Ashby, 2004). The government is currently 
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investigating if this date can be changed or removed from legislation (pers. comm. 

Ashby, 2007). 

 

Site Availability 

As the nature of wind farm development at present is leaning towards the larger 

scale developments this has implications for site availability, the number of large 

wind sites is far more limited than those for smaller (Pretli, 2003). Although there 

are many areas of New Zealand that have very good wind resources, there are 

several limiting factor which prevent their use. Many good wind sites are located in 

mountainous areas which are, at present, difficult to develop. Along with this, many 

sites are remote from point of use and/or grid infrastructure is insufficient to 

transport the load (EC, 2005). This requires substantial investment in transmission 

to make development possible, making the economics of the project less attractive. 

 

Therefore it is possible that development of multiple smaller scale wind farms will 

offer a solution to wind energy growth once the best sites have been exhausted 

(Manawatu, Otago, Tararua) in the initial ‘wind rush’ in New Zealand. By diversifying 

the wind generation into areas such as Waikato, Wellington, and Central Otago, it is 

also likely that there will be a smoother supply of wind-generated electricity. 

 

Competition with incumbent technologies and generators 

Wind energy in New Zealand faces great competition with incumbent technologies 

that have been developed to maturity through long association with government 

support. Hydro and gas are two form of electricity generation that have benefited 

from enormous amounts of government subsidisation. However, because of the 

privatisation of electricity in New Zealand in the 1980’s and 1990’s it has meant that 

wind energy is forced to start very much on the back foot to compete with energy 

sources that have well developed infrastructure and market share. 

 

Also the ability for new wind electricity companies to become involved in the market 

is limited because the companies that exist are not willing to lose market share of 

electricity provision. As the Government still has their hand in energy development 

with still owning electricity companies, there is an interest for government to 

continue to develop in a manner which sustains these company profits from the 

development of wind. 
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Research into Wind technology 

Neil Cherry was a founding researcher into wind energy in New Zealand in the 1970’s 

and 1980’s, and there are several other examples of people passionate about 

bringing alternatives such as wind into New Zealand. However, unlike in European 

countries, wind research did not receive great assistance or encouragement in New 

Zealand (Pretli, 2003). Arguably this was because wind generation was considered 

too expensive during this period compared to the generous hydro and gas reserves 

that were available at the time (PCE, 2006b). Research of late has been conducted 

more on ad-hoc basis, performing research for specific projects and areas rather 

than on a more comprehensive national basis. The wind resource in New Zealand is 

relatively well understood at a macro-climate level, but there are significant gaps in 

micro-climate resources that could prove very useful in understanding New Zealand’s 

true wind generation capabilities. 

 

Stop-start development of wind energy 

The development of wind energy in New Zealand has faced intermittent growth. 

Government support for wind energy with the ‘Projects to Reduce Emissions’ in 2002 

(see climate change package below) which did help encourage a number of wind 

projects to progress, however, it did nothing to make a strong and long term growth 

element to the sector (PCE, 2006b). With such intermittency in the industry there is 

little security for wind farm developers or wind turbine manufacturers who want to 

make profitable business from wind. Companies involved in wind energy are not able 

to maintain steady growth levels if there are short periods which encourage a rush of 

wind developments and long periods without possibility for development. 

5.2.4 Government’s Relevant Wind Energy 

Developments 

Government Policy and Support - Policy time-line developments 

Government policy direction and intervention on the development of wind energy has 

been limited (Barton, 2005; PCE, 2006b). Since the change of government in 1999 

there has been a realization that the market based electricity structure, designed and 

developed throughout the 90’s, has failed to meet industry renewable objectives 

(Pretli, 2003). However, with a growing awareness of climate change and energy 

security challenges, sustainability (including the development of renewables) has 

become the focus in energy management (Barton, 2005; MED, 2004). 
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Since 1999, there have been a number attempts to develop and add certainty to 

renewables including wind energy’s role in New Zealand (Barton, 2005), these are as 

outlined below: 

 

2000 – Energy Policy Framework 

The Government delivered an EPF which outlined a new governance structure for the 

industry with an overarching goal ‘ to ensure the delivery of energy services to all 

classes of consumer in an efficient, fair, reliable and sustainable manner’ with the 

outcome of  a progressive transition to renewable sources of energy’ (Barton, 2005; 

MED, 2000). A major principal developed was to ‘ensure that the use of new 

electricity technologies and renewables, and distributed generation, is facilitated and 

that generators using these approaches do not face barriers’ (MED, 2000). 

 

2000 – Energy Efficiency and Conservation Act 

One of the purposes of this act was to ‘promote … the use of renewable energy’. The 

Act gave provision for the development of the National Energy Efficiency and 

Conservation Strategy (NEECS). 

 

2001 – National Energy Efficiency and Conservation Strategy 

The NEECS was where the theory of the EECA Act 2000 was put into action. The 

main point related to wind energy development that came from the strategy was to 

increase renewable energy supply by 30PJ of consumer energy by 2012 (MED, 2000). 

Under the ‘Energy Supply’ program included in the strategy emphasis was made that 

wind energy has a significant role in achieving overall renewable targets, but it did 

not set any specifics for wind (Ashby, 2004). 

 

However, as pointed out by Barton (2005) the target of 30PJ was a non-mandatory, 

with no sanctions if it was not achieved. Barton (2005, p. 146) goes further to say 

that ‘the NZEES therefore only seeks to shape the way that regulatory pressure is 

used, and does not establish a new regulatory jurisdiction itself’. 

 

2002 – Climate Change Policy Package 

The Climate Change policy package was developed in 2002 to coincide with New 

Zealand’s ratification of the Kyoto Protocol. This policy package offered two intended 

benefits for the development of renewable energy. Firstly, it offered some tangible 
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direct assistance to the development of renewable projects with the Projects to 

Reduce Emissions programme (PCE, 2006b). Over a period of two years generators 

were given the opportunity to submit clean (renewable) energy projects that would 

reduce emissions during the 2008-2012 Kyoto ‘First Commitment Period’. Under this 

programme, projects that were barely or less than marginally economic unless 

funding support was gained would receive carbon credits which are able to be sold on 

the international carbon market (Ashby, 2004; Barton, 2005). As a result of the 

programme, 13 wind farm proposals were awarded credits. However, with the end of 

the tendering period no other initiative was put in its place (Ashby, 2004). 

 

Secondly, the policy package also delivered the announcement of a carbon tax on 

fossil fuels and industrial process emissions. This tax intended to include the 

environmental cost (emissions) of fossil fuels and industrial discharges into the 

market. By making fossil fuels more expensive it was argued that renewable 

energies would become more attractive and feasible for developers (Barton, 2005). 

However, a review of the climate change policy in 2005 resulted in the government 

terminating the proposed tax. This has recently replaced by an ‘Emissions Trading 

Scheme’ (see 2007 – Emission Trading Scheme below). 

 

2003 – Electricity Commission (EC) 

The EC was developed by the government (after the electrical industry was unable to 

reach its own agreement on a governing body) to ensure that the electricity industry 

functioned according to the set goals of the policy framework and other relevant 

legislation (PCE, 2003). With regard to wind, the EC was given the responsibility to 

ensure that electricity is delivered in an environmentally sustainably manner, 

suggesting a direction toward more renewable generation within the sector. 

 

2004 – RMA Energy and Climate Change Amendment bill 2004 – Section 7 

The RMA is New Zealand’s central environmental and land use planning law. In 2004, 

the second amendment to the Resource Management Act 1991 occurred, this 

delivered several important modifications for the development of wind energy in 

relation to energy law (Ashby, 2004). Foremost, the changes were a promotion of 

renewable energy over non-renewable for example consenting authorities must give 

particular regard to  ‘(j) the benefits to be derived from the use and development of 

renewable energy’ (Barton, 2005, p. 5). This means that when councils are presiding 

over wind farm developments due consideration must be given to the benefits of 
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lower greenhouse gas emissions gained from renewable energy sources (Ashby, 

2004). In wind development cases where there has been considerable weight given 

to landscape amenity values there is now a balancing focus in the law where 

environmental courts cannot ignore the national and regional benefits of renewable 

energy from a wind project (Barton, 2005). 

 

2004 – Sustainable Development Programme of Action - Sustainable Energy 

This discussion document on energy in New Zealand was aimed at describing the 

problem which the energy sector faced and identified various options that the 

government could take for developing a comprehensive and integrated policy 

framework (MED, 2004). There was discussion of how government could assist the 

development of wind energy such as funding of wind mapping and researching 

international development more thoroughly. However, discussion on direct assistance 

for the development of wind was largely ignored with only some suggestion that the 

Programs to Reduce Emissions could be expanded. Ultimately this document was 

used to help formulate the New Zealand Energy Strategy in 2007.  

 

2007 – New Zealand Energy Strategy 

In October 2007, the government released the comprehensive ‘New Zealand Energy 

Strategy’ which ‘sets the strategic direction for the energy sector’ (MED, 2007b, p. 6). 

In the strategy the government focuses on the plentiful renewable resources 

accessible in New Zealand, the need the country has to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions and indicates the means by which they will achieve it. 

 

The government has made two significant decisions in the recent NZES with 

relevance to the wind industry below: 

• By 2025 New Zealand will have an electricity industry that will consist of 90 

per cent renewable generation (an increase of around 25 per cent on current 

levels). 

• For the next 10 years there will be a moratorium on the development of 

further coal and gas generation, however if there is need for development of 

these technologies for energy security then they can proceed. 

 

A target of 90 per cent renewable power by 2025 will require large investment in 

renewable technology projects over the next decade. The government has indicated 
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that the major renewable sources which will meet the majority of this need are new 

wind, geothermal and some hydro generation. In addition, with a virtual ban on new 

coal and gas generation the alternatives, such as wind, are given much greater 

precedence. Keeping with its 2000 EPS, the government has avoiding directly 

assisting the development of electrical industry, preferring to allow the market to 

dictate the make- up of generation within the setting of regulatory boundaries. 

 

2007 Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) 

The proposed ETS was released in combination with NZES in 2007, being described 

by the government as the ‘core component of the government’s initiatives aimed at 

tackling climate change’ (MFE, 2007a)4. The ETS is a ‘cap and trade’ market-based 

approach aimed at achieving an overall reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. By 

integrating the price of emissions into products and processes it is aimed that 

investment and consumption behaviours will change accordingly to lower emitting 

developments (MFE, 2007a). 

 

With relevance to wind energy development, this will mean that electricity generation 

from fossil fuels will become more expensive to develop and maintain, therefore 

giving greater incentive for developers to invest in renewable sources. Wind farms 

will be eligible to receive emission units, 1 unit per 1 tonne of emissions they 

displace, which they can sell for profit. This may mean that the economics of building 

wind farms will become more attractive (MFE, 2007a). 

 

Government Support in Review 

As stated earlier the New Zealand wind industry has developed without any overt 

form of Government support, this is unique amongst wind developing countries 

(Ashby, 2004). However, the majority of present day energy infrastructure in New 

Zealand has developed with assistance from government, notably the hydro and gas 

markets (Pretli, 2003). Therefore, the incumbent technologies have a distinct 

commercial advantage over the wind and emergent new-renewable (solar, marine 

etc) industry in general. 

 

                                          
4 The ETS status is somewhat uncertain as of November 2008 as the new National 

Government has indicated that this will be substantially reviewed. 
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While Government encourages the use of renewable energy with the recently 

released NZES and other recent policy, it still has no specific policy to directly 

promote wind power, and indications from the Energy Minister are that this will not 

change soon (PCE, 2006a). The RMA Amendment 2004 has evened the playing field 

to some extent for wind developments in the consent process, but key economic 

barriers remain for developers. 

 

In 2009 the Government is set to release a National Policy Statement on Renewable 

Energy Generation which the Energy Minister has suggested will give renewable 

projects a greater chance of being approved (Janes, 2008). There is much 

speculation about what new actions the Government will deliver; former Meridian 

Energy chief executive Keith Turner suggests that ‘the biggest challenge will be the 

government response and how much teeth the Government gives it [the energy 

strategy]. It’s one thing to say what we should do. It’s another thing to give us the 

tools to enable us to do it’ (Janes, 2008) 

 

The way in which these issues are dealt with by the wind developers and government 

regulation will determine the layout of wind in the future. However, with the urgent 

need for emission mitigation it is likely that wind will play an increasingly important 

role in New Zealand’s electrical mix. 

5.2.5 Summary of the New Zealand Wind Energy 

Situation 

The New Zealand wind industry is still in its early phases, although significant 

momentum is now present with a number of large projects constructed and others in 

the planning stages (NZWEA, 2008). Wind farms up to this stage, other than single 

turbine prototypes, have been of the larger scale in terms of both number of turbines 

and more recently capacity of each turbine. The wind farm developers are almost 

exclusively large commercial entities with large financial backing and assets. There 

are no community developments of wind farms in New Zealand at this stage and the 

likelihood of such development faces many barriers which will be outlined in further 

chapters. The wind resource available in New Zealand is very good by world 

standards and it is highly likely, even without direct government assistance that 

eventually wind energy will become much more common as prices from other forms 

of energy increase and make wind energy more competitive. 
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However, there are significant threats to the continued development of New Zealand 

wind energy. Public opinion of wind energy is becoming strained with local people 

close to developments criticising the development process as an exclusive one, 

where project are decided before consultation leaving residents with little room to 

compromise. Wind energy’s major impacts in visual and noise terms are still issues 

which face difficulty to be mitigated to a successful degree. Locations that have been 

earmarked for development are commonly the scene for establishment of community 

advocacy groups which are formed in opposition to projects. Many examples of these 

groups are found in New Zealand and arguably their conception has much to do with 

the quality of consultation process from development companies where they are not 

allowing meaningful participation from the effected local citizens. However, this is not 

always the case as many companies that do provide extensive consultation, but are 

unable to mitigate disapproval. 

 

Government direction has given a strong boost to wind energy with the development 

of the New Zealand Energy Strategy 2007. The two included clauses which require 

90% renewable electricity (mainly from additional wind and geothermal) and a ten 

year moratorium on gas and coal generation have opened a strong doorway for the 

future development of wind energy. The initiation of an emissions trading scheme is 

also offering wind energy better economic conditions, as this will allow wind 

development to earn credits which can be traded on the international market. 

Although the government has decided not to directly support the development of 

wind energy through subsidies and other mechanisms or instruments, these recent 

policies guidelines, along with government obligations to the Kyoto Protocol, and 

aspirations to become the first carbon neutral country in the world, certainly places 

wind energy in a favourable position to become a dominant electricity supply for New 

Zealand. 
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5.3 New Zealand’s ‘State of Play’ with 

Community Ownership of SSW Farms 
To get a better understanding of the wind energy situation in New Zealand and gain 

insights into industry perceptions of community ownership of smaller scaled wind 

farms (and wind energy in general), semi-structured interviews were carried out with 

thirteen industry participants in New Zealand (as listed in Appendix A). The main 

aims were to find out what they thought of community-ownership of wind farms, why 

they thought that small scale had not developed in New Zealand, what role it could 

play in New Zealand (if any) and if New Zealand development is limited to only large 

scale developments , among other interviewee specific questions. A standard list of 

questions put to these people is provided in Appendix B. In combination with 

interview responses a number of observations and opinions from other wind industry 

stakeholders are included within this chapter. 

 

5.3.1 Community Ownership and Scale Situation of 

Wind Farms in New Zealand 

In New Zealand there has been little development around wind energy at the local 

community level. The greater majority are owned by large commercial entities such 

as Meridian, Trustpower, and Genesis (PCE, 2006b). The other operators consist of 

smaller companies Windflow, Energy3 and NZ Wind farms, but at this stage they 

have developed only a few prototype turbines (NZWEA, 2008). The current wind 

energy model that is being implemented in New Zealand is the same large scale 

development as used for hydro in the 1960’s and gas and coal in the 1980’s. This 

process of development means that control of electricity supplies continues to remain 

solely with corporate entities that have a priority objective to return competitive 

profits to their shareholders. Therefore, in this environment where large scale farms 

and large corporations dominate the market (many of which are government owned) 

there is strong predisposition towards further large scale development. 

 

As stated in the earlier ‘New Zealand Wind’ section, the large scale development of 

wind farms is causing some strong tensions and objections by local people in 
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communities located in or near the development area of wind farms; this is 

highlighted by such examples as the Makara Guardians and Save Central committees. 

The objections from these groups relate to the project scale, localised impacts, and 

the manner of consultation process the development companies deliver. It appears 

as though these particular social and community dimensions of the planning process 

are not being adequately dealt with by the current framework and company 

procedures. 

 

In the PCE report ‘Wind power, people and place’ (2006b) the former Parliamentary 

Commissioner for the Environment5  Dr Morgan Williams stated that the tensions 

indicated above, stem from ‘the limited scope for most New Zealanders to be 

involved in wind power development (planning and/or ownership)’ (p. 6). Growing 

local community opposition to recent proposals (Projects West Wind, Project Hayes) 

is in contrast to the general public’s strong support for wind power (Ashby, 2004). 

The PCE (2006b) states that community owned SSW farms have the ability to 

‘increase community acceptance, reduce impacts on valued landscapes, distribute 

benefits and impacts more evenly, and involve communities in sustainable energy 

projects’ (p. 6). This support for community wind is reflected in the report’s major 

recommendation to the Minister of Energy that there is a significant need to ‘address 

the scale of wind farms and the need to explore the potential for community 

ownership’ (p. 7). With such strong preference by New Zealand’s leading 

independent advisory authority on environmental issues endorsing the application of 

community wind developments, this research looked to industry stakeholders to 

directly seek their position on community ownership in SSW farms. 

 

In the interviews conducted interviewees were informed of the use in this thesis of 

comparative research and that the community wind farm investment model 

developed in Austria was being used as a ‘benchmark’ example. In response to this, 

many were quick to assert the differences between the New Zealand situation and 

that in European. Jeanette Fitzsimons Co-leader of the Green Party suggested that 

“the New Zealand situation is a little different from Europe as we have a lot of 

renewable energy [potential] (mainly wind, geothermal) that is already cost-effective 

compared with fossil fuels, on a large scale”. The New Zealand situation, unlike 

                                          
5 Dr Williams’ term ended in 2006 and this has since been replaced by Jan Wright in 

2007. 
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developments seen elsewhere in the World, has seen little or no opportunity for 

communities to be involved let alone have ownership of wind farms or any other type 

of energy generation in New Zealand. The goal of the interviews was to gain as much 

possible insight into the specific and dominant opinions, issues and the reasons why 

development of community wind has not occurred. 

 

The following responses to the opening question “Do you think community smaller 

scale wind farms, such as those developed in Europe could make a significant 

difference to New Zealand’s energy production/ renewable energy production?” were 

generally positive. 

 

“Community ownership of small-wind farms for local use would be a very positive 

development” (J. Fitzsimons, 2008). 

 

“It’s the way of the future, historically it has been dominated by centralised 

generation and people have not had a lot of say of action in the development of the 

country’s power supply. People have been bulldozed a bit in the past. But certainly 

it’s a good idea because it shows that they have a part in the process rather than 

being totally on the outside. Therefore consents and operational things become a lot 

easier” (pers. comm. Cameron, 2007). 

 

“It could play a significant role in NZ’s electricity future…they can plug a gap, that 

the larger projects can’t, and they can be located in areas that larger projects can’t 

be. There are definite benefits on the spatial side of it. The reports that have come 

out from the electricity commission and others have highlighted there needs to be 

diversity of location in future wind developments and small scale works in favour of 

promoting this” (pers. comm. Moran, 2007). 

 

“I think they can make a really big impact, the way to look at it is not to get worried 

about managing lots of generation on the network…but the way to look at it as 

negative load, load reduction, load is so variable, wind generation is no more 

variable than load. Economics can be better, as it displaces the retail value of power” 

(pers. comm. Ashby, 2007). 

 

“Small scale distributed energy is a significant opportunity for New Zealand electricity 

supply, it means there is less reliance on the main grid, especially at the moment 
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with issues around transmission lines. It’s an important addition to the energy mix 

and smaller systems are the likely focus for the future...It helps people see the 

connection where their energy is coming from, they are more conscious of what they 

are using and how they are using it” (pers. comm. O'Connell, 2007). 

 

“there is no reason why we (NZ Wind farms) would not consider partnering with a 

community [in a wind development project]” (pers. comm. Freear, 2007). 

 

The responses from these stakeholders suggest that the idea of community wind 

farms have a lot of merit for future development and that many are enthusiastic or 

optimistic for its inception in New Zealand. However, it was also clearly stated that 

development of such wind farms is not an easy task in New Zealand conditions. 

 

“There are still a huge number of challenges for large wind farms. Those challenges 

are only magnified, not reduced, for smaller ones” (F. Clark quoted in N. Macdonald, 

2008). 

 

“The process for development of community wind developments in New Zealand is 

rife with political and economic barriers along with huge uncertainty about its success. 

Implementation faces a difficult path” (pers. comm. Rossiter, 2008). 

5.3.2 Issues Facing Small Scale Community Wind – 

Constraints and Opportunities 

Based on thirteen New Zealand industry interviewees and numerous statements from 

others in the media, the following section presents the findings of what New Zealand 

wind energy stakeholders consider the constraints and opportunities to community 

wind. These findings indicate a range of political and institutional, social, 

infrastructure, and economic factors which in many cases are inextricably interlinked 

to one another. 
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5.3.2.1 Economics 

Constraints 

From all issues discussed in the interviews, economics was considered as an 

overwhelmingly dominant constraint on community wind projects. Chris Freear of NZ 

Wind farms suggested that the economics for wind energy development, in general, 

has been severely disadvantaged from decades of Government energy policy; “The 

thing that really stuffed early wind development in New Zealand was the dumping of 

cheap Maui gas on the market at ridiculously low prices. That held the electricity 

price in an artificially low level. The selling of gas at half the international price was 

never a long term strategy, and that helped to artificially keep the prices down” (pers. 

comm. Freear, 2007). This low market price has meant that the opportunities for 

wind developments, especially community wind, have languished up to the present 

day; this coincided with views from Tom Cameron of Energy3 “Up to the present the 

economics for new developments have been pretty marginal, we are only seeing the 

big companies doing it. They probably actually take a loss on it for a while, but their 

cost of capital is 6-7%, but a private investor would be looking at 11-12%” (pers. 

comm. Cameron, 2007). 

 

The start-up capital cost, as Mr Cameron commented, is the major investment for 

any wind farm. These costs are indicated as significantly greater for community wind. 

Blair Walter of Connell Wagner considers that the “Economic viability is so murky for 

commercial scale wind projects at the moment – and I would imagine even murkier 

for small scale projects” (Walter, 2007). The viability of community farms compared 

to larger-scale developments in New Zealand is a serious concern for their inception, 

Dana Moran from the PCE stated “At the moment it comes down to finance…upfront 

capital cost is a huge burden facing community involvement” (pers. comm. Moran, 

2007). Adam Muldoon of Meridian Energy suggests that there have been a lot of 

changes in the wind energy industry since the foundation of the community model in 

Europe in the 1990’s. He says ‘perhaps the most unfortunate leap of assumption...is 

that the European model of smaller wind developments which has seen wind power 

take off overseas should be copied here (NZ)’ (Muldoon, 2007); his concern is that 

community wind was possible when turbines were small sized in the 1980’s and 

1990’s but now when multi megawatt are the norm that wind farms are inclined by 

necessity to be large utility scale developments due to cost. 
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Opportunities 

Mr Cameron pointed to a history of Government subsidization of other types of 

generation which has prevented a more rapid uptake of wind in general. However, 

because of rising cost of electricity due to gas production decline, increasing demand, 

and government policy the economics of wind energy have become more favourable 

in New Zealand over recent years. “If the price goes up, and it should do if thermal 

generation is limited (current 10 year moratorium on new gas and coal plants), then 

economics are going to improve” (pers. comm. Cameron, 2007). Improving 

economics will firstly make larger-scale projects more viable and then the higher 

prices rise, the likelihood for community scale will increase. Mike O’Connell of 

Environment Canterbury believes that many people consider that smaller electrical 

systems are not economic “maybe this is true over the short term, but if they are 

built durable and built to last, they will be around a long time” (pers. comm. 

O'Connell, 2007). 

 

Mr Walter suggested that although economic viability is important, there are many 

environmentally concerned people/communities willing to develop wind projects for 

reasons other than money “[a low economic return] should not mean that we would 

want to prevent people to do community wind just because they want to do it. If it’s 

not commercially viable that should not be a barrier” (pers. comm. Walter, 2007). 

Similarly, Mike Ashby also of Connell Wagner suggested “they (community wind) 

might not by viable just yet, but the way electricity prices are going globally and the 

increased reliance to be placed on electricity resources with the decline of oil, I think 

it will happen, it just depends on when the cheap electricity bubble bursts in NZ” 

(pers. comm. Ashby, 2007).  

5.3.2.2 Market set up 

Large scale vs. SSW 

Constraints 

It is clear that large scale commercial wind developments owned by corporate 

entities dominate the wind industry in New Zealand. Ms Moran believes this is 

because “large scale projects have the bonus of transaction costs such as roads and 

consenting process being spread over a greater number of turbines, rather than over 

a few. The economies of scale are very apparent” (pers. comm. Moran, 2007). 

NZWEA’s CEO Fraser Clark agrees with this sentiment “Whatever the site size, there 
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are fixed costs...So the cost per unit of electricity is higher for smaller farms. And in 

a world market where everyone is clamouring to buy turbines, it’s hard to get on the 

radar of a supplier for a one-off purchase of four or five machines when you’re 

competing with companies regularly ordering 50” (F. Clark quoted in N. Macdonald, 

2008). He suggests that there are merits with building smaller community systems 

but at present New Zealand has greater need for the delivery of energy to the cities 

“Its all very well building small wind farms close to small loads, but what about big 

load centres, your big cities, Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and the like?” (F. 

Clark quoted in N. Macdonald, 2008). 

 

However, there is growing electricity industry concern in New Zealand towards the 

construction of very large wind farms using very large turbines like that of Project 

Hayes and that at Port Waikato, this was pointed out by Geoff Henderson of 

Windflow technology “the ‘large ‘lumpy’ investments that are being proposed are not 

conducive to creation of a competitive electricity market which could deliver lower 

and more stable electricity prices’ (Macdonald, 2008). In this sort of market situation 

he suggests that the opportunities for community development in such a highly 

dominated market are very difficult. Mr Walter reiterates this opinion: “there is the 

belief that bigger energy companies (probably for a start) are not willing to see a 

large chunk of the market fall to someone else...there is not a level playing field for 

new entrants, especially small scale ones” (pers. comm. Walter, 2007). 

 

The situation is summed up well by Austrian Wind Association’s Stephan Hantsch 

who said “In a situation where you have a number of well financed companies vying 

for best wind sites and dominating the industry there it is enormous competition 

between the big utilities and new small community Stakeholders. The threat to new 

Stakeholders exists in that they may not be able to get access to the grid, while the 

big Stakeholders have exceptional access” (pers. comm. Hantsch, 2007). 

 

Opportunities 

Although the smaller scale wind market with community ownership is not currently 

realised in New Zealand, some commentators believe it is only a matter of time 

before they are. Mr Freear sees SSW with the possibility of community ownership a 

natural progression from the larger commercial developments; “There are some 

opportunities to do large scale developments…so they will do a few, they are a low 

hanging fruit so why wouldn’t they do them. However, I don’t think large scale in 
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New Zealand is a model that has decades of legs in it. There are only so many sites” 

(pers. comm. Freear, 2007). Mr Ashby agrees with this sentiment saying that at the 

moment a marginal market is driving developers towards very large sites “it does not 

have to be that way...and it is not necessarily a model for the future. In the end 

there needs to be a mixture of sites, large and small, and it is usually the way that 

the best and easiest sites get developed first” (pers. comm. Ashby, 2007). Mr 

Henderson is adamant that “smaller is smarter for New Zealand for many reasons, 

and with the right competitive market conditions, the country will be better off with 

this model in the long run” (Macdonald, 2008). 

Community financing 

Constraints 

The community ownership of wind farms let alone any other type of electrical 

generation has been minimal in New Zealand, and the concept remains foreign to 

many investors. Ms Moran suggested “I think New Zealand has a way to go to 

developing community finance models” (pers. comm. Moran, 2007). Ms Fitzsimmons 

was in agreement with this view “There is merit to community wind farms but it is 

not clear where the capital would come for this, how the ownership would be 

structured and who would provide the backup when the wind was not blowing” (J. 

Fitzsimons, 2008). 

 

Opportunities 

There are possibilities on the horizons for cooperative type schemes such as those 

occurring in Europe, Mr Freear suggests “this will be greatly assisted by the 

establishment of the limited-partnership business, which is making its way through 

legislation. It operates very much like a partnership but without the joint burden of 

risk. Limited partnership has a lot of the characteristics that would make community 

wind that much easier to do” (pers. comm. Freear, 2007). However, this will take 

several years to come to fruition, an alternative strategy Ms Moran considered a 

small step to advance community wind would be to get the larger developers to offer 

the local community the opportunity to invest in one or more of the turbines planned 

to be developed in the local area. “In this way it does not require the community to 

take huge risks with marginally economic developments. It could be a good way to 

start corporate-community developments, and starts to broaden the opportunities” 

(pers. comm. Moran, 2007). Government has the potential to introduce some sort of 

policy supporting this form of wind energy development to try and address some of 
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that risk. Providing this direction is likely to make the option much more favourable 

for small investors. 

Government Incentives/Subsidies 

Constraints 

Historically, New Zealand electricity has been heavily subsidised by government 

development, as they were the major developer of electrical infrastructure during the 

20th Century. Mr Freear points out that “The difference between wind and the other 

forms of generation that have been put in New Zealand in the past are that the wind 

guys are actually making proper commercial returns in a proper commercial way, 

unlike the Waitaki programs of the past (which were artificially subsidised)” (pers. 

comm. Freear, 2007). Mr Freear pointed out that gas, coal and hydro have all 

benefited from years of government assistance while the more recent wind industry, 

basically, has had to stand on its own two feet, and as a result development has 

been slow. Although wind energy did gain some support with the ‘Projects to reduce 

emissions’ programme, the scheme was a one-off opportunity which favoured larger 

scale projects In light of this, interviewees were asked if they thought the New 

Zealand Government should introduce some form of subsidy/incentive for community 

SSW similar to those found in Europe. 

 

Mr Ashby believes that with large scale wind and geothermal is competitive with 

other forms of non-renewable large scale generation in New Zealand “there is less 

importance placed on encouraging smaller scale developments involving community. 

Although subsidies would definitely help the development of community wind, it 

means bringing the hand of government back into the electrical market, and I’m not 

so sure they want to go back there” (pers. comm. Ashby, 2007). Mr Clark suggests 

that a European feed-in law would spur wind development in New Zealand ‘if you 

have that price guarantee someone will find a way to make it work. But in my 

discussions with government it’s clear nobody is interested in offering a subsidy’ 

(Macdonald, 2008). This suggestion is confirmed by Richard Hawke from the Ministry 

of Economic Development who was quoted as saying “New Zealand is windy enough 

that wind power generators should be able to survive without assistance” (Macdonald, 

2008). Mr Walter also concurs with this point “the reality is that because the 

resource is so good in New Zealand…you probably don’t need to drive it which put 

the subsidies in there in a way which morphs the market” (pers. comm. Walter, 

2007). 
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Mr O’Connell argued that every culture develops wind energy in a different way, 

which is a result of population density, existing infrastructure and regional geography 

issues “I think that EU countries are more likely to go ahead with such aggressive 

planning and policy initiatives such as FITs because they have the backing of the 

European Union, and a lot of money comes from that. That’s just not the case in New 

Zealand, there is not that sort of money to throw behind things” (O’Connell, 2007). 

Mr Clark suggests that without direct government incentives, the small scale model 

is essentially uneconomic in New Zealand; he says ‘There are still a huge number of 

challenges for large wind farms. Those challenges are only magnified, not reduced 

for smaller ones’ (F. Clark quoted in N. Macdonald, 2008). 

 

Opportunities 

It is evident from examples in Europe and around the world that subsidies have had 

significant impact on the development of community wind. Mr Ashby indicated that 

subsidies are a fairly definite way of increasing the development of SSW, he said “if 

you look around the world, countries such as Germany have had some pretty 

aggressive subsidy policy, yes they are a bit distorted, but in saying that they have 

put up a huge amount of renewable generation” (pers. comm. Ashby, 2007). Mr 

Freear believes it is evident that wind will continue to develop in New Zealand with or 

without subsidies but whether community wind will have a role in this is unlikely at 

the present and uncertain in the future “it depends how fast you want to go. It is no 

doubt that the finish line has lots of wind energy in it, no one is arguing about that. 

It’s really just how fast you want to get there and if community wind is wanted to 

help towards this” (pers. comm. Freear, 2007). Mr Cameron believes that the 

negative effect of subsidies on the consumer would be negligible to the consumer, 

“Sure it costs them (the government), but at the end of the day it’s the consumer 

that’s paying for the power. At the end of the day you could double the price for 

power for the consumer and it’s not going to make a huge difference to most people. 

I think the average New Zealander could not care about how much power they are 

using. Look at the price of petrol...that had doubled in the last three to four years, 

and people deal with that” (pers. comm. Cameron, 2007). 

5.3.2.3 Resource Management Act 

The regulatory framework was another issue that came up frequently during 

interviews. The RMA was viewed by many as having issues which could limit the 
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development of community wind in New Zealand. At present local bodies require the 

same detailed reports for the development of all sizes of wind farms, there is no 

legislation which enables local bodies to differentiate the process between large and 

small farms, or who owns them. 

 

Constraints 

Mr Cameron points out that “Consenting costs make up a greater proportion of the 

overall cost of a smaller wind farm than a larger one. Environmental impact research 

should still be solid into the effects of the wind farm, but I think it should also reflect 

the character and size of development, as the effects of a small scale development 

are going to be less” (pers. comm. Cameron, 2007). Mr Cameron acknowledges that 

“consents for SSW farms have generally been easier than the large scale in the past, 

but due to the nature of the RMA act this is not guaranteed in the future. There isn’t 

any rigid control for scale and I think this will need to be addressed at some stage in 

the future” (Ibid). If the costs of the consent process become too great as the result 

of continual appeals then the project may not be viable to proceed. Mr Freear stated 

that “one of our assumptions in our company is that a smaller farm is easier to 

consent than a larger one, if we are wrong about that then our business model is in 

trouble” (pers. comm. Freear, 2007). Mr Ashby suggested that “in the RMA process 

there is not enough security for the small scale developer, for them it can be a really 

easy way to lose a million dollars” (pers. comm. Ashby, 2007). 

 

The biggest constraint Mr Freear saw with the RMA was the decision process itself 

“you are asking 1 or 2 people to make hard decisions, really, really hard decisions. 

People have a tendency to procrastinate around that and that’s probably the biggest 

issue. The process can get floundered in that procrastination, which is a perfectly 

normal response to the enormity of the task” (pers. comm. Freear, 2007). As there 

is little guidance for wind energy developments, let alone community involvement in 

the RMA many stakeholders believe that the RMA is slanted in favourability towards 

large scale projects. Another view quoted from National Party MP Gerry Brownlee 

suggests that councils are coming up against issues which they are not equipped to 

deal with “it’s fundamentally unfair to require local authorities to go through 

exhaustive processes to assess projects which in many ways are beyond their 

capacity. They are being put in a position where they must protect local interests 

ahead of national ones” (T. Fitzsimons, 2007). 
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One constraining issue with the RMA stated by many interviewees was that the RMA 

process can be easily slowed down by objectors, especially on the ground of 

landscape amenity. “At the moment it just takes a few people who don’t like the look 

of them (wind turbines) to make the process drag out that much longer” (pers. 

comm. Cameron, 2007). Mr Ashby said “there really needs to be better identification 

of situations where it’s obvious that a decision is going to be appealed anyway, 

allowing to go straight to the appeal court, rather than going through a process 

which ultimately wastes a lot of time and money” (pers. comm. Ashby, 2007). It was 

believed by some interviewees that renewables should be able to trump landscape 

amenity, however, Ms Moran suggested “there are landscapes where there should 

not be wind-farms. Although there is a bit too much emphasis on landscape 

modification, because really, most landscape in NZ is already very modified. 

Landscape is a very tricky issue and I don’t think the RMA is structured at the 

moment helps to identify national important landscape” (pers. comm. Moran, 2007).  

 

Opportunities 

Stakeholders suggested a number of way in which the RMA process could be 

improved to help community wind developments. One of the strongest indications 

from interviewees was that there should be a differentiation of process for smaller 

scale wind developments, “I think small wind farms should be much easier to 

consent as they have a smaller footprint (J. Fitzsimons, 2008). Ms Moran agreed with 

this view “The consent process has to be appropriate for an appropriate sized 

project” (pers. comm. Moran, 2007). It was indicated that small scale projects with 

community ownership should have this factored into the consent process, but it is 

unclear how this would occur. Mr Ashby put forward that “the RMA process is trying 

to balance local effects with the benefits of the development that is going on. The 

model from the EU…where the community has a stake in the development, whether 

it be financial or whatever…seem to be able cope better with the effects. I think the 

RMA should recognise this somehow, but it is unclear how” (Ashby, 2004). Mr 

Cameron acknowledged that for small scale developments “it comes down to having 

a transparent resource management process, knowing what has to be done and how 

much it will cost” (pers. comm. Cameron, 2007). 
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The most common suggestion for improving the development chances of community 

wind developments, other than having subsidies, was to give a ‘controlled activity’6 

status for smaller scale wind farms which would allow developers to bypass the 

prohibitively expensive resource consent process. “There is nothing in RMA guidelines 

to differentiate between large and small developments. If it were to change against 

small scale they would be less likely to occur, and consequently the idea of 

community wind farms would fair the same. I think making small scale farms a 

controlled activity under the RMA would be a reasonable decision as they have much 

less impact than the larger ones” (pers. comm. Cameron, 2007). Mr Henderson said 

“that would change the economics quite considerably if you did not have to spend 

half a million dollars every time you need a resource consent” (Macdonald, 2008). 

However, Ms Moran signalled a controlled activity could be problematic “it’s difficult 

to say that as a blanket rule SSW farms should be this, you need to be very careful 

with it. You could cause more problems from it than you are trying to fix. If the 

central govt was to issue a policy that was encouraging smaller scale wind farms, 

they could then accompany it with some guidance to local government, for previsions 

they can put in their plans” (pers. comm. Moran, 2007). 

 

Another opportunity that could assist community wind farms is the indication that the 

Government will increase the use of call-in provisions under the RMA, which will 

allow the Environment Minister to refer decisions to a board of inquiry or directly to a 

court. However, it was indicated by Mr Ashby that this ability would not do much for 

small scale community developments “the call in mechanism is about dealing with 

issues of national interest, a small wind farm is not really a national interest” (pers. 

comm. Ashby, 2007). Mr Freear agreed with this sentiment “The call-in will not do 

much for community developments. I think probably the most effective thing you can 

do is have the discussion out in the community about which ridges you want to 

develop (or not). It really comes back to those district plans that underlie the 

process, as at the moment most of them are silent on the issue because they were 

written when wind energy was not even being contemplated” (pers. comm. Freear, 

2007). The majority of interviewees agreed with Mr Freear’s point that community 

wind would benefit from the better recognition of wind energy not only in the RMA 

                                          
6 There are multiple resource consent status for activities ranging from those which 

are more accepted (permitted and controlled); to those which face rigorous 

assessment (Discretionary and Non-complying), to those which are ‘prohibited’. 
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but in district planning procedures. “If government wants a renewable future it has 

to provide a planning procedure which accommodates for it” (pers. comm. Moran, 

2007). Sheralee MacDonald of Windflow technology suggested that overuse of the 

call-in power of government could further hurt wind energy’s view in the public, as 

people may feel as they do not have the chance to be properly consulted or have 

their say (pers. comm. Macdonald, 2008). 

5.3.2.4 Electricity System 

Constraints 

Community wind developments are dependent on having electricity infrastructure in 

place which can facilitate the distributed generation of electricity in the local grid. 

However, as Mr Cameron points out “If you don’t have a power line close to the 

turbine, new transmission lines can be very expensive” (pers. comm. Cameron, 

2007). Community wind developments require a local distribution line which can 

cope with the two way flow of electricity, if appropriate infrastructure is not available 

then the cost of such developments become very financially difficult. Ms Fitzsimons 

stated “as distributed energy generation tends to cost much more per kWh 

generated, the Government has not made any subsidies available to them. Also our 

electricity system is already around 70% renewable so we don’t need to move to 

high cost renewables to back out coal as some European countries have had to” (J. 

Fitzsimons, 2008). 

 

George Hooper of the CAE believes distributed generation (such as the case of small 

scale community wind) is widely perceived to constitute a threat to the conventional 

participants in the electricity industry, he says “In reality, it presents an opportunity 

to better allocate supply and price risk in an increasingly volatile energy market. 

However, this requires integrated policy as well as integrated planning” (CAE, 2003). 

Mr Ashby agreed with this sentiment “a critical component of the risk factors likely to 

influence DG uptake is the governance and regulatory framework within which the 

electricity sector operates. Deregulation of the sector has already accelerated 

investment and development of smaller electricity generating plants embedded in 

distribution networks, but these opportunities are under-exploited and constrained 

by current industry thinking” (pers. comm. Ashby, 2007). 
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Opportunities 

Ms MacDonald suggests “The biggest opportunity of having many smaller wind farms 

is the distributed generation efficiencies and security of supply” (pers. comm. 

Macdonald, 2008). Stakeholders identified many benefits from having distributed 

community wind development, they identified that the centralised model has its 

limitations “Centralised power generation is great when there is plenty of water, 

when the Cook Strait cables are operating at full capacity and thermal generation is 

working adequately. However, when another threat to our winter power supplies 

looms it shows how vulnerable the system is. Utilising small scale renewable sources 

– wind, solar, hydro – is one easy way forward” (pers. comm. Walter, 2007). Mr 

Cameron pointed out that “SSW incorporated into local networks can avoid getting 

into problems as they do not deal with the national grid. It can be a big plus for local 

lines companies as they do not have to source as much electricity from the national 

grid, which means they can offset transmission upgrades, save on grid export 

charges, and also suffer less line losses” (pers. comm. Cameron, 2007). This 

sentiment was echoed by Mr Walter “Importantly, smaller numbers of smaller 

turbines would not introduce the pressures on the grid which will be the case with 

the current Think Big model. To this end, smaller wind farms will not only have less 

immediate visual impact on landscape values but also less cumulative impact by 

reducing the need for transmission upgrades” (pers. comm. Walter, 2007). 

 

Another area where stakeholders saw significant opportunities to assist the 

development of community wind was by strengthening the ability of small scale 

generators to have access to supply local networks. Mr Hooper suggested “Electricity 

network companies can encourage the uptake of DG but few undertake this 

positively at present. It is evident that a network company has incentives to act in a 

positive way to DG when it can lessen peak demand charges and avoid network 

reinforcements required to satisfy increasing and demand, but this requires wider co-

operation with other industry partners”(CAE, 2003). Ms Moran concluded that “If 

community initiatives are to get off the ground they are going to need greater policy 

support in many areas, and having fair access to the electricity system dominated by 

big Stakeholders would seem necessary” (pers. comm. Moran, 2007). 
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5.3.2.5 Social 

Awareness and attitudes 

Constraints 

A number of interviewees indicated that community wind development in New 

Zealand may not have the same impact as in Europe because of awareness and 

attitude differences. Mr Cameron said “awareness is one of the biggest obstacles to 

development of community energy. First people have to have the awareness of the 

issues, that electricity does not just grow on trees, you have to put something in to 

get something out (pers. comm. Cameron, 2007). This view was shared by Ms Moran 

“we’re (NZ) unique on the planet, that we have had this free run on energy and its 

been a free and easy lifestyle coupled with cheap housing. Up till late, there has 

been no real culture of communal ownership of systems, or looking at smaller 

systems. We’re at that transition which Austria, Denmark, Germany have gone 

through 10 year-15 year before” (pers. comm. Moran, 2007). 

 

There was a prevalent view that New Zealanders do not have great concern about 

electricity supply and that there are not enough people passionate about community 

wind to get it off the ground. This was pointed out by Mr Ashby “attitude of the 

people is extremely important…we don’t have the same sort of history as in co-

operatives in Denmark and Germany, which is where their industry sprang from. 

They had that kind of community attitude to build off. It also comes from the attitude 

of lenders, because even the commercial scale wind farming (in New Zealand) has 

had difficulty in convincing banks to actually lend on a project. So if you are a big 

guy and you have trouble convincing a bank, then try to imagine a small community, 

just about impossible I would think. I think a lot of the barriers that get in the way 

are to do with attitudes and general sort of life experience” (pers. comm. Ashby, 

2007). 

 

Although one of the greatest strengths of community wind is to gain better 

acceptance of the technology, there were some stakeholders who suggested that 

there are people who are opposed to wind developments of any nature, even if they 

are community small scale; “there are some people out there who don’t accept wind 

energy at all...the bigger picture is, profits aside, where are they (the wind farm 

opponents) going to get their power from? I mean if you go and put a coal station 

next to them they are not going to like that either are they? People just don’t think 
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about energy, they don’t see the connection between turning on the light at home 

and the power station the energy comes from...until of course the lights don’t work 

anymore” (pers. comm. Walter, 2007). 

 

Opportunities  

One of the greatest opportunities of community wind is to gain better public 

acceptance of wind and to help people further their understanding of the electricity 

system they depend on for daily living. There have been numerous media articles 

recently suggesting that community SSW could help to mitigate some of the major 

disagreements between developer and local people “smaller installations with more 

community identification might have taken the place of monstrosities like Otago’s 

Project Hayes and Mahinerangi wind farm, which stand to replace a stunning and 

iconic, largely trackless tussock landscape with New Zealand’s most visible industrial 

site” (Reeve, 2008). Having community ownership of wind farms means local people 

they are much more likely to be directly involved in the development and planning of 

the project, Ms MacDonald suggested that “the more that people feel involved in a 

wind farm in their area the more acceptable it is likely to be. The cumulative effects 

and uncertainty of where wind farms will be in the future is what could hurt public 

acceptability” (pers. comm. Macdonald, 2008). This view was supported by Mr Walter 

“I think community owned projects would help with the political acceptance of wind 

generation. In Europe they have seen that if you have one extra turbine you are not 

going to die because of its effect and it can really help the whole industry” (pers. 

comm. Walter, 2007). Changing the awareness and attitudes of local people, and 

subsequent behaviour patterns was stated as a crucial element to obtaining a long 

term sustainable energy system. 

 

Farmers 

Opportunities 

Several interviewees offered the opinion that farmers could have a strong role to 

play in the future development of a community small scale market in New Zealand; 

“It could be foreseeable that Dairy farmers with the very good returns they are 

experiencing at the moment combined with their possession of some good wind sites, 

are the ones who could get this thing (community wind) going” (pers. comm. Walter, 

2007). Mr Ashby pointed out that farmers are going to be some of the most at risk 
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people from the 20137 cut off date, where lines companies are no longer required to 

provide electricity on uneconomic line “small wind farms could offer a solution to 

electricity security for these communities...as the ones as risk from the 2013 rule 

change are mostly isolated groups of farmers. Those people getting together to 

effectively support the supply of energy may consider the development of new 

supply for themselves and maybe some back to the grid to help make that line 

economic”(pers. comm. Ashby, 2007) . Peter Lindstrom of Tararua Law stated that 

“many farmers are already becoming familiar with wind energy through land-lease 

agreements with larger power generators” (pers. comm. Lindstrom, 2007). 

 

Some interviewees considered that dairy producer Fonterra8 – New Zealand’s largest 

dairy milk provider could have a role to play in the development of community wind 

projects, as community wind would not only help to secure their supply lines of milk 

production but it would also improves the image of the agriculture industry/Fonterra 

which is the largest GHG sector emitter in New Zealand; Mr Walter suggested that “it 

could be an interesting way to approach it. It could be very useful to Fonterra, as 

they are faced with the burden of our largest supplier of GHG in NZ. Using wind 

energy production as a way to mitigate or offset their negative effects would not only 

help in their costs when the national emission trading scheme comes into force but it 

would also make appear better in sustainability reporting and showing corporate 

responsibility”(pers. comm. Walter, 2007) . Ms Moran proposed that there is the 

potential for Fonterra to be a facilitator of community wind systems in New Zealand 

“they have an organised section of farmers to whom they could suggest this type of 

investment. I think it’s something farmers could be wondering if they could do this 

for themselves; as with most things, costs are escalating and power is one. If they 

can make savings in that area it all helps in the bottom line” (pers. comm. Moran, 

2007). 

 

On talking with Fonterra representative Karl Rossiter, he suggested that Fonterra is 

interested in any opportunity to reduce or offset emissions but that these options 

have to be economic and low risk; “New Zealand farmers are not just going to throw 

their money at an idea, there has to be some sound evidence that a community wind 

                                          
7 Since the marking of this thesis the NZ Government has averted the 2013 problem. 
8 Fonterra is a multi-billion dollar - New Zealand based dairy produce company which 

employs approximately 15,000 people throughout the world. 
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initiative would bring strong benefits to the overall farming operation” (pers. comm. 

Rossiter, 2008). He admitted that the 2013 situation where farmers could be “left in 

the cold” was worrying and it did concern Fonterra to the long term sustainability of 

milk supply but it was “not the job of Fonterra to provide electricity infrastructure 

upgrades”(pers. comm. Rossiter, 2008). Mr Lindstrom suggested that “at the 

moment farmers are more in the position of land leaser rather than investor, as the 

area which the turbine take up are generally unproductive and wind turbine leases 

increases the productivity of the land. This type of development is becoming 

increasingly receptive to farmers. However wind farms can only be put where there 

is a good source, so it’s not exactly going to be every farmer that is reaping the 

benefits of land-lease agreements” (pers. comm. Lindstrom, 2007). 

 

Mr Lindstrom went on to say “it’s a huge punt, it’s a development which is really only 

just getting on its legs in New Zealand” (pers. comm. Lindstrom, 2007). He 

suggested that without more government assistance in the form of investment 

subsidies or setting a rate for renewable energy, the prospect of farmers getting 

involved in wind developments financially with the current economics is “slim”. 

“Combine this with other barriers such as transmission, and a general lack of farmer 

experience and it makes it even less likely” (pers. comm. Lindstrom, 2007). Mr 

Rossiter agreed with this view and said “I just don’t think your typical NZ farmer 

would go for it, they are not the biggest gamblers...farmers need solid number and 

secure returns, not just a nice idea” (pers. comm. Rossiter, 2008). 

5.3.2.6 National policy influences 

The Emission Trading Scheme and Community Wind 

The government has proposed an ETS for reducing New Zealand’s GHG emissions, 

which integrates the price of emissions into products and processes it is aimed that 

investment and consumption behaviours will change accordingly to lower emitting 

developments. Cleaner emitting technologies such as wind will therefore become 

cheaper to develop. Almost all interviewees were positive about the development of 

the ETS in terms of wind energy development; Mr Ashby suggested “I think it’s the 

right tool for addressing climate change, once there is clarity about the price…but it 

is definitely in my view the right way to value the clean generation against the dirtier. 

I don’t think there are too many worries about the development of an international 

trading market, because of Kyoto being ratified by almost all countries. I think that 
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inertia from US and China will not affect too much and the ETS will just develop” 

(pers. comm. Ashby, 2007). However, many also stated that they thought too much 

uncertainty around the ETS and questioned how much it could actually achieve. Mr 

Clark said ‘while it is heartening to see converging support for renewable energy in 

the emissions trading debate, we now need to move from debate to stable policy. 

The current uncertainty around energy and climate change policy, such as the future 

of the ETS, is a disincentive to investment in new wind generation’ (F. Clark quoted 

in N. Macdonald, 2008). In terms of advancing community wind developments many 

interviewees did not believe that the ETS would have any great impact; Ms 

Fitzsimons said “Emission trading will lead the larger power companies to build wind 

and other renewables rather than fossil plants. I don’t see this providing any great 

incentive for communities to build wind” (J. Fitzsimons, 2008). However, Mr Hooper 

suggested that with the ETS in the case of distributed generation developments such 

as community wind there are great opportunities, stating that ‘the imposition of 

emission trading is likely to benefit all DG opportunities...climate change issues 

simply make DG opportunities more valuable’ (CAE, 2003). 

 

With regard to wind energy development in New Zealand in more general terms, the 

ETS was seen as a step in the right direction by most stakeholders, “I think that any 

renewable generation will do alright out of it...again it will improve economics, as 

companies are going to get another income stream” (pers. comm. Cameron, 2007). 

However, many suggested that the ETS was only part of a number of initiatives that 

were needed to smooth the development of the wind industry in New Zealand; Ms 

Moran said “I see the emission trading scheme as a part of the broader planning for 

climate strategy. For energy, an ETS is not going to radically alter the direction of 

the wind industry. And that’s why they have got an energy strategy because there 

are other policies that have to be put in place to enable the ETS to be effective” (pers. 

comm. Moran, 2007). This sceptical view was also shared by Mr Freear “The only 

thing it does to effect wind directly is that by embedding the cost of carbon into the 

electricity price, which is effectively what it will do, you then get a step change in the 

electricity price. Which makes this activity which is only just economic at the present, 

slightly more economic. It will also make those sites which are currently uneconomic, 

feasible to develop. What it won’t do however is really power that conversion…we 

have the aim to develop 90% renewable energy by 2025 but this effort will not drive 

that” (pers. comm. Freear, 2007). 
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The New Zealand Energy Strategy and Community Wind 

In 2007, the New Zealand Energy Strategy was released by the Government to 

‘provide clear direction on the future of New Zealand’s energy system’ (MED, 2007b). 

As part of this strategy two key components in relation to the electricity sector were 

announced; firstly, a moratorium on the development of further gas and coal 

generation and secondly to gain by 2025 a 90% renewable electricity sector in New 

Zealand; both of these have big implications for wind energy in New Zealand. 

Meridian Energy’s former9 CEO Keith Turner has stated that “The big issue in the 

next five to ten years is how the New Zealand Energy Strategy is going to play 

out...this has set some lofty goals” (Janes, 2008). There was comprehensive 

acknowledgement among stakeholders that such a strategy is very much necessary, 

Mr Clark said ‘New Zealand needs stable government policy that enables the 

development of renewable electricity generation in order to reduce the risk of 

electricity shortages in future dry years’ (F. Clark quoted in N. Macdonald, 2008). 

Similarly, Mr Ashby was very supportive of the efforts made in the NZES; “It is 

important that it (the NZES) crosses so many sectors, and I think that’s important, 

rather than looking at a single part of New Zealand’s energy system, they have 

looked at all sectors and seen the relationships between those sectors. As a general 

approach it’s got a lot going for it. It sets some pretty high targets, and I think that 

in the past Government has been accused of not being ambitious enough and I think 

this has bitten the bullet and terms of being ambitious for the sort of outcomes the 

country wants” (pers. comm. Ashby, 2007). 

 

In terms of community wind, the NZES did little for the development of such systems. 

Ms Moran suggested that while the Government is supportive of small scale 

renewable systems they have not provided for it in the NZES; she said “the 

Government’s blueprint is the 2007 NZ Energy Strategy, but it fails to advance small 

scale renewables. The plan simply calls for more planning yet the need for action is 

now (pers. comm. Moran, 2007). 

 

More generally, at present there are no incentives for wind, and most stakeholders 

believed that the progress towards the 90% renewable electricity target would be 

slow. Mr Cameron suggested “I guess their view (the government) is that if they ban 

fossil fuel generation, they are going to make average kW price in the market higher 
                                          
9 Keith Turner left Meridian in July 2008 and was replaced by Tim Lusk. 
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and therefore make wind farms viable, but I would doubt that help develop a 

community wind market in NZ” (pers. comm. Cameron, 2007). Mr Freear suggested 

that 2025 target the government has indicated to achieve the 90% renewable 

electricity is a considerable challenge in present conditions “If you wanted to do it in 

10 years then you would need to throw money at it soon, as 2025 is not far away. To 

do it in a decade would require a considerable push. If they (the Government) want 

to  achieve it by 2050, then at this present pace we will be ok. At the moment 2025, 

given the pushing that’s happening is generally quite a steep challenge, it doesn’t 

need to be a steep challenge if it was given a bit more of a nudge” (pers. comm. 

Freear, 2007). 

 

In conclusion national energy policy was seen as a vital element by stakeholders to 

maximise the contribution of wind energy in the electrical system, and this was 

considered even more so essential for developing community wind. “Measures to 

ensure New Zealand continues on a sustainable and low emissions energy path, such 

as a price on carbon through the ETS and a national policy statement on renewable 

energy under the RMA, are essential to avoid a repeat of the current tight supply 

situation...Wind energy and other renewables can deliver energy security quickly and 

at a competitive cost. The increased uptake of renewable energy resources, together 

with a commitment to reducing energy consumption, will have long lasting benefits 

for the environment and electricity prices” (F. Clark quoted in N. Macdonald, 2008). 

5.3.3 New Zealand stakeholder summary on 

community wind energy 

New Zealand is at a defining stage in terms of its wind sector, with 321 MW of 

installed capacity at present representing only a small fraction of 1982MW of 

proposed wind farms in the planning, consenting and construction phases (NZWEA, 

2008). The smallest of the planned projects in the pipeline is 18 MW while the largest 

proposals stand at 540MW (Contact Energy) and 630MW (Meridian Energy). Where 

does CWE fit into this, or does it at all? From the interview responses gained in this 

research it is clear that there is a lot of positive thought for CWE, but there are some 

major hurdles to its reality in New Zealand. It is evident that many Stakeholders in 

the New Zealand wind industry and related areas are optimistic that the development 

of community ownership in smaller scale wind farms has potential for New Zealand 
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electricity development. However, as also shown there are a myriad of economic, 

social and political barriers which face its implementation. 

 

The results of the interviews conducted with industry stakeholders in New Zealand 

indicate that CWE has potential in New Zealand. Many stakeholders expressed 

support for the idea of the communities playing a greater role in the development of 

future electricity supplies, but also conveyed concern about how this would be 

implemented. There are many barriers to the widespread inception of community 

wind in New Zealand, the greatest by far of these is economics. At present in New 

Zealand, there are no support arrangements specifically available for small scale 

community initiatives in renewable energy in New Zealand. New Zealand is one of a 

few wind energy generating nations which does not have any specific support for 

wind. All projects have to trade in the conventional market and, like commercial 

companies, seek support via the developing emission trading scheme. However, 

along with economics, there are many other wide-ranging issues that have to be 

considered and overcome before the inception of community wind can occur. 

 

In New Zealand, there has been very little experience with community financing of 

specific projects and the company structures which allow the development of such 

practices such as limited liability companies are still in their infancy. To ensure that 

local investors have security when developing a community wind farm the risk has to 

be mitigated. At present the economic viability of large scale farms is seen as 

borderline, and as such the feasibility of smaller scale community wind farms is 

unrealistic. Other factors which add to this are that the market situation is not 

favourable towards the proliferation of large numbers of smaller generators. For 

community wind to be successful in New Zealand some form of upward shift in the 

economics of electricity generation. 

 

As shown in Chapter 3, the development of community wind farms has the potential 

to bring with it a wide range of social, economic, environmental and technical 

benefits in New Zealand. However, the implementation of community wind in New 

Zealand is distinctive from other countries. 

 

As has occurred in Austria, beyond the increased supply of renewable energy (which 

would assist in contributing to New Zealand’s target of 90% renewables by 2025), 

there would be numerous benefits to the local communities from community wind 
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and to the overall public acceptance of wind energy (see Chapters 3 and 4). Many of 

the views expressed in the interviews suggest that the New Zealand Government 

should be doing more to support the inception of such processes and projects. 
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6.0 Discussion 
This research indicates that community wind farms have been a successful means of 

developing wind energy in Austria. These developments have increased renewable 

electricity output, reduced local opposition to wind developments, increased 

electricity security to local distribution and national grid systems, and given local 

people the opportunity to positively invest in their own community’s future. However 

case studies have suggested that the development of community wind has not been 

a straightforward process; it has required entrepreneurial leaders to take risks, 

strong government support to make it feasible and community finance and resolve to 

make it a reality. 

 

Interviews with stakeholders from both New Zealand and Austria have indicated that 

community wind is more than just about electricity; at its heart are local people 

taking action on issues which traditionally have been beyond their control. For 

example, community wind is one element of the matrix of solutions which can help 

mitigate against climate change. However, beyond this community wind offers a 

unique structure which can directly have benefits for local economies as portions of 

ownership reside within the immediate community; this means some of the revenue 

generated by the wind farm remains in the hands of local residents. As such 

community wind has shown to encapsulate the many conditions of sustainable 

development, and can be strongly linked with the concept of ‘thinking global, acting 

local’. It can be concluded from this research that community wind development is 

not a panacea to environmental and social development problems, it is one 

application for limited use in specific sites that if used in collaboration with other 

applications can bring consequential economic and environmental change at the 

grass-root level. 

 

The New Zealand and Austrian electrical systems exist today as large grid networks 

which have been developed to accommodate the majority of inhabitants’ needs. In 

both countries, networks have had extensive government support over the last 

century in the form of large scale generation developments such as hydro, gas and 

coal. In New Zealand, government became the sole supplier and distributor of 

electricity in the country, and subsequent governments up to the 1990’s maintained 

this dominance. However, in Austria throughout the 20th Century a significant 
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proportion of electricity generation has come from government support of smaller, 

predominantly renewable, community initiatives. 

 

This investigation into CWE in Austria has shown that there has been relatively high 

success with community developments over recent decades. A good example of 

which has been solar thermal collectors. In Austria local initiatives of committed 

people in the 1980’s (contrary to state-controlled top-down efforts) managed to build 

well functioning solar thermal collectors for heating purposes. This initiative fostered 

a very successful local market and gave rise to Austria’s leading position in the 

production of solar thermal collectors. With the expertise developed through these 

projects (and a number of other technologies such as small-hydro and biomass) the 

move to use wind technology was seen as a natural progression by many. Local 

groups became active in the development of wind energy and by conducting wind 

tests and developing prototypes managed to refute the prevailing doctrine that, as a 

landlocked country, wind energy conditions in Austria were not good enough for wind 

turbines. Since the erection of the first wind turbine in 1994, Austria has developed 

to the upper level with regard to the installation of wind power capacity world-wide, 

with almost 1000MW installed, and smaller scale community financed wind initiatives 

have been significant in instigating this growth. 

 

Contrary to Austria, the wind energy situation in New Zealand (in its early stages) is 

characterised by large wind farms which are owned by large corporations. Despite 

having a world-class wind resource, New Zealand has been slow on uptake of wind 

energy compared to other OECD countries. However, on the horizon for New Zealand 

is virtual ‘wind boom’, many projects are in the planning process and almost 

exclusively these are focused on a large scale model without local community 

ownership or involvement. This development approach is creating increasing criticism 

and backlash from locals near such developments and is arguably reducing the 

overall public acceptance of wind farms in New Zealand. 

 

In light of this, and with knowledge of the opportunities that can be gained from 

community wind, this discussion explores the key findings which have led to 

significantly different methods of wind energy development Austria and New Zealand. 

Furthermore, the approach in Austria is examined and discussed if whether a transfer 

of the model of the financial involvement of local population to New Zealand would 

be feasible. The discussion concludes by exploring the paths to community 
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involvement in New Zealand and suggests the most feasible and realistic option for 

New Zealand development. 

 

6.1 Austrian Wind Energy Development vs New 

Zealand Wind Energy Development 
The case studies of New Zealand and Austria presented in chapters 4 and 5 reveal 

that both nations have had distinctive paths to development of their respective 

electricity sectors and in particular the way in which wind energy sector has emerged. 

These diverse approaches to wind development have been a result of numerous 

factors involving social, economic and political, environmental, and resource factors. 

The following section identifies the major factors which have influenced the path 

taken with regard to small scale community owned wind farms in Austria and its 

absence in New Zealand. 

6.1.1 Environmental and Resource 

From an electricity supply perspective New Zealand and Austria are reasonably 

similar in their generation sources, as both countries rely on roughly 70% of their 

production from hydro-electricity. As a result of this New Zealand and Austria are 

among the top countries in the world in terms of percentage of total renewable 

electricity (Lauber, 2005). Wind generation, although still a minor player in the 

overall picture of electricity generation in both New Zealand and Austria, makes up 

2-3 percent (321MW) and 3-4 respectively (982MW) of supply to end users. 

 

When considering the wind resources of New Zealand and Austria there are marked 

differences. New Zealand arguably possesses some of the world’s best wind locations, 

while Austria has limited pockets in the mountainous regions and some substantial 

areas of flow in the flat plains of Lower Austria and Burgenland. The average wind 

speeds in New Zealand at best sites can range from 8-10 m/s while in Austria some 

of the developed sites have on average 6-8 m/s or lower (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). 

Nevertheless, this has not stopped Austria from developing wind capacity to a level 3 

times that existing in New Zealand. The conditions in Austria have favoured 

developing small clusters of turbines in microclimate locations with good wind flow. 

Where there have been small pockets of wind available they have been exploited 
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because the opportunity for larger-scale projects has not been as feasible as other 

countries (However, in the East of Austria in Burgenland and Lower Austria, there are 

some examples large wind farms with high density of large wind turbines). 

 

When considering the wind resource as a comparison between Austria and New 

Zealand it is also important to note spatial differences along with it. The Austrian 

development of wind has occurred on a land mass which is roughly a quarter the size 

of New Zealand. In addition, Austria has a population which is double that of New 

Zealand. Austria’s smaller land mass area and higher population means that the 

opportunities for large wind farm developments are significantly less, especially in 

relation to places which are windy and not close to habitation. Conversely, New 

Zealand has many large, windy and sparsely populated areas which are better suited 

for wind farm development on the larger scale. 

 

It can be inferred from this situation that because of Austria’s limited wind resource 

and high per capita land density smaller scale community wind farms have been 

more favoured because opportunities for larger scale farms have not been as 

available as other wind nations. In New Zealand, the lack of good wind-sites has not 

been a limiting factor to the development of community wind farms. One of the 

reasons New Zealand has not developed community wind farms may be because 

there is a much lower per capita land density and many more available wind sites 

with very good flows. Therefore, the locations to build larger farms have been more 

numerous and face less land use competition. 

6.1.2 Economic and Political 

6.1.2.1 Subsidies 

Since the mid 1990’s, the Austrian Government has delivered substantial incentives 

for the development of wind energy. These have come in the form of guaranteed 

price levels for renewable electricity (FITs) and also subsidies for wind farm 

construction. These subsidies have arguably been the most crucial factor in making 

wind farms in Austria economically viable. The incentive scheme helped to spark the 

Austrian wind energy industry and had it not been for the subsidies it is almost 

certain that Austrian wind energy would not be at such a developed level. The 

availability of subsidies meant that it became a feasible and financially secure 
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opportunity that additional funding required for a smaller scale farm could come from 

the local people located near the proposed farm. 

 

In New Zealand there has been little direct incentive for renewables from the 

government since the deregulation of the market in the early 1990’s. The one 

scheme which the government did introduce, ‘Projects to Reduce Emissions’, did 

allow numerous wind projects to become economically feasible in New Zealand, 

however it only lasted for two years. The projects were awarded carbon credits and 

were able to sell these on the global carbon trading market. These credits did not 

give a guaranteed price for power produced nor did they make capital requisition for 

wind farm construction easier. Its achievement was to make those projects which 

were borderline economic, into marginally economic projects. The incentives offered, 

or lack thereof, has meant that the feasibility for local people to become financially 

involved in a community wind farm has been impractical. Without the security of a 

guaranteed price paid for electricity or assistance with start-up equity capital the risk 

has been too great for communities to be involved. 

 

One reason likely for the New Zealand Government not supporting renewables with 

greater subsidies is that New Zealand already has a large renewable sector 

compared to most developed countries. As this is this is the case and within this 

situation the larger electricity companies are able to develop viable projects that are 

at a competitive level with other non-renewable forms of generation, there is little 

incentive for the government to provide substantial amounts of capital to assist the 

renewables. Another factor which impacts the delivery of subsidies is that the 

government has spent almost two decades trying to deregulate the electricity market 

to include more competition and allow consumer demand guide market development. 

The delivery of direct subsidies would be a direct ‘skewing of the market’ and a 

reversal of the government’s ‘hand’s off’ approach to electricity management. 

However, the New Zealand Government is trying to direct the electricity market 

towards renewables with other mechanisms, such as the 10 year moratorium on the 

development of new gas and coal fired power plants, and setting a target of 90% 

renewable electricity by 2025. 
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6.1.2.2 Electricity Market 

One of the greatest political issues in the electricity market in New Zealand remains 

the lack of competition among electricity generators. With five large generating 

companies producing the majority of New Zealand’s electricity supply it becomes 

very difficult for new Stakeholders to get involved in the market, especially smaller 

scale community operations. In this situation, the dominant companies are unwilling 

to see their share of the market become diminished through a proliferation of smaller 

Stakeholders. Community wind farms would be in competition with the major 

generators by reducing the dependency of local lines companies for supply from 

national grid suppliers. As the government remains a significant stakeholder in the 

electricity market owning three of the generation companies as State-owned 

enterprises (SOEs), there is an obvious conflict between government requirements of 

profitable returns and supporting the development of new competing entities.  

 

In Austria the political situation remains more independent, with the government 

approach to the inclusion of new Stakeholders much more encouraging. Originally, 

independent producers were not welcomed by electricity utilities and grid operators, 

but the government stepped in to ensure priority access for renewable energy 

sources to the grid. Having said this, the potential for community wind farms in New 

Zealand should not be limited by gaining access to the grid. This is because 

community wind farms are designed to be fed into local grid systems, and local lines 

companies are generally in favour of this because it means they don’t have to buy as 

much electricity off the national grid which is generally much more expensive than 

electricity produced within the local grid. 

 

Another political factor limiting the development of community wind farms in the 

electrical market in New Zealand is that, unlike Austria, New Zealand does not have 

access or support of a large multilateral unification such as the EU to help assist with 

environmental and social development. Austria, as a member of the EU, is required 

to develop renewable electricity according to the Renewable Framework Directive, 

and as part of this receives EU funding to assist with this. If Austria does not comply 

with the targets of the EU they face serious penalties. Although New Zealand is party 

to a number of international climate change efforts, it does not have the same 

support or imperatives to conform to renewable energy targets as those Austria 

faces. 
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6.1.2.3 Community Finance 

Community finance has been occurring in a number of sectors in Austria for many 

years. Austrian people have been prepared to front with their own money to fund 

initiatives which otherwise would not or could not be developed through private or 

normal public funding. However, this financial involvement has only been possible 

because there has been enough money available among the population to provide for 

such initiatives. The financial involvement of the local and regional population has 

proved to be very successful in Austria to raise lacking equity capital, but in New 

Zealand it is unclear if people have the urge or enough money for such investments. 

Even if subsidies for wind energy such as those available in Austria were available in 

New Zealand, a significant proportion of the equity capital would still remain. 

 

Another factor vital to the success of community finance in Austria has been the 

company structure available to community wind groups. In Austria (and most other 

European countries), the most common way of financing wind energy projects with 

financial involvement of the population has been the limited partnership structure. 

This structure means that if the project fails in anyway no individual is unlimitedly 

liable. This is very important for the small time investor as they need the security of 

knowing they are only liable for their investment, not the entire project. In New 

Zealand a form of the limited liability partnership structure is at present making its 

way through the government legislative process, but it make take some time before 

this structure is proven secure in reality. 

6.1.2.4 Planning Systems 

A wide range of factors drive the ease or difficulty of wind farm development; 

planning systems can and do play an important role. Planning systems tend to range 

over a spectrum, with policy based systems at one end, and more regulatory based 

systems at the other. In Austria, the system principally relies on policy directives, 

whereas New Zealand’s is a mixture of both policy and regulation. In New Zealand 

there are several issues within the RMA which limit the ease of wind farm 

development in general. The RMA consent process for SSW farms lacks transparency 

for the developer; there is no guarantee if the project will get consent and of the 

likely cost of the consent, especially so when the consent is appealed. Obtaining 

resource consent can be a very expensive process for a wind turbine producer in NZ, 

and this is magnified for a potential smaller scale developer as it erodes any 
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economic profit from the venture. In Austria consent fees for wind farm development 

are fixed and strict rules for wind projects mean that the developer is strongly aware 

of what is required for a consent acceptance, this makes the process clear and 

transparent. 

 

In the New Zealand situation, wind energy is not referred to explicitly in the major 

planning document (RMA) nor in district or regional plans. The lack of policy support 

may mean that competing aspects (such as landscape), which do have policy support, 

may be given greater weight in the assessment process. The Austrian system 

recognises the inherent benefits from renewable energy at both national and regional 

municipal levels. Therefore, wind developments have strong support in the planning 

documents and greater likelihood of being approved. 

6.1.3 Technical 

6.1.3.1 Grid structure 

The typical implementation of a community wind farm in Austria is to the local public 

grid. These local grids are connected to the supra-regional grid of Austria and 

subsequently to the European network. This system allows for a very high integration 

of wind energy into the overall grid, as there is very strong resilience in the system 

when there are fluctuations in the wind power output. Austria, as with New Zealand 

has a high level of hydro generation, this also adds to the resilience of the system, 

as when the wind is blowing water can be stored behind dam walls and when it is not 

the hydro power can be utilised. 

 

The New Zealand grid structure is however much different to the Austrian. As an 

island nation, New Zealand is limited in its ability to buffer the effects of fluctuating 

wind energy output. The high voltage Cook Strait cable does offer some security 

between the islands, but in its current state of weakness (only running at half 

capacity due to failure) its ability to quickly manage spikes and troughs in the grid is 

insufficient. This situation has greater impacts for the increased development of large 

scale wind farms which connect directly to the grid than it will for small scale 

community projects (local grid connected), however, the widespread integration of 

community wind farms could have similar implications in the future.  Conversely, the 

widespread implementation of community wind farms could increase the stability of 
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the overall grid by strengthen parts of the grid which are situated at weak areas. In 

rural areas where voltage runs at low levels, community wind farms can provide 

distributed generation benefits to the grid (as stated in chapter 3). 

6.1.3.2 Two-way flow and Metering 

The Austrian electrical grid has been developed using lines which are capable of the 

two way flow of electricity (two phase or higher). In New Zealand, the grid system 

was originally designed and developed for a one-way flow of electricity, from large 

generation sources which flowed through the grid structure to the end users in the 

load centres (cities). As a result of this, much of the country’s electrical network 

utilises single phase cabling which is not very suitable for carrying high electrical 

loads. Consequently, the ability for community wind farms to be integrated in this 

system is limited in each local grid, unless upgrading of transmission occurs with 

each new wind farm connected. This upgrading is unlikely as it is a very expensive 

process and typically both lines companies and wind farm developers avoid this 

prospect. To have an effective system in New Zealand which could integrate a high 

level of smaller scale wind farms, certain areas would need this upgrading in terms of 

line capacity and also substation/transformer capabilities, this is a considerable 

limiting factor for community wind development in New Zealand. 

6.1.4 Social 

6.1.4.1 Committed Leaders 

One of the most important findings from the Austrian research was that the 

development of CWE in Austria owes greatly to the dedication and efforts of private 

individuals who were interested in developing further renewable energy sources. 

These entrepreneurial leaders (as mentioned in chapter 4) were responsible for the 

motivation of many other people. As a result an institutionalisation of the involved 

ideas and efforts took place and was important for a spreading the ideas to other 

regions. The uptake of community wind was further fostered by the development of a 

renewable energy consortium (AEE), which aimed to train and assist potential 

leaders of community wind farms. 

 

In New Zealand there is very little assistance available to people interested in 

developing small scale energy projects. This is not because of a lack of passionate 
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and interested people, as there have been many small renewable, private off-grid 

systems developed. The main ‘sticking point’ remains with economic feasibility of 

such projects. There is little point in having support groups for an idea that is not 

able to be realised. Nevertheless, the development of community wind in New 

Zealand will require the development of strong leadership within communities. These 

people have to be prepared to assure potential investors that developing such 

projects is possible and that they can be successful. Realising community wind farms 

in New Zealand will require a first community to take the risk, and a number of 

prototype communities are beginning this process (the best example of which exists 

in the Totara Valley project run by Massey University and IRL). 

6.1.4.2 Cultural Differences 

Social differences have developed between Austria and New Zealand in the way in 

which people conceptualise electricity as a resource. Austrian people have been 

acutely aware of the vulnerability of their electricity supply and future security due to 

a number external events over past decades such as oil shocks, Chernobyl, Russian 

gas cuts etc. Many people who were talked to informally during the Austrian research 

were concerned for the future energy security. They had the view that Austria 

needed to be more self sufficient in all forms of energy supply, and community wind 

was one way of ensuring this. 

 

In contrast to this, New Zealand although facing the same oil shocks of the 1970’s, 

has not had the same external energy pressures that Austria has had to endure. In 

fact New Zealand throughout much of the latter 20th century had an overabundance 

of many energy forms, which was provided extremely cheaply to end users. This 

‘free and easy’ energy supply meant that energy security concerns were not a big 

concern of most New Zealanders. As this was the case, there has been very little 

momentum driving individual community electricity initiatives in New Zealand due to 

the fact that people have been well provided for by national grid outlay.  

 

Following on from this point is that Austria and New Zealand have followed two 

different paths in relation to which participants developed their respective electricity 

sectors. In New Zealand since the early 20th Century Government had taken total 

control over the development of the electrical system, while in Austria there had 

been numerous ‘do it yourself’ small hydro and biomass schemes apart from the 

government development. From my talks with stakeholders in both countries it 
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became apparent that there has developed contrary views of how electricity is 

managed in each country. In New Zealand there is an inclination that electricity 

supply issues should be appropriately managed by the government and the market 

Stakeholders, while in Austria there is a strong belief that communities and the wider 

populous has a significant role to play in the development of local, regional and 

national energy systems. 

 

Another factor that could have implications for the development of community 

initiatives including wind in Austria is the anti-nuclear generation stance. Although 

both countries are significantly anti-nuclear, Austria situated in the centre of Europe 

has significantly more threat of nuclear impacts than New Zealand isolated in the 

south pacific. It could therefore be argued that as a result of Chernobyl (of which the 

fallout covered Austria), Austrian people are more acutely aware of the dangers of 

nuclear generation and are therefore more prepared to invest their own money into 

community initiatives which ensure that nuclear stations remain absent from the 

generation assets of Austria. In New Zealand, there is not the strong threat of such 

dangers and in general the electricity needs for the country have been met by 

government sector development in the past and the private sector of the present. 

6.1.5 Can the Framework Used in Austria Work in New 

Zealand? 

The transfer of development frameworks in the field of renewable energy sources is 

difficult and various efforts have failed (Hantsch & Nährer, 2006). However, when 

considering community wind in Europe several countries have successfully used a 

similar framework to that as Denmark, Austria is one of these. The development 

system is not exactly the same in each country, however, there are a number of 

reoccurring features which are common amongst them e.g. FITs, subsidies, grid 

access rights for small scale producers etc. Austria has been able to successfully 

emulate the Danish development because of the similar economic cost of wind 

development, the same strong political emphasis on wind energy from the EU and 

National Government, community involvement in its dissemination, and available 

investment monies from within the population. Grass-roots community development 

led to the instigation of wind energy development in Austria, however, the 

institutionalisation of the concept was only possible because the Austrian 

Government gave substantial support to the further development of such projects. 
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The Government assessed the situation comprehensively and saw that although the 

initiative needed greater support, the benefits from establishing a new industry and 

renewable electrical source were worth this positive investment. 

 

These political conditions vary greatly when comparing the European situation to that 

in New Zealand. As such, there are a range of issues that New Zealand should 

consider before trying to emulate the community development which has occurred in 

Austria. For example, Austria has access to considerable financial and political 

support from the EU in a number of development areas, including energy, where 

New Zealand is significantly more isolated and independent in such regard. The 

experience in Austria has shown that the economic conditions where community wind 

projects can perform successfully are within a confined zone. When conditions 

became very favourable for wind energy in Austria the need for community finance 

became less as banks were able to offer lower levels of finance to developers. 

However, when subsidies and tariffs were substantially reduced in 2006, the overall 

growth of wind energy sector virtually stopped. Since then, there has been no further 

wind development as of July 2008. This shows that Austrian wind development (large 

and small scale) was heavily dependent on the attainment of additional funding from 

the state to make it economic. The model of community wind farms developed in 

Austria does have many characteristics that are worthy of the New Zealand 

government considering, however, they must be aware of a failure of those efforts 

which have followed a top-down only approach. It has become apparent through the 

research conducted in Austria that government assistance has been essential to wind 

energy sector growth. 

 

The feasibility of adopting the Austrian CWE framework in New Zealand in the 

current economic and political climate is unlikely. However, New Zealand can learn 

from Austria’s development of community SSW farms. It is not foreseeable that NZ 

can exactly imitate the situation which has occurred in Austria as the environmental, 

social, political and economic conditions are much different. Historically, New 

Zealand has been predominantly a ‘technology taker’ and as with the development of 

wind, NZ is able to take ideas and concepts used in the Austria and try to emulate 

them in a way which is suitable to NZ conditions. The New Zealand Government 

should consider the way in which wind energy has developed in Austria and other 

wind energy generating nations so that they can see what has and has not worked 

around the world and implement a strategy which works best to encourage CWE in 
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New Zealand. A framework shift for CWE from Austria to New Zealand is unlikely to 

work as every country is different and needs to accommodate for specific political 

and environmental situation. However, with almost every other large wind 

generating country using some level of FIT (at some stage) to encourage wind 

energy growth, the New Zealand Government should give closer consideration to this 

development. 

6.1.6 Comparison Summary 

New Zealand and Austria have faced considerably different paths to the development 

of wind energy, which has been a result of numerous factors as stated above. In 

Austria, strong, well-structured, consistent government support and industry 

direction has been a major influence on wind energy’s successful uptake. The 

development of the Austrian wind sector has been the result of rigorous targets, 

financial support, a strategic approach to renewable energy and inclusion of citizens 

in the process. The Austrian approach to wind energy development has included 

smaller scale renewable schemes as key elements which have included active public 

involvement. Community ownership of SSW farms was for many years a preferred 

method of financing wind energy in Austria. This was possible because of a 

favourable economic situation and a political structure which has meant that the risk 

of investment failure has been much reduced. Of the major factors which have 

influenced the way in which wind energy in Austria has developed with community 

wind, the first and foremost has to be economics. The strong support from 

government in Austria created the path with which local people were able to consider 

developing projects with contributions of their own finances. 

 

In New Zealand the support of new forms of renewable energy, such as wind, has 

been very limited from the government. There has been very little attention given to 

the benefits of small scale electricity developments or to the inclusion of citizens in 

the wind development process and/or community financing of such projects. The 

development of wind energy in New Zealand is at present, continuing a legacy of 

large scale remote development which is occurring along the same lines as hydro, 

gas and coal in the past decades. The political situation surrounding electricity in 

New Zealand has meant that recent governments have been very reluctant to 

intervene in the new market structure, as introducing support mechanisms for 

certain renewables would contradict government aims of allowing the market to 
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dictate the electricity future. Without the opportunity for financial assistance from 

government in New Zealand, local people have had little or no opportunity to 

consider developing SSW farms. 

 

Apart from economics, there are also many other issues which have limited the 

development of community wind in New Zealand. Of utmost importance in Austria 

was the dedication and efforts of private individuals and small groups who had strong 

interest in renewable energy. These people were responsible for the motivation of 

many other people through the institutionalisation of the involved ideas. Their efforts 

were important for a supra-regional spreading of the community wind concept. In 

Austria, there was considerable existing knowledge of renewable technology within 

the local population and this allowed for good capacity building. In New Zealand, it is 

arguable that due to the market structure, dominated by several large electricity 

companies, this has not allowed for the nurturing of such community groups and that 

a long history of government control has meant that citizens have felt outside the 

role and capacity of electricity providers. The lack of community involvement in the 

electricity system in New Zealand has also meant that local knowledge of renewable 

systems has been largely deficient. However, there are many examples where this 

small scale knowledge is beginning to evolve to a high level. 

 

As it happens, New Zealand had its first installed wind turbine at Brooklyn in 1993 a 

year before Austria’s first wind turbine. This fact illustrates that it was not knowledge 

or technical barriers which have delivered a slow wind development in New Zealand 

in the last 15 years. The decisive element has been the economic and political 

support for wind energy since this important milestone, of which there has been little. 

The development approach which each nation took led to two considerably different 

outcomes. New Zealand’s has tried for a market led industry, but this had the effect 

of largely ignoring the possibility of SSW. The nurturing of this element in Austria has 

not only led to a very high level of installed wind capacity, but also increased local 

knowledge and acceptance of wind energy as a necessary part of modern living. 
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6.2 Establishing a Mandate for Support for 

Community SSW Farms in New Zealand 
As stated above, there are many differences between the development of wind 

energy in Austria and New Zealand. There are some major barriers to CWE inception 

in New Zealand and these have been highlighted in the comparison with Austria 

above. However, the research carried out in the two countries has indicated that 

CWE (rather than large scale corporate wind energy) should be a desirable 

development for New Zealand for a range of environmental, social, cultural and 

economic reasons (see chapter 5 and below). Therefore, what would need to occur to 

enable the development of such a form of electricity generation in New Zealand? Can 

New Zealand simply copy the framework developed in Austria or do we need to 

develop our own distinctive form of development which is suited to our specific needs? 

In addition to this, is it necessary to consider the level of integration within 

management structures concerning CWE? Should there be a focus for greater 

integrated management in the energy and electricity systems, especially in regard to 

community scale wind? These questions are explored below. 

6.2.1 Why Community Wind Farms for New Zealand? 

6.2.1.1 Reduce the Opposition from Local Communities 

Towards Wind Energy 

Community ownership and meaningful involvement in the planning process of wind 

projects has the potential to raise public awareness and increase the number of 

individuals with a stake in the success of wind energy. This, in turn, is likely to raise 

the level of public support for wind energy, and for policies that support wind energy 

in New Zealand. The large scale commercial projects developing at present in New 

Zealand are encountering significant resistance from local communities and elements 

of the community wind structure could benefit company planning. 

6.2.1.2 Increase the percentage of renewable electricity in NZ 

It is in New Zealand’s longer-term environmental interests to meet increases in 

demand through an economic mix of renewable energy sources that minimize green 

house gas emissions. The development of CWE in New Zealand would help to reduce 

the need for further dependence on fossils fuels used for electrical generation such 
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as coal and gas. In the longer term the widespread inception of CWE will greatly 

assist New Zealand towards achieving the Government’s 2025 target of 90 per cent 

of electricity being generated from renewable sources and also meeting Kyoto 

Protocol obligations. 

6.2.1.3 Distributed Generation 

The development of small scale community wind farms in New Zealand is likely to 

increase the geographic spread of wind farms. This spread of wind farms adds 

security to electricity supply in NZ and to the regions (e.g. Mainpower and the Mt 

Cass wind farm development in Canterbury). Also, establishing a community wind 

farm close to the point of electricity consumption defers or obviates the need to 

expand the capacity of transmission or distribution lines to meet increasing demand. 

Distributed generation provides local solutions to local energy needs and the benefits 

are directly transferable to local communities. Where DG community wind is 

developed and implemented in conjunction with local people, the benefits are 

maximised to both the community and the wider public. 

6.2.1.4 Economic Development Opportunities 

CWE enables local New Zealanders to invest in their own local infrastructure. Often 

energy infrastructure in New Zealand rural localities is badly in need of upgrade to 

cope with expanding populations and increased energy use. By investing in 

community wind farms communities have the opportunity to take control of their 

development sustainably and allow growth opportunities to occur within their 

community. In many part of rural New Zealand, farming communities face 

fluctuating prices for their commodities. The development of community wind farms 

offer the opportunity for an additional source of income through selling excess 

energy back to the grid. 

6.2.1.5 Extensive Resource Availability and Land Availability 

New Zealand has some of the best wind resources in the world, with many large 

areas that are exposed to strong and consistent wind. There are, however, many 

smaller areas of New Zealand which have micro climates unsuitable for the 

development of a large farm but appropriate for a few turbines in localities of strong 

flow. Much of this land is agricultural land, sparsely populated and has already been 

extensively modified from its original pre-European state. 
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6.3 The Path Ahead- What are the Options? 
A future of community wind farms in New Zealand is a distinct possibility, but how 

soon and to what level is determined by what actions are taken in the political scene 

in the next few years. Outlined below are some of the options available to decision 

makers. 

6.3.1 The Status Quo Option 

“If the price goes up, and it should do if thermal generation is limited and the ETS is 

developed positively, then economics are going to improve” (pers. comm. Cameron, 

2007). 

 

“I don’t think the large scale in New Zealand is a model that has decades of legs in it. 

There are only so many sites” (pers. comm. Freear, 2007). 

 

The default option for the New Zealand Government with regard to CWE is for it to 

continue with the same ‘do nothing’ approach as of the last several decades, allowing 

the ‘ad hoc’ process of planning to continue which may or may not progress 

community wind. This path towards CWE follows the incremental scenario and 

community wind farm developments under this are likely to have to wait till a time 

where conditions are more economically and politically favourable for its application. 

It was suggested in some of the interviews that perhaps community wind farms will 

happen in New Zealand as a matter of course, but that New Zealand has a 

development time lag behind other countries of 10-15 years. This approach would 

imply that the Government will wait until most of the ‘more economical’ large sites 

have been developed before considering assistance to smaller farms. 

 

The New Zealand Government has outlined in the NZES that wind energy has a 

significant role to play in New Zealand’s energy future, however it gives little actual 

support to the industry, let alone smaller community projects. The ETS will likely 

make wind energy projects more competitive with other non-renewable technologies 

economically, but whether this will go far enough to encourage CWE is doubtful. The 

Government is expecting that the market will provide for increased demand for 

electricity, however, it has not offered any specific tools which enable developers to 

meet significant goals (90 per cent renewable by 2025). 
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In the ‘status quo’ scenario, developments such at the ETS and improved 

transmission are likely to improve the capacity for community wind, however, its 

inception in New Zealand will ultimately depend more greatly on how major consent, 

financial structure and grid access issues will be transformed. In my opinion in the 

short term in (10 - 15 years), it is unlikely there will be any change to the market 

structure of the wind energy industry with regard to development size and 

community involvement unless government takes substantial intervention. Taking 

the status quo approach to the CWE issue will almost certainly mean that 

developments of this type will not come to fruition for many years yet. CWE 

developments will languish and the same risk for local investors will still ultimately 

remain. 

6.3.2 The Intervention Options 

The research and interviews performed in this research pointed to several policy 

options raised that would make the inception of community wind farms easier. 

Streamlining 

6.3.2.1 Introducing Feed-In Tariff’s and Subsidies 

Austria has offered attractive FITs for wind power since the mid-1990’s, these tariffs 

were set at 90% of the average nationwide retail rate. FITs have created a stable, 

profitable, and essentially unlimited market for wind power, and one that can be 

accessed with very low transactions costs. Wind markets in Austria and many other 

European nations have been heavily dependent on FITs, and their growth has been 

highly correlated to FIT availability. FITs have so far proved to be the most efficient, 

the most successful, and the most widely utilised support mechanism to promote 

wind energy. 

 

There is little doubt from the interviews and research that a FIT combined with a 

subsidy to assist with start up costs would improve the development prospects of 

community scale wind farm in New Zealand immeasurably. However, the major issue 

which prevents policy makers in New Zealand from supporting such a mechanism is 

that wind energy, at the large scale, is already economical in many situations. 

Therefore, there is little incentive for the Government to provide significant amounts 

of capital to a concept which is considerably more expensive at the present time. The 
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Government does not consider the indirect benefits of CWE cost effective at the 

present time, this was confirmed earlier by the comment by NZWEA CEO Fraser 

Clark ‘If you have a price guarantee someone will find a way to make it work. But in 

my discussions with government it’s clear nobody is interested in offering a subsidy’ 

(Macdonald, 2008). 

6.3.2.2 Developing Community Finance Structure 

Company structures in New Zealand are not inclined towards community energy 

investment. In Austria, the limited liability company structure allows for community 

members to invest in projects without the hassle of rigid company requirements and 

without the concern that if the project fails they will be sought for the creditor costs. 

If CWE is to take place in New Zealand a form of limited liability company must be 

formed allowing communities access to a safe form of investment, the structure 

gives certainty and security for the small time investor. At the present time a form of 

limited liability company structure is making its way through the New Zealand 

legislative process and if it succeeds to become law an important barrier will be 

removed for local people to be able to safely invest in a community energy 

development. 

6.3.2.3 Amending the Resource Management Act 

Streamlining of RMA 

Amendments to the RMA were discussed by several interviewees; these may result in 

the fast tracking (or streamlining) of the consent process for power generation 

projects. These amendments could make renewable energy developments easier to 

get consent, thus reducing time and money spent for the developer. In the case of 

CWE, streamlining would be likely to save community developers some investment 

capital and make community projects slightly more economic. However, because 

small scale farms have generally in the past had easier consent hearings (as they 

have not been appealed as often as larger farms) it is unlikely to make a huge 

difference to the overall feasibility of community wind farms. 

 

Another factor to consider is that little has been mentioned about the potential costs 

of fast tracking projects, which is likely to increase energy supply priority over 

environmental outcomes and community values. Public participation and 

environmental security in resource management are vital and necessary components 
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of environmental protection, and should be retained in all environmental legislation, 

policies and regulations. Streamlining of the RMA would be of greater benefit to 

larger wind farm developments than smaller, therefore, I would not recommend 

overhaul of RMA to allow priority of wind developments over community views and 

environmental systems. This action would only lead to continued dominance of large 

scale development and greater alienation of community values. 

 

Controlled activity status 

“Consenting costs make up the greater proportion of the overall cost of a smaller 

wind farm than a larger one” (pers. comm. Cameron, 2007).  

 

“The consent process has to be appropriate for an appropriate sized project, knowing 

what has to be done and how much it will cost is imperative for the small scale 

developer” (pers. comm. Moran, 2007). 

 

There is one specific avenue of alteration in the RMA which would be of considerable 

benefit to community wind farms. The move to make small wind farms a controlled 

activity in the RMA under defined circumstances would remove significant consent 

processes and costs for community developers. This would involve regulating a 

certain number and/or height of turbines which are permissible subject to standards. 

For example, in Denmark there has been no consent required on wind farms 

containing three or less turbines under a certain height. In New Zealand, the three or 

less scenario could work well for community developers, but due to the New Zealand 

Government’s lack of small scale and wind energy financial support this could be 

increased to a maximum of ten to allow better economies of scale for the community 

developers. Having a controlled activity placed on smaller scale wind farms will 

ultimately decrease the start up costs for a community wind farm and increase the 

feasibility of development. 

 

It is evident that SSW energy have fewer and less significant environmental effects 

than larger scale wind energy. Therefore the controlled activity status could help 

facilitate development by recognising and allowing for this. 

 

Recognise community input and community benefits in the RMA 

The benefits of community involvement and ownership in energy projects including 

wind has been discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. Some of the main benefits of 
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community developed projects such as effective local management, strong bonds 

with local community, deep understanding of local issues; the ability to promote and 

manage local energy diversification strategies, the ability to recognise opportunities 

specific to the region, and a sense of community ownership and pride regarding clean 

and secure energy use, are not considered in the assessment process in the RMA. 

 

The 2004 amendment to the RMA required those exercising functions and powers 

under the Act to have particular regard to the benefits to be derived from the use 

and development of renewable energy. Just as with renewable energy, a clear signal 

that would help to encourage the development of CWE in New Zealand would be to 

encourage decision makers under the RMA to consider specific community 

involvement benefits in energy projects such as community wind farms. Positive 

discrimination in the RMA, in favour of community owned wind farms, may increase 

the acceptance of any adverse effects those wind farms have. However, the RMA’s 

effects-based philosophy may not support this approach. 

 

Increased use of ‘call-in’ mechanism 

Another avenue of RMA amendment which was raised in the interviews was the 

possibility for greater utilisation of the Government “call in” mechanism under the 

RMA. Under this mechanism projects which are deemed to be of national significance 

are able to be fast tracked by the Minister of the Environment directly to a board of 

inquiry. The ‘call in’ mechanism would do very little for the feasibility of community 

wind farm due to their smaller nature; the greater use of the call in mechanism 

would ultimately favour large scale developers and further limit community wind 

opportunities. 

6.3.2.4 Emissions Trading Scheme 

The Emissions Trading Scheme which is going through the parliamentary legislative 

processes at present is another mechanism which could assist the development of 

community wind farms. The ETS will mean that cleaner producing electricity projects 

will become more competitive with the ‘dirtier’ technologies (coal and gas). However, 

the ETS is unlikely to drive a huge increase in wind generation at any level. The ETS 

will make slightly uneconomic wind projects feasible, but in the end will not provide 

the push necessary to encourage community wind developments in New Zealand. 

However, because there is so much uncertainly around the price which carbon will be 

traded at, the ETS may prove to be more favourable towards wind energy in time. In 
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terms of development scale, the ETS will not change the status quo with regard to 

larger wind farms being more economically viable than the smaller. 

6.3.2.5 Corporate-Community Partnerships 

The most immediate and realistic option for a form of community ownership and 

involvement in wind energy in New Zealand would appear to be through public-

private partnerships. These partnerships would consist of a wind farm developer 

forming a co-operative type agreement with community members who have the 

opportunity to jointly plan and invest in a local wind farm. This type of arrangement 

would offer the necessary risk mitigation required for community members to 

consider investment in a wind farm a safe and feasible option. The benefit of having 

a developer-led community wind farm is that the expertise needed to plan, site and 

consent the wind farm would already be available within the partnership. As a 

country with a small population and limited wind energy expertise this would benefit 

the New Zealand situation as there would not be the need for great capacity building 

in every community wind development conceived. Although developer-led wind 

farms are not the ‘ideal’ community grassroots development, they offer the most 

realistic opportunity at the present time. 

 

In Austria, the era of the ‘true’ independent community-led wind farm has all but 

come to end with the reduction of government support. The option which most CWE 

advocates are now supporting are investment fund wind energy developers who are 

making partnerships with small urban and rural communities to develop wind farms. 

WEB and Windkraft Simonsfeld (Chapter 4) are two examples of such companies that 

are owned by local Austria stakeholders and also make partnerships with 

communities located near the wind farm; they are now among the largest wind 

energy companies in Austria. Although the possibility is much more difficult at 

present, there is strong feeling displayed among Austrian wind energy developers 

and local people that community input and ownership should remain a feature of the 

industry in the future, not just a playground for big business. 

 

From the interviews with New Zealand wind energy stakeholders it became clear that 

many people believed that there was strong opportunity for the initiation of 

developer-led community wind farms. The most logical group which could be 

targeted for corporate-community partnership were Farmers. Farmers were the 

initiators of community wind farms in Denmark, Germany and Austria. Therefore, it 
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is also foreseeable that farmers in New Zealand could play a strong role in the 

development of community wind farms here, as they possess many of the best rural 

wind sites and as a result of recent favourable dairying returns are more likely to be 

able to raise investment capital. New Zealand farmers also have experience with 

working in cooperative type arrangement such as Fonterra, Federated Farmers and 

PPB, so the leap into a wind cooperative is not a completely unknown structure.  

 

The New Zealand government has said in the past that they want to encourage 

public-private partnerships wherever possible in the New Zealand economy, and the 

community wind farm opportunity presents a good a chance as any. New Zealand 

farmers could take the lead with developer-led community wind farms as not only 

are they long term investments but they also provide electricity security which is 

becoming more essential on increasingly electricity hungry dairying farms. Security 

of electricity supply is under threat for many rural farming communities as by 2013 

local lines companies do not have to provide for uneconomic lines. Without secure 

electricity supply farmers livelihoods are at stake and this should not only be of 

concern to farmers but to the farming cooperatives such as Fonterra. It is practical 

therefore that Fonterra, and others, should also have a strong interest in 

encouraging and supporting farmers to consider developing more local supplies of 

energy. To some extent this was conveyed by Fonterra Technical Manager Karl 

Rossiter “We are very open minded about creative solutions for our farming 

community and we want to support efficient, cleaner and renewable energy use, but 

until we see the economics of ventures such as SSW farms making returns as a 

business we cannot rightly invest in schemes that are unprofitable for our 

shareholders” (pers. comm. Rossiter, 2008). Farmers developing wind farms by 

themselves are unlikely to be profitable, however, with the planning and financial 

cooperation of an established wind farm developer, developer-led wind farms could 

become profitable venture for farmers in terms other than land-lease settlements. 

 

A number of interviewees talked to during this research indicated that developer-led 

community wind farms are an idea that deserve further investigation. One concept 

which has been suggested and which could be facilitated in the present regulatory 

and economic situation is for developers to offer stock options in the output of wind 

farms to local people. This process still allows a financial connection of the local 

people to the wind farm without the arduous process of forming a company structure. 
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The inception of this financing process may be the most realistic for developers at 

the present time in light of legal and regulatory barriers. 

6.3.3 Summary of Options for New Zealand 

The likelihood of the New Zealand government introducing a form of support for 

community wind farms in the next 5-10 years is reasonably unlikely. Even if 

developed, it can take many years for any of the above proposed changes to become 

operative if they are subject to appeal. In the meantime, although proposed changes 

do influence planning decisions, their unresolved legal status provides little certainty 

to community wind developers. Therefore, looking at the situation at the present 

time, the option which ultimately provides the best solution in terms of greater 

community ownership and involvement is to establish corporate/developer led-

community partnerships in SSW farms. These projects may already be currently 

feasible, however, as with the start of Austrian community wind projects, it may 

require entrepreneurial company leaders to take on board an element of risk for an 

initial wind farm prototype. 

6.3.4 Making Community Wind Farms in New Zealand 

a Reality 

6.3.4.1 What Needs to Happen and Who Needs to be Involved?  

‘In the discourse of sustainability, the local community has often occupied a 

privileged position. Local, collective activity has been cast as the site at which action 

can be the most effective, most appropriate and most lasting in generating change 

through the empowerment of ordinary people and communities to act collectively for 

a better future. Whilst effective ‘grassroots’ action for sustainability can be entirely 

independent of state structures and influence, it is also recognised that a political, 

governance and policy framework that is supportive of localised, collective 

‘community’ action can be important in stimulating, enabling and supporting such 

activity to happen, spread and prosper’ (Walker, Devine Wright, & Evans, 2008). 

 

An ideal world would see all three levels of government integrated and working 

together on environmental and energy issues. At present in New Zealand, central 

government is dominating policy development of wind energy. Although central ‘top-
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down’ direction is needed on the issue, an integrated mix of strategies that also 

involves district and regional government should produce better policy outcomes, 

especially in the case of CWE developments. In this sense, there needs to be 

developed a two way focus on policy that which permits from a ‘top-down’ level and 

which also facilitates and encourages from a ‘bottom-up’ level. Experience from 

Austria has shown that ‘bottom-up’ efforts of local people and groups played an 

incredibly important part to the development of the CWE sector. Developing policy to 

assist ‘bottom-up’ development can be difficult as the onus is ultimately placed on 

local people to engage in the proposed activity. Hantsch and Nährer’s (2006) study 

of the Austrian wind industry concluded that planners must be aware of a failure of 

those efforts which follow a solely ‘top-down’ approach. They suggest that ‘only 

genuine initiatives stemming from the population could become successful; and that 

it is important to find or create structures that support or encourage these people’ (p. 

3). 

 

According to Figure 4 and Figure 5 (p 19), it is clear that the thinking around 

electricity supply has changed markedly over recent decades and it has become a 

more complicated system. There is latent demand for the electricity sector to 

recognise this change and for it to develop electricity according to a new integrated 

manner of management. CWE is one opportunity of many for New Zealand’s 

electricity future; this research has shown it to be desirable on a number of levels. 

Therefore, CWE is something New Zealand should aim for, but at present its 

development is not happening fast enough. From the interviews conducted in this 

study there has been indication that in the long term CWE in New Zealand is likely to 

occur at some level but it may take a long time for it to happen (~10-15 years). 

Interviewees suggest that the introduction of FITs and other support mechanisms 

would speed up this process but as shown in Austria this may only led to a ‘quick fix’ 

situation and not long term growth of a CWE sector. For long term growth of a CWE 

sector integrated planning should occur before any form of support mechanism is 

introduced. Integrated management, involving different levels of government, would 

assist to ensure that CWE is sustainably provided for at policy level and at local 

levels. 

 

In Chapter 2 the most important elements of the IEM approach were drawn out. It 

was stated that there are many target benefits and barriers of utilising an IEM 

approach (p. 17). There are many ways to interpret the development potential of 
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CWE in New Zealand, the utilisation of an IEM approach offers a structured and 

comprehensive way of determining the best outcome for its delivery.  It is clear that 

New Zealand will require a mix of vertical and horizontal integration for CWE to 

become successful in the longer term electricity industry. 

 

Austria has developed a significant wind industry within a relatively short period of 

just over a decade. Arguably, it can be stated that integrated planning was not taken 

into account when promotion of wind energy started but developed later when FITs 

and wind energy momentum was stronger. Case studies presented in this research 

demonstrate that to move beyond a purely advocacy and education role, government 

laws and policies had to be conducive to integration. In Austria, local stakeholders 

were the driving force behind planning efforts, but widespread implementation was 

not achieved until policies and legislation prescribed it. By recognising this process of 

events in Austria, New Zealand can proactively provide for the development of CWE 

before local initiatives are established. 

 

Therefore, the pertinent questions remains, how can integrated CWE development be 

encouraged in New Zealand and how can local action be initiated? Using the IEM 

criteria of comprehensiveness, being goal focussed, interconnective, strategic and 

coordination; examples are given below on how these can incorporated in CWE 

planning. 

 

Towards being comprehensive in developing CWE 

There are many electrical generation options on the horizon for future electricity 

supply in New Zealand, CWE is only one of these. As such stakeholders need to 

consider the role of CWE within not only the wind energy sector, but also the wider 

electricity system; its benefits, limitations, potential uptake and long-term 

sustainability. Using IEM comprehensiveness in developing CWE is basically about 

scoping the issue, identifying at an early stage all the initiatives possible impacts all 

the alternatives that could be addressed. 

 

There are many ways that CWE can be implemented in New Zealand, with FITs, with 

corporate-community partnerships, with subsidies etc; there are also many ways in 

which CWE can be deployed e.g. off-grid, local network or national grid setting. All of 

these issues have to be considered by the various levels of government in how they 

support CWE development. Action to allow for comprehensive decision making to 
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occur requires a broad range of stakeholder interests which can identify potential 

benefits and limitations. This means at a minimum regional, district, and central 

government participation as well as community interests and the private sector. This 

was identified as a key target benefit of the IEM approach earlier in Chapter 2. 

 

Towards being goal focussed in developing CWE 

CWE development in New Zealand needs direction. The NZES has set the stage for 

renewable energy development in New Zealand, but what is missing is the details of 

how the industry goes about achieving it. With such great emphasis on wind energy 

production in the NZES there should be more specific common goals indicated from 

government for what their specific vision for wind energy actually is. Stakeholders in 

the wind energy industry should be consulted to develop goals which not only give 

consideration to removing the barriers to wind energy development but also 

identifying what type of development is wanted by the New Zealand public i.e. large 

scale, small-scale, ownership structures etc, and where it this development is 

acceptable to occur and to what level. 

 

The goals developed for CWE need to reflect New Zealand’s energy needs but also 

our vision for our future energy supply, these goals need to unify objectives and 

provide a common mission. Therefore, central, regional and district government need 

to decide if SSW generation is a form of development they want to envisage and 

support in the longer term, and then with other stakeholders create goals for 

progress. The overall target of setting these goals should be to actively recognise 

and enable wind energy development at all levels of ownership and all project scales. 

 

Acting strategically in developing CWE 

As presented in this research, there are a myriad of issues surrounding the inception 

of CWE in New Zealand. To be successful in the development of CWE stakeholders 

have to not only identify the broader implications of the initiative but focus on those 

issues that are the crucial and significant to its inception. This will require 

stakeholders to clarify the trade-offs associated with the development of the 

initiative to ensure that decision makers have considered other feasible approaches. 

As the IEM approach alluded to in Chapter 2, it is impossible to research and foresee 

all of the potential barriers and impacts of CWE, but focussing on the salient aspects 

enables stakeholders to explore the probable outcome. 
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A strategic IEM approach to CWE would mean that planning is adaptive and 

anticipatory, which is more attuned to the realities of the New Zealand political 

decision arena. If the most realistic option for inception does not lie in the 

introduction of FITs, then greater focus should be given to assisting the development 

of community-corporate partnerships or community stock companies. A strategy of 

progressive steps is required to initiate CWE in New Zealand as it is clear that it will 

not develop ‘overnight’. This will help to avoid the risks involved in developing a 

hasty all encompassing RMA change. 

 

There has been little strategic direction with regard to wind energy development in 

New Zealand. One of the key findings from the PCE report Wind Power, People, and 

Place (2006) was that “a strategic framework is needed to address location, scale, 

distribution, and ownership of wind farm, and to give robust consideration to 

alternatives through specific policy, plans and guidance” (PCE, 2006b, p. 8). The PCE 

concluded that there is a great “need for central and local government policy on the 

location and distribution of wind farms” (PCE, 2006b, p. 6). 

 

A strategic approach to CWE in New Zealand will require greater leadership from 

central government and regional councils. Central government needs to intervene 

and assist where local authorities are not effectively meeting their obligations under 

the RMA. Regional councils need to be given the tools which enable them to 

strategically integrate the development of CWE with land use through focused 

objectives, policies and consultation methods. Central and regional government need 

to work together to ensure that national imperatives do not automatically override 

local aspirations. In taking a strategic approach it is anticipated that increased 

certainty will proactively enable communities to make the leap from plans to CWE 

reality. This type of IEM planning requires more time, resources, and can bring 

greater complexity to the process; however successful long term solutions are likely 

to justify greater investment. 

 

Towards being interconnective in developing CWE 

The interconnective dimension of IEM aims to specifically address interrelationships 

and linkages in environmental management issues. This arises from the connections 

between the biophysical, human, and economic systems, which can rarely be dealt 

with successfully in isolation. As this research has already shown in Chapter 3, there 

are distinct links between the initiation of CWE and local development opportunities, 
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energy security, environmental objectives and others. Being interconnective in 

developing CWE requires that these interconnections are identified and given 

appropriate focus by stakeholders. This should include developing an effective 

management plan based on extensive and ongoing research and knowledge building 

by stakeholders on CWE. 

 

Being coordinative in developing CWE 

The goal of coordination is to overcome conflicts, reach consensus objectives and 

implement action. This is how IEM is put into action. As presented in this research 

there are multiple and significant financial and regulatory hurdles facing wind energy 

in New Zealand which require significant coordination at a number of levels to be 

overcome. Pursuing CWE development will require government leadership to ensure 

that regulatory constraints are mitigated, contractual issues are streamlined, and 

financial barriers are reduced as much as possible. 

 

At present communication and guidance from central government on wind energy is 

inadequate. Conflicts that are emerging over wind energy development are often a 

result of poor exchange of information and/or communication between central and 

lower levels of government. For CWE to move from an ideological scheme to a 

tangible contribution to New Zealand’s electricity system, central government needs 

to coordinate with multiple interests. This will require regular interactions amongst 

the diverse stakeholders interests and government agencies through a multi-party 

approach. As Chapter 2 has suggested with the IEM approach, creating strong 

networks will help to better identify New Zealand barriers to CWE and how to go 

about overcoming them. The effort and resources to encourage CWE will have to be 

substantial, but the potential gains are also considerable. The efforts to develop 

community wind energy will flow on to other areas of renewable energy (solar PV, 

solar thermal, small hydro etc). 

 

A crucial aspect of IEM coordination in ensuring successful development of CWE is 

the transfer of information between stakeholders. As stated in Chapter 2 a clear 

process of information exchange and joint decision making is important as a leverage 

mechanism, as much of the information on CWE is dispersed. Therefore, there should 

be substantial interdependence among government agencies and the various 

stakeholders for the sharing of information. Coordination of CWE should also include 

joint review, discussion and analysis. This process should be operated in parallel to a 
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public information and participation process. This interaction on CWE should help 

identify topics of consensus and potential conflict. This coordination process would 

most likely be run by central government with a primary role for the Ministry of 

Economic Development and Ministry of the Environment. However, by no means 

should it mean that they alone dominate the process over other stakeholders. 

 

Local government, with their regulatory and planning responsibilities, should also 

have an important part to play in delivering a development framework for CWE. The 

central government should be engaging with local government to work on 

implementing this framework, especially focussing on areas where local government 

is failing to meet CWE needs. Local government represents the level of governance 

which can have most direct and long-lasting relationships with communities in the 

planning and development stages of CWE. Their role should be to guide and assist 

the development of CWE at the ground level offering practical assistance. Successful 

development of CWE will require stakeholders to demonstrate commitment and 

collaboratively implement development strategies. Conflicts should be dealt with by 

appropriate mitigation, where partnership among stakeholders will encourage 

transparent and participatory processes. 

 

Summary of ‘what needs to happen’ 

Integrated planning (let alone IEM planning) in the New Zealand energy sector, has 

been absent for the past 20 years since the deregulation of the market. There has 

been a lack of community involvement and cooperation amongst electricity 

providers. For CWE to develop serious change to the sector has to occur. Although 

the prior section does suggest IEM is a highly beneficial method of approaching the 

development of CWE, without suggesting how it is implemented it is little more than 

professional jargon and political rhetoric. ‘…there is no single ‘right’ way to address 

wind energy planning issues. Each county’s approach is a reflection of its political 

climate and individual planning systems as must be New Zealand’s’ (Ashby, 2004, p. 

5). 

 

CWE is a desirable development for New Zealand, however its development is not 

happening at a fast enough rate, IEM is not essential to make it happen but being 

more strategic, comprehensive and co-ordinated can assist in its execution and long 

term sustainability. Ultimately the future of CWE is dependent on New Zealand’s 

people, if that is what they want, if they don’t then other options should be explored. 
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It has become clear that CWE needs community leaders and entrepreneurs to 

encourage the idea within the community. 

 

What is needed in New Zealand is a focus on what electricity supply is wanted in the 

future. The NZES has covered this to some extent and the Government is committed 

to a renewable future. However, there is little indication about how companies and 

communities go about this. Taking a more integrated approach to electricity planning 

would appear beneficial for long-term use rather than a status quo approach. In all, 

some of this can be achieved through long range integration, some of it can be 

through short term incentivising, and in the end the best process for New Zealand is 

likely to be a mixture of both approaches to encourage progress to occur.10 

 

6.4 Discussion Summary 
Community ownership of SSW farms in Austria has been a positive way to ensure 

local acceptance of wind projects and, just as importantly, provide new sources of 

renewable energy and development opportunities for local people. CWE has played a 

pivotal role in the development of the Austrian wind industry; the financial 

involvement of the local population was crucial in the early stages of the wind 

industry development to raise the required equity for projects. Although, the 

development of ‘traditional grassroots’ community wind projects has reduced in 

recent years, the involvement of the local population still remains important in the 

new forms of ‘quasi’ CWE structures following developer-led opportunities 

(corporate-community partnerships). 

 

New Zealand is still in the early days of its wind industry and the status quo 

framework at present is for large corporately owned wind farms with little or no 

community involvement. The development of community wind farms, such as those 

in Austria, offers some big opportunities for the local and the wider community in 

New Zealand. However, due to numerous political, economic and social differences it 

is unlikely that New Zealand can take a framework shift of the Austrian model under 

                                          
10 The easing of planning terms possible under new National-led Government and 

relaxing of the RMA post 2009 would likely have some impact on the planning 

feasibility of both major and minor energy projects. 
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present conditions. The financial involvement of the local people in Austria has 

proved successful, but the Austrian’s have had great support from Government and 

enough available money for such investments from within the population, whether 

the same is true for New Zealand remains to be seen. With uncertainty around the 

economic model, it is foreseeable that New Zealand could modify certain aspects of 

the Austrian model for its own use. 

 

This discussion has described many possible intervention options available to assist 

the CWE situation in New Zealand. It is clear that along with increased local action 

and leadership, a number of other measures will need to be carried out by national 

government, regional government and specific industry stakeholders to assist the 

progression of CWE. The development of community wind farms would benefit from 

these parties taking an integrated environmental management approach to the 

matter, as it is obvious that adequate funding and supporting policy mechanisms at a 

number of governance levels along with cooperation within the private sector cannot 

be understated. IEM appears to be a contextually appropriate approach to make an 

informed judgement with regard to the inception of CWE in New Zealand. 

 

The initial driving force for CWE in Austria has been individual groups involved in 

‘bottom up – grass root’ initiatives. Individual groups can play their part, but that 

does not mean that initiatives cannot also be commercially orientated, or that they 

will all stay small scale. The best opportunity for CWE development under present 

conditions in New Zealand is to look towards corporate-community partnerships. 

Partnerships between farming communities and energy utilities would provide a more 

feasible and lower risk option for the New Zealand inception of CWE. 
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7.0 Conclusion 
It will be difficult to realise the benefits of CWE ownership in New Zealand in the 

short term without government assistance and direction. The case study data in this 

research suggests that the most feasible option for its development at present comes 

from corporate-community partnerships. Farmers (supported by their conglomerates 

– Fonterra etc) in cooperation with wind developer companies offer the least risk and 

most realistic option for community wind developments. Although these 

developments may not be truly community energy initiatives, it is the best available 

option at the present time for better ‘community involvement’. At some stage, 

community stock companies such as those developed in Austria are a likely 

progression from the farmer-company led projects. Stakeholder interviews carried 

out in this research indicate that the case for community wind energy inception in 

New Zealand is strong; there is massive wind energy potential and there are many 

rural areas where agricultural activities are not delivering economic security or where 

electricity supply is under threat. Combine with this the benefits of a ‘clean and 

green’ form of electricity generation and reduced local opposition to smaller scale 

developments, and CWE is capable of delivering on multiple levels. 

 

From the case study data gathered and the stakeholder interviews it can be 

concluded that CWE needs to be encouraged in New Zealand. There are significant 

financial and regulatory hurdles to its inception but these can be removed or reduced 

with improved support and direction from government. The government has 

indicated that it sees wind energy playing a significant role in New Zealand’s energy 

future, but it has yet to establish the mechanisms to encourage this development. 

The case study of Austrian CWE presented in this research has shown that 

governmental support is extremely important in allowing such development to occur. 

Although this research suggests that a direct transfer of the Austrian model is 

unrealistic to occur in New Zealand, there are many aspects of the Austrian system 

which are of worthy consideration of New Zealand policy makers. 

 

This research indicates that CWE can help to improve the connection between local 

people and wind technology; community ownership in wind energy links people to 

where their energy comes from. Improving the connection and allowing greater 

involvement of communities in every phase of wind farm planning has been shown to 
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improve acceptance of local people to wind energy in their own backyard. It can also 

be inferred from this research that encouraging CWE can assist New Zealand to 

make best use of its excellent wind resource and help to develop a long term growth 

industry which is in better harmony with local people’s expectations and values. 

 

The aim of this thesis was to determine the major difference in wind energy 

development in Austria and New Zealand, and as presented there are some 

significant differences relating to financing, planning rules and government support 

which make the development process distinct from one country to another. Along 

with this the feasibility of CWE at the small scale was assessed for its feasibility in 

the New Zealand situation. Overall, the prospects for CWE are positive, but there are 

some fundamental issues, regulatory and fiscal, which must be overcome before the 

development of CWE becomes established. It has become apparent through this 

research that planning for energy becomes much more complicated ‘beneath the 

surface’ and that it takes a very long time for change to occur in the New Zealand 

energy industry. Where the process of developing community wind energy would 

appear on the outside like a simple process, there are multiple regulatory 

interconnections and industry barriers which make that task that much more 

daunting. The developing impacts of climate change urge decision makers to proceed 

on renewable energy issues with much greater urgency, but it remains to be seen 

whether this will result in strong change from the status quo ‘business as usual’ 

approach as seen for many year in New Zealand. 

 

Ultimately, it must be recognised that CWE is but one form of generation technology 

and by no way a silver bullet for New Zealand’s electricity problems. However, it is a 

proven form of renewable generation and it must be remembered feasibility and 

reality are very different notions. Large scale wind farms do have a place in New 

Zealand’s energy future, but it should be recognised that following the solely ‘think 

big’ model will not integrate the most advantageous development of wind energy for 

New Zealand. The future of New Zealand electricity generation will not rely on one 

form of generation, as New Zealand has plentiful resources - renewable and non-

renewable. However, generation should not compromise New Zealand’s commitment 

to the mitigation of climate change, progress towards sustainable development and 

preservation of areas of unique heritage sites. 
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As a final note it should be mentioned that this thesis was written during a period of 

rapidly increasing economic uncertainty not seen since the 1930’s. The question of 

how CWE may fare in a contracting domestic and global environment is a pertinent 

one, as it will undoubtedly have impacts on its future feasibility in New Zealand and 

Austria. The impending recession will have effect on all forms of energy development 

and it is likely to be a substantial test for CWE; and the Global/New Zealand wind 

industry’s continued growth.  
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7.1 Recommendations 
A number of recommendations are drawn from the findings of this study below. The 

following order is suggested as a timeline of actions for Government. Overall, it is 

believed that the Ministry for Economic Development should take ownership of 

community wind energy development and provide oversight for the rest of the 

government and non-government agencies. 

1. Coordinate a multi-party working group including public (MOE, MED, 

Regional and District councils) and private entities (Fonterra, Federated 

Farmers, electricity generators, wind turbine developers) to develop 

strategies for corporate/community wind implementation. This should be 

initiated in 2009 (EECA) 

2. Develop limited liability company law so that a fair set up exists for 

community investors. This should be completed in 2009 (Ministry of 

Economic Development) 

3. Conduct an independent review for the Environment/Electricity 

Commission into the feasibility of a purchase obligation (FIT) for energy 

retailers which encourages renewable growth in New Zealand. This should 

be initiated in 2009 and completed by early 2010 (Ministry for the 

Environment, PCE) 

4. Make SSW farms a controlled activity under the RMA. This should be 

investigated during 2009-2010 (Ministry for the Environment) 

5. Give direction to regional and district councils on the implementation of 

SSW energy. This should commence immediately and is an ongoing 

measure (Ministry for the Environment, EECA) 

6. Support local energy initiatives by creating a fund to assist such groups 

for feasibility studies and information packs. This should be developed 

within 2009-2011 term of the National Government. Consultation with the 

Sustainable Energy Association of New Zealand (SEANZ) would be 

beneficial in determining how funding is utilised (EECA/Electricity 

Commission, SEANZ) 

7. Fund and develop a prototype community wind farm. Investigation for this 

initiative should begin during 2009 with a completed project by 2011 

(EECA/Electricity Commission/SEANZ) 
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8. Produce National Policy Statement on Renewable Energy as a tool of the 

RMA to enhance prospects of wind energy developments. Assistance to 

small scale energy within this policy statement would be of great 

advantage to community ownership. This should be developed within 

2009-2011 term of the National Government (Ministry for the 

Environment) 

9. Require SOE electricity generators to produce a certain amount of their 

generation from community partnership ventures. This should be 

investigated over 2009-2010 and a decision made by 2011 (Ministry of 

Economic Development) 

7.2 Further Research 
The area of CWE and/or SSW farms in New Zealand has been researched by a 

number of post-graduate students in recent years. The issue is very topical and will 

no doubt become more so with the role of wind energy to become a greatly more 

common site on the landscape in the next ten years. It is evident that the barriers of 

smaller scale wind farms and community ownership in New Zealand are now well 

clarified (Barry, 2007; Barnett, 2006; Campbell, 2006; Thomson, 2008), therefore 

future researchers attention should more be focussed towards the actual 

implementation issues surrounding their inception in New Zealand. Some of these 

issues might include ‘Are New Zealanders actually prepared to invest in community 

energy?’, which may include a survey of rural and urban communities to see if there 

is interest and willingness out in the community. Also, research looking into the 

consumer responsiveness to the risk and vulnerabilities of the modern energy system 

could be analysed to interpret the level of consumer interest with particular 

distinction made between rural and urban areas. Arguably, it is the quality of 

information the consumer receives about new and smarter technologies which will in 

the end enable greater community involvement. 

 

Another related topic that deserves much greater attention is the role of Distributed 

Generation in general in New Zealand. CWE is but one form of generation that can be 

used in a DG state, but there are many more. The role of DG does not gain much 

media attention, but many publications are touting DG as the future for New Zealand 

electrical supply. This deserves further investigation, including cost-benefit analysis. 
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Appendix A 

Interviews 
Interviewee   Organisation 

Austrian 

 

Stefan Hantsch  – Austrian Wind Energy Association 

Christine Öhlinger  – Upper Austrian Energy Association 

Hans Moser  – Spörbichl wind farm representative 

Alfons Gstöttner  – Innviertil wind farm representative 

New Zealand 

 

Sharalee MacDonald  – Windflow New Zealand 

Chris Freear  – NZ Wind farms 

Tom Cameron  – Energy3 

Mike O’Connell  – Environment Canterbury 

Jeanette Fitzsimmons – Green Party 

Martin Barry  – Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority 

Sam Thomas  – Enercon 

Mark Ashby  – Connell Wagner 

Blair Walter  – Connell Wagner 

Peter Lindstrom  – Tararua Law 

Dana Moran  – Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment 

Daryn Jemmett  – ACC (Former Comalco Management) 

Karl Rossiter  – Fonterra – Technical Programme Manager 

Conferences Attended 
World Sustainable Energy Days  

OÖ Energiesparverband 

Wels, Austria – March 2007 

- A combination of events on sustainable energy production and use, covering energy 

efficiency and renewable energy sources for buildings, industry and transport. 
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Energy into the Future – Security Reliability Resilience 

Environment Canterbury 

Christchurch, New Zealand – September 2007 

- Reporting back on the progress since the 2005 Energy Forums and establishing a 

platform for future engagement between the regions energy stakeholders. 

 

Climate Change and Energy forum 

New Zealand Government 

Christchurch, New Zealand – October 2007 

- A forum on the newly released New Zealand Energy Strategy and Emission Trading 

Scheme, presented by the Prime Minister and Minister of Energy. 
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Appendix B 

Semi-Structured Interview Questions 
Many other questions were covered in the interviews, however the below questions 

were asked to all interviewees. 

 

General Questions to Austrian Stakeholders 

1) What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of community SSW 

energy? 

2) What are the barriers to further development of wind projects, including small 

scale, in Austria? 

3) Do you think that there is enough progress in wind energy development at 

present? 

4) What level of opposition is there to wind farms in Austria from local people?  

5) In your opinion, what have been the most important developments in wind energy 

in the last 10 years in Austria? 

6) What role should regional and national government have in the development of 

wind farms? 

7) What is your vision for wind energy in Austria? 

8) What needs to occur to make this vision a reality? 

 

General Questions to New Zealand Stakeholders 

1) What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of community SSW 

energy? 

2) Do you believe SSW in New Zealand is worthy of greater support and 

development? 

3) What do you consider to be the advantages or disadvantages of this type of wind 

energy development? 

4) Do you think the wind sector overall should have more Government support? 

5) Do you believe SSW will ever develop in New Zealand without policy support? 

6) What are your views on the incorporation of local people in energy development? 

7) Is community ownership in wind farms a feasible option in your opinion? 

8) What do you think the main barriers to community wind development in NZ are? 
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9) Should more responsibility for energy management be devolved to regional and/or 

local councils or should responsibility remain primarily at national level? 

10) Do you think the RMA impedes development of wind developments, particularly 

smaller wind farms, unnecessarily? If so, what could be done to alter this situation? 

11) Do you think smaller scale wind farms, such as those developed in Europe could 

make a significant difference to New Zealand’s energy production/ renewable energy 

production? Do you think they would be more accepted to local communities? 

12) Do you think wind generation should gain FITs in the New Zealand market? 

13) What is your vision for wind energy in New Zealand and do you think community 

initiatives will player a stronger role in the future development of electrical 

generation?  

 

Case Study Questions to Austrian wind farm leaders 

1) Who had starting idea of the project and how did they gain support?  

2) What were the driving forces that helped to create this project? 

3) What effect did subsidies have in your project? Did you get any subsidies to 

support in the development of you project? How did they assist you? 

4) What are main costs and benefits of the wind farm? 

5) How many people are involved in your project? What effect did having multiple 

(small) stakeholders in your project have on the public acceptance and support for 

your project? Did you face any objection? If so, how was it dealt with? 

6) What is the size of the wind farm? Number of turbines? Capacity? Percentage of 

electricity supplied? Number of households provided for? 

7) How does the wind farm management work? 

8) How was the project financed?  

9) How long was the development process from start to finish? 

10) Can you describe the level of difficulty in working with the development rules for 

wind farms in Austria in this project? 

11) Future of the project? What will happen when the wind turbines reach the end of 

their life cycle, will they be replaced? Plans for expansion? Do you still receive 

support from the regional/national government? 
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